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Abstract
Method: Seven men who identified themselves as having experienced emotional 
distress postnatally were interviewed and their transcripts analysed using 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. Results: Data analysis led to the 
development of four superordinate themes: 1) Accounts of emotional distress and 
coping; 2) Accounts of help-seeking and social support; 3) Experiences of changing 
relationships; 4) An evolving identity. Conclusions: Participants’ described efforts to 
control emotional distress through denial and compartmentalisation of their feelings. 
Their attempts to negotiate societal and personal expectations for increased parental 
involvement were contradicted by the necessity of work and lack of paternity leave. 
Fathers described feeling sidelined by professional services and this was echoed in 
their perceptions of the shifting hierarchies within the family, with the mother 
perceived as dominant and her childbearing experiences positioning her as undeniably 
different. This left some fathers feeling powerless and frustrated. Those fathers 
describing more proactive help-seeking and better social support seemed to cope 
better postnatally. Couple conflict was evident, as were emotional difficulties within 
partners, indicating a stressed family system. Possible consequences of this for their 
child or children were discussed. The findings indicate a need for adaptations to 
professional services to be more father-inclusive, as well as improved detection and 
treatment of postnatally distressed men and families.
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1. Introduction
1,1 Orientation ta thesis
This thesis is about men’s experiences of emotional distress in the postnatal period 
(PNP), a time frame which encompasses the 12 months following the birth of their 
child. Fatherhood places many demands upon a man, demands which are changing as 
social expectations of fathers and concepts of masculinity shift. Their mental 
wellbeing is important not only to their own psychological health, but that of others 
within their family, with fathers making unique contributions to the development of 
their children and the mental wellbeing of their partners. My hope is that this thesis 
will illuminate some of the issues that men might face during the early days of 
parenting in order that professionals and others can better support them.
In this first chapter I describe my overarching research aims, and outline my personal 
position in relation to the thesis. I offer an overview of the literature informing the 
research aims in the second chapter, followed by the third chapter in which I describe 
the practicalities of the research. These include recruitment, ethical considerations and 
the rationale for the analytic approach chosen. In the fourth chapter I discuss my 
findings and relate this to the extant literature, thus combining my findings with the 
second phase of my literature review. Finally, I discuss the clinical implications and 
limitations of my findings alongside some final personal reflections.
1,2 Position statement
My parents separated before I was two, and I did not grow up with my genetic father, 
but with my stepfather. Thus I have a long-standing personal interest in the role of the 
father within the family, but my interest in this field blossomed after becoming a 
mother around three years ago. I observed how my son and I were prioritised both 
within our family unit and by family, friends and professionals. I began to wonder 
about this, and what impact this might have upon a father who might not be enjoying 
these new changes in the way my husband clearly was. My professional interests in
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systemic theory and practice, alongside these personal interests in fathers and 
parenting, converged into an appealing area for exploration. I wanted to know more, 
but when I turned to the literature, I found that something was lacking: men’s own 
voices.
Much quantitative and some qualitative research positions mental health difficulties 
such as depression as a real construct which can be studied in and of itself. My aim 
with this research has been to move away fi-om symptoms and diagnostic labels and 
deconstruct such concepts by entering the lived experiences of my participants. 
Consistently raised scores on measures of psychopathology in men postnatally suggest 
that something is happening during this time; however, my approach has been to 
consider the phenomenon of postnatal distress in men through a systemic lens which 
enables the processes, relationships and contextual factors to be considered. This 
tension between process issues and the macro focus of much of the research has posed 
a challenge in my writing at times, thus I want to state my position clearly at the start: 
when I do use labels and abbreviations it is the literature, and not my personal views 
of mental distress, which I am describing.
1,3 Research aims
This thesis aims to provide a detailed analysis of men’s understandings of their 
postnatal emotional distress, and encompasses their accounts of seeking and receiving 
help during this time. I have used the qualitative method of Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) to analyse the data, which has enabled me to 
combine my own interpretations of participants’ meaning-making into the analysis. 
One core aim of this thesis has been to contribute an understanding of the richness of 
the context in which fathers’ experiences exist to the extant literature. This will 
hopefully contribute to a deeper understanding and further possibilities for exploration 
when encountering such men in clinical practice.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Plan
Stage one of the literature review is presented here, where I will describe relevant 
elements of systemic, family life-cycle and attachment theories; the current context of 
fatherhood and literature describing men’s transitions to fatherhood; the concept of 
masculinity; mental distress in men and fathers and the impact of this on self and 
other; help-seeking issues specific to men; and current service guidelines relevant to 
fathers postnatally. I summarise with the rationale for the current study.
I conducted the second phase of my literature review following analysis to enable full 
development of my own interpretations. This second phase is presented alongside the 
Results.
2.2 Systemic literature and the importance o f the fam ily
This thesis is essentially about families, so I offer a review of relevant systemic
theories here. Systems theory (Bateson, 1972; Dallos & Draper, 2005) views family 
not as a collection of individuals, but as a whole. Individual traits and actions are 
considered an embedded part of the whole system. The application of systemic 
theories to families was initially developed partly in response to an emerging 
awareness amongst clinicians of the importance of the quality of the parental 
relationship in child wellbeing (Haley, 1976; Minuchin, 1974). Carter and 
McGoldrick (1988) explored notions around ‘family life-cycle’ development, 
describing the family as a system which manages to maintain a steady identity whilst 
constantly adapting to both predicted and unpredicted events. They also emphasised 
the intergenerational transmission of ideas, beliefs and traditions. Haley (1973) 
described how difficulties within families were often related to transition points, such 
as births, marriages and deaths, and that a family’s successful adaptation to new 
phases of life were influenced not only by their collective and individual responses, 
but also the social context in which these changes occurred: the prevailing attitudes, 
norms and expectations of society.
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Haley (1973) also described several distinct stages within the life-cycle, each 
containing its own unique set of demands, reorganisations and renegotiations within 
relationships. The current study focuses specifically on the demands placed upon 
fathers during Haley’s (1973) ‘childbirth and dealing with the young’ phase. Erikson 
(1980) described how times of transition were associated with emotional distress, and 
that many clinical presentations of disturbance occurred within the context of 
significant points of transition.
Post-modern systemic theories offer insights into family life that move beyond ideas 
of cycles, roles and development, and emphasise the centrality of language in 
experience. For example, Anderson and Goolishian (1988) proposed that language and 
how it is used co-creates the family’s experiences, including the development and 
resolution of problems. Language and communication are not simply produced by the 
family, but actually feed and shape perceptions of their experiences and relationships.
Linked to this is the notion of power, central to the negotiation of roles and 
responsibilities in families. Traditionally, fathers have been the breadwinners and 
decision-makers, while mothers have typically been the more dependent nurturers; 
this gendered power differential has been defined, maintained, perpetuated and 
challenged by language use within the couple and society (Howard et a l, 1986). 
Feminist drives towards more egalitarian relationships have produced some change 
(Silverstein & Goodrich, 2003), however, the rate of change is slow and power issues 
still present in the work of family and couple therapists (Parker, 2009).
Considering family life as co-constructed through the absorption, enactment, and 
subsequent evolution of prevalent discourses enables contemporary expectations of 
fathers to be considered in the current study and highlights the importance of language 
in the creation and description of experience.
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2.3 Attachment patterns and the family system
The recent integration of systemic and attachment theories (Crittenden & Dallos,
2009; Dallos, 2006; Dallos & Vetere, 2009) highlights the centrality of a person’s own 
early attachments to their caregivers in all other relationships. A secure or insecure 
attachment style in childhood creates an ‘internal working model’ (IWM) of the self, 
relationships and coping styles: a type of psychological map which forms the basis of 
the child’s relationship with themselves and the world around them (Bretherton & 
Munholland, 1999).
In anticipation that the participants might talk about relationships as part of this study,
I offer a summary of attachment theory (AT) (Ainsworth, 1967; Bowlby, 1969) here. 
AT is a developmental theory of the social regulation of emotion in the family. It 
describes patterns of relating that are formed during childhood, based on the quality of 
the relationship with caregiver(s). These relational styles are carried with us into 
adulthood; thus AT can be considered a theory of lifelong relationships (Kazan & 
Shaver, 1987). Bartholomew (1990) combined the different attachment categorisations 
into a diagram which depicts the dimensional relationships between the four 
attachment styles identified in adults:
Low Avoidance
Secure
V..
Low anxiety < -
Dismissing Avoidant
Preoccupied
-►High Anxiety
Fearful Avoidant
High Avoidance
Figure 1. Two dimensional diagram depicting attachment anxiety and avoidance. 
Adapted from Schachner, Shaver, & Mikulincer (2003).
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Within both adult and child attachment models, a ‘secure’ attachment is defined by a 
felt sense of closeness, trust, and inter-dependability with significant others, and is 
associated with a positive sense of self (Mikulincer, 1995). Secure attachments 
develop in the context of caregiving relationships in which parents respond 
appropriately to their child’s needs. Conversely, children whose attachment needs are 
not met tend to develop insecure attachments to their caregivers. People with an 
‘avoidant’ attachment style have learnt to be emotionally independent and so do not 
seek support from significant others, even when such support is necessary for their 
survival: this is a deactivating response to stress. With an ‘anxious’ attachment style, 
people feel uncertain about whether they are loved and worthy of protection by 
significant others, and thus become highly vigilant, easily feel jealous and angry and 
fi-equently seek reassurance: a hyperactivating response to attachment threat.
As Figure 1 above shows, both anxious and avoidant approaches can be combined. 
Additionally, the attachment system is highly context-dependent, with responses being 
influenced by current threats and the availability of attachment figures (Mikulincer & 
Shaver, 2007). Bowlby (1973) described how attachment needs are awakened during 
times of transition, thus linking AT to the life-cycle and transition theories described 
above.
Once established, attachment styles are relatively stable throughout adulthood (Fuller 
& Fincham, 1995; Kirkpatrick & Kazan, 1994), although some adults do develop 
secure attachments in adulthood. This status is often referred to as ‘eamed-secure’
(e.g. Pearson et a l, 1994), and describes those who successfully overcome past 
adverse caregiving experiences and related insecure attachments to later develop 
security in their adult relationships. Research indicates that, in married couples, 
eamed-secure and continuous-secure spouses displayed the same levels of emotional 
expression and patterns of communication, and viewed their relationships in equally 
positive terms (Paley et a l, 1999). Pearson et a l (1994) also showed that eamed- 
secure and continuous-secure parents displayed similar parenting behaviour to their 
young children.
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Attachment theory emphasises the centrality of trusting relationships in optimal 
individual functioning. Fundamentally, it is a theory of trauma (Atkinson & Zucker, 
1997; Dallos & Vetere, 2009; Johnson, 2002), which offers an explanation of the huge 
impact that early deprivation, loss, rejection and abandonment has on the development 
of personality formation and the ability to cope with stress. Attachment styles 
influence the manner in which people respond to life events, such as the birth of a 
child. Thus, consideration of men’s parental transitions are relevant here.
2.4 Transition and fatherhood
Transition can be conceptualised as the period of change in the life cycle from one 
stable phase to another (Carter & McGoldrick, 1980; Rivett & Street, 2009). 
Neugarten (1979) coined the phrase ‘social clock’ to emphasise the influence of 
societal expectations on the timing of such phases. Positioning these theories in 
current society adds multiple complexities, since traditional signs of transition are 
increasingly diverse (Kokko et a l, 2006; Settersten et a l, 2005).
Fatherhood transitions present men with a unique constellation of new challenges. 
Generally, men will undergo significant changes to their practical responsibilities and 
development of their self-concept as a father (Cowan et a l, 1991). Additionally, they 
face new pressures such as lack of sleep, time, and a renegotiation of their partner 
relationship from dyad to triad (Bradley et a l, 2004). All of these changes require 
significant adaptability, flexibility, adjustment and a re-evaluation of sense of self, 
role, and relationships (e.g. Genesoni & Tallandini, 2009; Nicolson, 1990; Strauss & 
Goldberg, 1999). Coping with transitions is influenced not only by the event itself, but 
also by the cultural and psychological context in which the change occurs (Draper, 
2003).
Positioning these changes within AT, it seems likely that becoming a father will 
reawaken IWMs of our own parents and parenting experiences (Grienenberger et a l, 
2005; Van Ijzendoom, 1992). Byng-Hall’s (1998) ideas around replicative and
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corrective scripts provide an understanding of how difficulties might arise when 
intergenerational patterns of attachment and relating are either re-enacted or countered 
in relationships. For example, a parent’s corrective script of being lenient with their 
children may develop as a response to their own experiences of punitive parenting; a 
replicative script might involve the re-enactment of familiar punitive ways of 
parenting. Such patterns of relating can become ingrained within a family and can be 
difficult to confront and change. Sticking points such as these are often the focus of 
family therapy (Young, 2010).
Barclay and Lupton’s (1999) qualitative longitudinal study of 15 Australian men 
focused on the impact of socio-political conceptualisations of fatherhood on men 
transitioning to first-time fatherhood. They noted tensions in participants’ accounts 
about how best to negotiate changing expectations in terms of domestic and childcare 
involvement. While the fathers accepted more modem notions of masculinity that 
incorporated nurturing and involvement with childcare, they felt disappointed that 
they could not be as involved as they had hoped due to work pressures. Their desire 
for greater involvement was interpreted as a correction of their own experiences of 
absent fathers, yet their attempts were hampered by circumstance. They also 
experienced jealousy related to the close breastfeeding relationship, which the authors 
related to the current predominant discourse emphasising breastfeeding for nutrition 
and mother-baby boding, which is excluding for men. The authors concluded that any 
difficulties these men experienced in adapting to fatherhood were the result of socio­
cultural shifts in how fatherhood is understood and enacted, rather than individual or 
psychological difficulties or a lack of desire to engage in a more caring role.
Whilst their study raises multiple relevant issues and highlights the pressures upon 
modem fathers that result from shifting cultural attitudes and practices, their dismissal 
of fathers’ individual or relational difficulties, and/or possible personal ambivalence 
about engaging in more modem parenting practices, does not seem fully investigated 
or substantiated by their data. They do briefly describe fathers’ emotional responses, 
such as anger and inadequacy, as well as tense partner relationships, yet these are not
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explored in depth and are subsumed by their interpretation of any difficulties as 
arising from social change. Their conclusion implies a unidirectional relationship 
between social change and personal experience.
Many studies of fatherhood transitions concentrate on first-time fathers only (e.g. 
Bradley et a l, 2004; Condon et a l, 2004). However, fatherhood can be considered an 
ongoing transition requiring continual adaptation throughout life (Knoester & 
Eggebeen, 2006). The emphasis on this initial transition has meant that fathers of 
more than one child have been little investigated. Hence, the current study sought not 
to exclude such fathers: the sample’s homogeneity can be located in their shared self- 
identification as having experienced emotional difficulties postnatally.
2.5 The modern context o f fatherhood
A systemic view of fatherhood enables factors such as gender and power to be 
included in formulations of the family (Haddock et a l, 2000). The expectations of 
western fathers over recent decades have been evolving (Draper, 2003; Henwood & 
Procter, 2003). Societal shifts towards gender equality have created an expectation for 
men to be involved in what were, more traditionally, female tasks such as childcare 
and housework (Lupton & Barclay, 1997), and greater involvement in antenatal 
classes (N. Smith, 1999), labour and birth (Vehvilainen-Julkunen & Liukkonen,
1998). Despite these changes, research indicates that stereotyped gendered roles still 
prevail (Katz-Wise et a l, 2010), and as Matheson and Summerfield (2001) highlight, 
the pace of change of men’s contributions to domestic life seem much slower that that 
of women’s integration into paid employment.
Increased father involvement sits alongside overriding beliefs that mothers hold 
primary responsibility for children, resulting in ‘manager-helper’ dynamics whereby 
fathers follow mothers’ instructions (Deutsch, 2001; Gerson, 1997). Such dynamics 
are also maintained by imbalances in maternity and paternity leave in the UK, with
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fathers currently offered two weeks paid statutory paternity leave, with women 
entitled to 52 weeks, 39 of which they receive financial support^
2.6 Fatherhood and masculinity
A consideration of the implications of notions of the ‘new fatherhood’ upon men’s 
self-image, roles and functions within society is relevant here. There are multiple and 
conflicting social expectations developing in relation to fathers, one being the blurring 
of traditionally male (controlling, distant) and female (affectionate, responsive) 
parenting approaches (Balbus, 1998). Opposing this is the advocation of the 
maintenance of traditional gender roles within families and positioning men as 
‘victims’ of feminist drives towards equality (Silverstein & Auerbach, 1999). This 
position absolves men of accountability for difficulties faced by modem and diverse 
families, as well as being a threatening stance towards men unable to meet traditional 
standards fatherhood (Henwood & Procter, 2003). Such research describes a 
confusing social milieu surrounding modem fatherhood and thus provides some 
contextual information relevant to understanding the experiences of the fathers in the 
present study.
2.7 Evidence fo r mental distress in fathers
It is only relatively recently that the existence of mental distress in fathers has entered 
common parlance, with radio programmes such as Radio 4’s Women’s Hour (BBC, 
2003) and articles in newspapers and online, raising public awareness whilst 
articulating an element of surprise that men might experience postnatal depression 
(Adams, 2009; Campbell, 2010; Moorhead, 2010; Rawles, 2004; Sheringham, 2003).
' At the time o f  writing, the UK Government was implementing new regulations offering up to three 
months paid paternity leave, with six months total leave available for fathers.
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Below I summarise largely quantitative research into fathers’ postnatal emotional 
wellbeing, using the definitions and diagnostic labels prevalent within such literature 
for the purposes of simplicity and brevity. However, I must emphasise that this is at 
odds with my own understanding of emotional distress as a process occurring within 
and in response to social context and relationships.
2.7,1 Postnatal Depression (PND)
Some men report depression symptoms postnatally (e.g. Deater-Deckard et a l, 1998). 
Studies detecting depression typically use scales such as the Edinburgh Postnatal 
Depression Scale (EDPS) (Cox et a l, 1987) or the Beck Depression Inventory BDI 
(Beck et a l, 1996) that measure symptoms such as tearfulness, lethargy and guilt.
Estimated prevalence rates of paternal PND vary: Paulson and Bazemore’s (2010) 
meta-analysis calculated a prevalence meta-estimate 10.4%, with higher rates of 
25.6% during the 3-6 months following birth. In contrast, Bradley and Slade’s (2011) 
estimates ranged between 1-8% at 6 weeks postnatally, and between 5-6% at 3-6 
months. However, these figures are still higher than the population prevalence of 
depression which is 2% (Jenkins et a l, 1998).
Bradley and Slade’s (2011) review of postnatal mental health problems matched my 
own review of the literature in finding a preponderance of studies relating to paternal 
PND over any other disorder. A range of factors appear to influence the development 
of paternal PND, for example, high levels of neuroticism (Matthey et a l, 2000) and 
trait anxiety (Bradley et a l, 2008), more stressfiil life events (Deater-Deckard et a l, 
1998) experiencing depressive symptoms prenatally (Areias et a l, 1996; Matthey et 
al, 2000) and negative experiences of labour (Greenhalgh et a l, 2000). In addition, 
Bradley et al. (2008) noted significant correlations between some Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder (PTSD) and depression symptoms.
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2.7.2 Context and PND
Contextual factors indicative of deprivation, such as unemployment, lower socio­
economic status and lower education levels, have been connected to paternal PND 
(Ballard et a l, 1994; Bielawska-Batorowicz & Kossakowska-Petrycka, 2006; Deater- 
Deckard et a l, 1998; Dudley et a l, 2001), as have stressful work situations (Leathers 
et a l, 1997). Higher perceived levels of social support have also been shown to be 
important, with positive attitudes toward emotional expression a key part of this 
(Castle et a l, 2008).
2 .7.3 Relationships and PND
Bielawska-Batorowicz and Kossakowska-Petrycka’s (2006) quantitative study 
highlighted strong correlations between maternal and paternal PND. Dudley et al 
(2001) identified a relationship between measures of neuroticism and PND in both 
mothers and fathers, noticing also that maternal PND was explained by high 
neuroticism scores and infant related factors, whilst paternal PND was related more to 
quality of the couple relationship and their partner’s psychological wellbeing. This 
situates PND as a relational, systemic issue rather than something occurring solely 
within the individual (Whiffen, 2005).
In further support of this, Matthey et a l (2001) indicated that couples’ initial 
adjustment to parenthood was related to their own personalities and relationships with 
their own parents, whilst towards the end of the first year, adjustment was related to 
the quality of the couple relationship. This early influence of couple’s own parental 
relationships as a determinant of their wellbeing emphasises the influence of family 
upon individual coping. They also noted higher levels of postnatal distress in the 
partners of depressed men. Again, this provides support for a systemic understanding 
of postnatal mental health (PNMH).
Additionally, Soliday et a l (1999) showed that the number of children a man has 
correlates positively with his ability to cope with parenting, with more experienced 
fathers experiencing lower levels of distress. However, their findings do not confirm a 
causative relationship; therefore we must consider other mediating factors, such as
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personality, in these findings. Furthermore, Knoester and Eggebeen’s (2006) 
longitudinal quantitative study of over 3000 North American men showed that while 
first-time fathers are most affected by changes to their lives, subsequent children also 
significantly impacted upon scores on measures of depression, life satisfaction and 
general health.
2.8 Depression in men
It has been suggested that current diagnostic criteria for depression may favour 
internalising coping processes more often seen in women rather than recognising 
externalising behaviours, such as increased aggression, drug use, over-involvement in 
work and emotional rigidity, more often seen in men (Kilmartin, 2005). Their pattern 
of symptoms may also be different to those of women, for example. Pollack (1998) 
suggested a ‘major depressive disorder male-type’. Winkler et al. (2005) suggest 
‘male depressive syndrome’, and Cochran and Rabinowitz (2000) label it ‘masked 
depression’.
Such a critique threatens the validity of the quantitative research summarised above, 
since most studies relied on generic measures of depression such as the BDI (Beck et 
al., 1996) or the EDPS (Cox et al., 1987). Although the EDPS has been validated for 
measuring paternal PND (Matthey et a l, 2001), it was not adapted to account for 
‘male’ depression symptoms. Both scales conceptualise depression as a more 
internalising difficulty, following current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV criteria 
(DSM-IY-TR) (APA, 2000).
Using a specific measure of depression adapted to incorporate ‘male’ depressive 
symptoms, Madsen and Juhl (2007) uncovered an additional 2% of men suffering with 
PND. Matthey et al. (2003) highlighted the need to include assessments of anxiety 
when investigating PNMH, finding in their study a large increase in clinical severity 
when anxiety disorders were included in assessment. They also advocate the adoption
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of the term ‘postnatal mood disorder’ as a term to encompass the range of difficulties 
experienced by parents.
2.9 Other postnatal psychiatric diagnoses
Other diagnoses seem to have been largely neglected within the literature. Madsen and 
Burgess (2010) recent chapter entitled ‘Fatherhood and mental health difficulties in 
the postnatal period’ only discusses PND. Briefly, other disorders have been 
recognised within the paternal PNP in papers reporting case studies, for example, 
Abramowitz et al.’s (2001) paper reported postnatal obsessive compulsive disorder 
(OCD). Postnatal bipolar disorder (Davenport & Adland, 1982), and psychosis 
(Benvenuti et a l, 1995) have also been identified in small scale studies. Additionally, 
Ayers et a l (2007) found a prevalence rate of 5% on PTSD symptoms of intrusion and 
avoidance in fathers postnatally.
This research indicates that some men experience postnatal difficulties that reach 
clinical significance on various measures of (predominantly) depression. Whilst the 
research evidences changes in men’s postnatal emotional wellbeing, there is a lack of 
agreement on what actually constitutes paternal PND, and also a lack of consistency in 
measurement between studies.
2.10 The impact of emotional difficulties in fathers
For men themselves, poor mental health and stress is associated with poorer physical
health (Nielsen et a l, 2008; Vaillant, 1998) and relationship difficulties (see below). 
Men also show greater incidences of suicide (ONS, 2008). Men’s tendency towards 
risky behaviours when distressed, as described above, has consequences not only for 
their wellbeing but also for others around them.
Byng-Hall (1998) utilised Ainsworth’s (1967) definition in describing the healthy 
family as a ‘secure base’ in which family members are consistently available to
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collaborate in caring for one another, and that this quality is felt by every family 
member as a sense of security. As Bielawska-Batorowicz and Kossakowska- 
Petrycka’s (2006) study indicates, men experiencing poorer PNMH are less available 
to provide emotional support to their partners. This can, in turn, be connected to the 
wellbeing of their children, which has been shown to be determined by the quality of 
the parental relationship (Belsky & Nezworski, 1988; Goldberg & Easterbrooks, 
1984).
Indeed, the importance of fathers in child development has been well documented 
(Lamb, 2010). Grossman et al. (2002) showed that fathers’ sensitivity during play, 
rather than the early father-infant bond, is a good predictor of their child’s enduring 
attachment style. Easterbrooks and Goldberg (1984) showed that toddlers that with 
secure attachments to their fathers showed increased problem-solving abilities. 
Additionally, Steele and Steele (2004) found lower engagement levels and greater 
passivity in fathers who had not hilly grieved previous losses. Such difficulties created 
insecure attachments and were associated with lower levels of confidence and 
sociability in their children. Kraemer (2005) details the importance of fathers in 
helping mothers to negotiate their relationships with their children by helping to 
ameliorate negative influences and memories from her own past.
Several studies link poor paternal mental health and negative child outcomes (Mensah 
& Kieman, 2010; Paulson et a l, 2009; Ramchandani et a l, 2005). Sarkadi et a/.’s 
(2008) systematic review higher father-child engagement was associated with positive 
child outcomes, specifically by reducing behavioural problems in boys and 
psychological problems in girls, and improving cognitive development in both sexes. 
Leinonen et al.'s (2003) study described a how parental mental health difficulties not 
only affect their ability to parent, but also threaten their children’s adjustment, while 
Ferketich and Mercer (1995) showed paternal depression ratings as predicting the 
quality of father-infant attachments in a significant proportion of their sample.
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These studies highlight the centrality of fathers’ mental health and wellbeing to the 
family system and functioning of their children, while supporting systemic 
understandings of how distress arises and is maintained within a family system 
(Crittenden & Dallos, 2009; Minuchin et ah, 1975), with the functioning of each 
family member being interconnected.
2.11 Help-seeking issues in men
Another factor of interest is that men who experience mental health difficulties often 
do not seek help as readily as women (Addis & Mahalik, 2003; Mansfield et a l,
2005). O’Brien (1988) connects these difficulties to enduring concepts of masculinity, 
and notes that men also seek help less for family or couple based problems. Evidence 
suggests that gender role conflicts pose a threat to men’s mental wellbeing, with male 
gendered behaviour often being unhealthy (Courtenay, 2000; Good et a l, 1989). 
Social and biological influences are thought to contribute to men’s low levels of help- 
seeking, with many cultures actively endorsing gendered behaviour in men, such as 
being strong and independent; notions which are then internalised, serving to maintain 
the process of suffering without help whilst exacerbating symptoms (Smith et aï., 
2008). Additionally, men wait longer before seeking help, by which time their 
problems are more serious and thus harder to treat (Fabrega et a l, 1990).
2.12 Current guidelines fo r services
The Department of Health’s ‘Perinatal Positive Practice Guide’ (2009) outlines how 
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (lAPT) services should be providing 
mental health care to people in the perinatal period (from 22 weeks gestation to seven 
days after birth). The mental health of fathers is only mentioned in parentheses 
throughout this document, although they do state that: ‘Psychological therapies should 
be available to pregnant and new mothers (and new fathers) for both depression and 
anxiety disorders.’ (p.5). The National Institute for Clinical and Health Excellence’s 
(NICE) (2007b) quick reference version of the document entitled ‘Antenatal and 
postnatal mental health’ does not directly mention fathers once. The full guidance 
(NICE, 2007a) mentions fathers’ mental health only in the context of the burden
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placed upon them by the mother’s mental health difficulties. So, while perinatal and 
postnatal mental health is being considered, the experiences of fathers appear to be 
sidelined even in the most recent national guidelines.
The importance of male mental and physical health is increasingly being promoted 
(e.g. Mind, 2009). The Equality Act (2010) stipulates that all public services need to 
address issues of gender equality, ensuring equal provision of appropriately tailored 
services to both men and women. As Cowan (1988) highlighted, the PNP is a golden 
opportunity for engaging fathers due to the high frequency of contact with services. 
These factors, in combination with the descriptions of men’s differing presentations of 
emotional distress, their help-seeking difficulties, the unique pressures associated with 
early fatherhood, and their omission in peri and postnatal mental health guidelines, 
point towards a need to raise awareness of paternal postnatal emotional difficulties 
alongside incorporating their own understandings of suffering during this time.
2.13 Rationale fo r  this study
There have been few qualitative studies investigating postnatal emotional difficulties 
in fathers, although there are many studies which consider depression as a component 
of such difficulties. However, there is no clear consensus regarding diagnosis or 
measurement of depression in men. Qualitative investigations have tended to focus on 
the transition to first-time fatherhood, or the socio-cultural influences upon fathers. No 
single study has sought explicitly to investigate men’s phenomenological accounts of 
postnatal emotional difficulties. Additionally, research indicates unique challenges 
faced by men in seeking and receiving help, yet little is known about how this 
particular factor affects men postnatally.
The present study is therefore my attempt to illuminate men’s experiences of postnatal 
emotional difficulties, exploring how they made sense of and coped with their 
experiences, as well as exploring their experiences of help-seeking during this time.
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3. Methodology
3,1 Design
This is a qualitative interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) of seven fathers 
who identified themselves as having experienced emotional difficulties postnatally, 
and their experiences of seeking and receiving help during this time.
3,2 Participants
Participants were a convenience sample recruited through adverts in the community, 
media, and with representative organisations (detailed fiirther below). In total, 27 
potential participants made contact regarding involvement. Of these, 11 declared 
interest after further information was sent to them and seven were interviewed. The 
first interview that was conducted was considered a pilot, and was not included in the 
analysis. Of the three that were not interviewed, one lived far away and was unable to 
participate in a telephone interview due to being deaf. The two remaining participants 
were unable to attend interviews before analysis commenced. Smith et al. (2009) state 
that for the purposes of professional doctoral level research, between four and ten 
participants is adequate, therefore, seven participants was considered to be sufficient.
3.2,1 Inclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria for participation were that the working age male identified 
themselves as having experienced some emotional difficulties during the first 12 
months following the birth of their youngest genetic child. The relevant child was 
originally required to be 36 months old or less, but this was amended to 48 months or 
less. Ethical approval for this minor amendment was obtained, with a commendation 
for my assiduousness in informing the Ethics Committee of this change (Appendix 1). 
This age restriction was included in order that participants’ memories of relevant
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events would still be reasonably recent. All participants were required to speak 
English to a level at which their experiences could be clearly communicated.
3.2.2 Exclusion criteria
Participants not meeting the above criteria were excluded from the study. No potential 
participants were excluded.
3.2.3 Participant characteristics
Participants were seven men, residing within the United Kingdom. Six were White 
British, one British Asian. Six were living with their wife or partner and one was 
separated. Their ages ranged from mid-30s to early-50s, with an average age of 40. 
Three participants had one child, two had two children, and two had three children. 
The average age of their youngest or only child was 1.81 years (21.71 months); the 
youngest was six months and the oldest 46 months. Two participants were self- 
employed, one was an unemployed student, and the remaining were employed in 
professional roles. Educational attainment ranged from diploma to postgraduate 
degree. Demographic information is summarised in Table 1. Approximate ages are 
given to maintain participant anonymity.
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3.3 Procedure
3.3.1 Recruitment
Participants were members of the public recruited by several means. Posters and 
leaflets were placed in public places such as children’s centres, libraries and cafes 
(Appendix 2). I sent an email to colleagues and acquaintances (Appendix 3) and an 
article and accompanying advert was written for a regional parenting magazine 
(Appendix 4). The National Childbirth Trust (NCT) assisted recruitment via their 
parenting internet forums (Appendix 5).
I decided to recruit members of the general public rather than service users in order to 
capture the views of men not accessing services, or who were but continued to 
experience emotional difficulties. I chose not to limit recruitment to first-time fathers 
since the focus of the study is not specifically about the transition to fatherhood, but 
the experience of postnatal emotional difficulties which could be experienced by first­
time or experienced fathers (Knoester & Eggebeen, 2006).
Once the potential participant had made contact, an information sheet (Appendix 6) 
and consent form (Appendix 7) were sent to him (all participants requested this to be 
sent by email). Participants were given a minimum of 24 hours before deciding to 
participate. All participants were offered the opportunity to ask further questions about 
the research before agreeing to participate.
A telephone interview was conducted for one participant who lived a significant 
distance away and worked full time. He signed, scanned and emailed his consent form 
prior to the interview, which was recorded using an adapted telephone attached to a 
digital dictaphone. Participants interviewed in person were asked to sign the consent 
form and complete a demographic information sheet (Appendix 8) before the 
interview began.
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Following the interview, participants were all given a debriefing sheet (Appendix 9) 
which contained information about relevant helpful agencies and details of how to 
make a complaint about the research should they wish to. All participants were offered 
up to £20 in travel expenses post-interview.
3.3.2 Interview schedule
The interview schedule was created by reviewing the extant literature and identifying 
possible topics to cover. A list of potential questions was generated, reviewed with my 
supervisors, and narrowed down to create a semi-structured interview format based 
around eight core questions (Appendix 10). These covered topics such as their 
experiences and descriptions of emotional difficulties, triggers, coping responses and 
styles, asking for help, and experiences of being helped. The questions were all open 
and as non-leading as possible, in line with IPA interviews which allow for the 
flexible use of follow-up questions to further explore unanticipated answers. This is 
consistent with IPA’s close attention to the individual’s lived experience, and creates 
space within the interview for novel discoveries (Willig, 2001).
3.3.3 Interview process
Individual interviews were conducted in a room at Surrey University or a hired room 
at a shared office space (The Skiff http://www.theskiff.org/). This ensured enough 
privacy for participants to openly discuss their experiences, while ensuring other 
people were nearby should any problems of personal safety arise. The interviews 
ranged in length from 45 minutes to 2.25 hours, with the average being 1.5 hours. All 
interviews were digitally recorded for later transcription.
3.4 Ethics
The overall guiding ethical principles of this study centred on respect and care for the 
participants and the information they shared. Ethical approval was sought and gained
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from the University’s Ethics Committee (Appendix 11). A detailed risk assessment 
was included as part of this application (Appendix 12) which clearly outlined risks to 
participants, procedures for dealing with distressed participants, when confidentiality 
might be breached, and measures taken to ensure my own safety.
Written consent was obtained prior to interview, and an opportunity was given to ask 
questions or raise concerns. All participants were reassured that they could withdraw 
from the research at any time without giving reason, up to the point at which data 
were analysed. Limits around confidentiality were explained in writing and in person, 
with confidentiality only at risk of being breached should the participant pose 
significant risk to self or others. All interviews were digitally recorded and transferred 
to an encrypted memory stick at the first opportunity, and all transcripts were 
anonymised by employing pseudonyms and changing other identifying information.
3.5 Data Analysis
3.5.1 Rationale for method
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith et a l, 2009) was chosen as 
the method for analysing the data. Smith and Eatough (2006) state that IPA has two 
aims: to explore participants’ lived experiences and how they make sense of them.
Epistemologically, IPA unites ideas from hermeneutics and phenomenology. 
Hermeneutics is the theory and practice of interpretation; a fundamental assumption of 
IPA is that people attempt to interpret and make sense of their experiences. This 
interpretative activity is two-fold in the IPA research process: initially, by the 
participant in interpreting and explaining their experience, and secondly by the 
researcher, who endeavours to interpret the participant’s words. Thus, IPA is a 
‘double hermeneutic’ process: a process of double interpretation. Additionally, IPA is 
both a constructivist method, in that the research data are interpreted; and social
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constructionist, because both interviewer and participant co-construct the interview 
together within their unique interaction.
Phenomenology is a philosophical domain concerned with subjective consciousness 
(Bemet et a l, 1993). It is the study of how individuals think about and judge objects 
and events. The phenomenological component of IPA therefore regards individuals’ 
descriptions of their experience as data which need to be stepped in to, rather than 
modified and manipulated, by the researcher. IPA openly acknowledges, however, 
that fully understanding another’s experience in totality is impossible (Smith & 
Eatough, 2006). The researcher’s own pre-existing knowledge and conceptions 
influence data analysis, and IPA emphasises the importance of the researcher openly 
acknowledging and reflecting on these assumptions.
IPA is often selected as the research method for studies exploring individuals’ 
perceptions of their own experiences, and the effects of those experiences on the self 
and identity (Smith & Eatough, 2006). IPA can also be described as an ‘idiographic’ 
approach to analysis in which each individual transcript is analysed in depth, almost as 
a case study, before common themes are identified across other interviews.
3.5.2 My personal perspective on IPA
IPA offered me the opportunity to explore and describe participants’ lived experience 
in great depth, whilst also acknowledging the influence of interpretation on the data 
and conclusions. The existing literature seemed to lack men’s own descriptions of 
postnatal emotional difficulties, thus the present study seemed a useful addition to the 
literature that might also inform clinical practice.
IPA is often used in studies which aim to understand how significant experiences 
impact upon someone’s identity, for example. Smith (1999) investigated women’s 
changing sense of identity during transition into motherhood. Here, the significant
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experience of fatherhood is explored in depth. IPA’s origins in phenomenology and 
hermeneutics appealed to me because both the individual experience and the process 
of interpretation are combined into one process - an approach similar to that of 
psychotherapy. The breadth of IPA’s reach also appealed to me, particularly its ability 
to connect with and add richness to understandings offered by cognitive psychology, 
providing answers to how such cognitive processes come to be, and the meanings 
people imbue them with (Smith et ah, 2009).
3,5.3 Choosing IPA over other qualitative methods
An alternative method for this project might have been Narrative Analysis (Murray,
2003; Riessman, 1994) given its shared roots with IPA in a social constructionist 
epistemology. However, IPA fitted with my aims more precisely, by emphasising the 
exploration of the texture of lived experience whilst still retaining the scope to explore 
the making of meaning through narratives as part of the analytic process (Eatough & 
Smith, 2006; Smith et a l, 2009). IPA positions the telling of stories of one’s 
experience as a core component of both identity and meaning-making, but also as 
something more, that ‘transcends the specific local interaction’ (Eatough & Smith, 
2006).
Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1968) offered another 
alternative to analysis, and would have created the opportunity to develop a middle- 
range theory describing men’s experiences of postnatal emotional difficulties. I saw a 
gap within the literature which needed to be filled with the men’s own voices; 
grounded theory would be departing from this by emphasising conceptual and process 
understandings of the data. It is my hope that this rich, detailed phenomenological 
account could perhaps lead on to a grounded theory study in the future.
3.6 Analytic process
Analysis was based on the processes outlined by Smith and colleagues (Smith, 2004; 
Smith et a l, 1999). In keeping with IPA’s idiographic approach, each transcript was
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read multiple times, initially to gain familiarity with the content, and enable continual 
development of my interpretations. Initially, I noted descriptive thoughts and 
comments, highlighting significant words, ideas and events which seemed central to 
the participant’s narrative alongside linguistic elements, for example, repetition of 
particular words, laughter and fluency. Noticing conceptual ideas enabled analysis to 
move away from participant’s own words into more interpretative territory. I also 
considered the overall emotional tone and narrative qualities of their accounts (e.g. 
cohesive, disjointed), and compared this to my reflections following the interviews.
Next, I collated the notes into emergent themes and identified and clarified patterns 
within the data. I created a table with example quotes and a theme map for each 
participants’ transcript, clustering conceptually related themes together (for an 
example map, see Appendix 13). Previously analysed transcripts were revisited to 
check for evidence of themes discovered in later analyses.
Once analysis of all transcripts was complete, I compared the maps and tables, and 
explored potential relationships between themes by merging and separating them out 
in what was both a creative and pragmatic process. Finally, I created a table of 
superordinate and subordinate themes which captured the shared ideas across my 
sample (see Results). During the writing of the Results section, minor changes were 
made to this table as the ideas continued to develop in an ongoing iterative process.
3.7 Quality checks
Throughout the analytic process, I consulted with my supervisors, seeking feedback 
on my approach and discussing emergent themes. Dallos and Vetere (2005) and 
Yardley (2008) recommend triangulation of ideas as one approach to validating 
qualitative research which ensures analysis is not restricted by the researcher’s own 
perspective and is understandable to others. In light of this, I shared excerpts of 
roughly 1000 words each from two transcripts and the final theme table with a fellow 
trainee familiar with IPA. Using the table, this trainee assessed the robustness of my
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interpretations. Discussion of her findings revealed significant agreement, providing 
evidence of credibility in my analysis. I also invite the reader to examine an example 
of an annotated transcript (Appendix 14) and to see each quote in its original context 
(Appendix 15) for the purposes of transparency. There is a paper trail of my 
investigation, including annotated transcripts, diagrams of themes, a reflective 
research diary, and evidence of every step of my analysis.
Implicit in qualitative investigations is the assumption that reality is socially 
constructed (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Thus, inviting participants to feedback on my 
findings and interpretations seemed a sensible step towards validity, and is advocated 
by Silverman (2006), Yardley (2008) and Dallos and Vetere (2005). Five out of seven 
participants gave feedback, and felt that their views had been accurately represented, 
as well as expressing appreciation for the opportunity to reflect on a difficult time. 
Reading the Results also enabled participants to get a sense of a shared experience; 
one participant said the reading had ‘brought back a lot o f memories offeeling exactly 
the same way’.
3.8 Reflections before interviewing
Smith et al. (2009) emphasise the centrality of the researcher’s reflections to IPA. 
Before and after^ interviewing participants, a fellow trainee interviewed me in order to 
elucidate my assumptions, biases and reflections. Prior to conducting interviews, I 
described concerns about maintaining distinct boundaries between my own 
experiences of parenting and those of my participants, while acknowledging that these 
same experiences could enable a helpful empathy. Additionally, my own experiences 
of growing up with a geographically and emotionally distant father and a busy 
stepfather could influence my interpretation of the data, perhaps sensitising me to 
similar stories from participants.
Some post-interview reflections are described later.
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I was also aware that the difference in gender between myself and the participants 
could elicit different ways of responding during the interview (e.g. Williams & 
Heikes, 1993). However, I hoped that this difference would allow me a greater 
curiosity about entering their lived experience.
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4. Results and Discussion
In this section I have interwoven the results and the second phase of my literature 
review. I hope this makes the connections and contradictions between this study and 
the extant literature clear. This approach is advocated by Smith et a l (2009 p.l 13).
4.1 Research aims
The present study is my attempt to illuminate men’s experiences of postnatal 
emotional difficulties; to explore how they made sense of and coped with their 
experiences, as well as to explore their experiences of help-seeking during this time. I 
hoped to gain rich descriptions of their experiences that could inform thinking around 
supporting men in similar situations, whilst adding qualitative information to the 
research literature.
4.2 The findings
Four superordinate themes were identified during the analysis; these are summarised 
in Table 2 below. The presentation of the results follows this order. Each quote is 
followed by a number in parenthesis, indicating its location in Appendix 15, where the 
reader will find the quote in its original context. The purpose of this is to provide 
additional contextual information related to the quote.
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Table 2. Themes
Superordinate theme Subordinate theme
1. Accounts of emotional 
distress and coping
1. Experiences of distress
2. Experiences of coping: emotion 
regulation, detachment and physical 
escape
3. The influence of trauma
2. Accounts of help- 
seeking and social 
support
1. Experiences of help-seeking: 
approaches and barriers
2. A spectrum of social isolation and 
support
3. Experiences of
changing relationships
1. A hierarchical family system
2. Conflict in the partner relationship
3. Descriptions of the importance of 
partners’ mental health
4. Descriptions of the impact of distress 
upon children
4. An evolving identity 1. A changed sense of self
2. Conflicting role expectations of the self 
as father
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Superordinate theme 1: Accounts of emotional distress and 
coping
Experiences o f distress
This subtheme depicts participants’ descriptions of emotional distress. I briefly 
summarise some of the most frequently described difficulties, since accounts of 
distress permeate many themes within the analysis.
Participants described a range of difficulties, including: moderate to severe low mood, 
suicidal thoughts and plans, low self-esteem, anxiety, worry, insomnia and anger. 
Their experiences covered a wide spectrum of difficulties and were described in 
different ways, for example, descriptions indicating low self-esteem were either 
labelled directly:
David: I  have very low self-esteem at the moment. Er, from who I  was, I  mean 
[...] always been centre o f the party. (1)
Or were implied:
Tom: Ife lt that a major thing about partnership falling apart and the family 
falling apart [...] was a profound sense o f failure. (2)
Low self-esteem is considered a ‘serious threat to mental health’ (Bjorkvik et a l,
2008) and is associated with many mental health difficulties (Silverstone & Salsali, 
2003). Additionally, mental health promotion often aims at increasing self-esteem 
(Mann et a l, 2004). Talk of low self-esteem occurred often during the interviews, 
indicating that this was a particularly important element of participants’ experiences.
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The emotional tone of each interview left me with the overall impression of the 
predominant emotional experiences of each participant. For example, in my research 
log I noted after interviewing and then initially reading Alan’s transcript that it was 
what he did not say that I found most revealing:
Research log notes: I  was left with the impression that he was deeply anxious 
and that this anxiety was difficult fo r  him to articulate. He seemed caught in 
his identity o f himself as ‘hard’, as practical (unemotional?), yet this hardness 
and pragmatism didn’t seem to be serving him very well in the constant 
adaptations required by parenthood. He seemed scared by his emotions and 
seemed keen to keep a lid on them.
This highlighted the importance of an awareness of more subtle forms of 
communication in people’s experiences, focusing on both inclusions and omissions; 
with Alan’s account this meant being aware of the lack of any positive descriptions of 
fatherhood and of life in general. At several points in Alan’s transcript I noted a lack 
of emotional adjectives, a concreteness to his descriptions and problems solving. 
Perhaps this was indicative of emotional rigidity, which might offer some explanation 
for his experiences of postnatal difficulties.
Physical experiences of distress featured in most interviews, for example, Sam 
described his sensations of anxiety:
Sam: I t ’s hard to describe how some how umm, you can at times feel under 
physical pressure, like this sort of, you know, literally a tightness [...] like 
you ’ve been punched. (3)
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Whereas David described a physical response to prolonged stress:
David: Fve lost two and a half stone in the last, since (child) was born, I  used 
to be 13 stone. I ’m actually bordering on 10 stone at the moment. And I  have 
been now for two years. (4)
This physical expression of distress brought in to focus the importance of the body in 
the experience of emotion. David talks of great suffering: losing a significant amount 
of weight in response to stress. His diminished physical appearance can perhaps be 
construed as a physical communication of his distress.
Experience o f coping: emotion regulation
The apparent compartmentalisation of emotions and experiences seemed to be a 
common approach to emotion regulation for participants. For example, Alan seemed 
to be describing denial as coping mechanism:
Alan: Ijust push things to the back o f my mind andjust sort o f  quietly sort o f  
function on and think about it later. (5)
His approach seemed to be about survival and endurance, of just getting through the 
difficult experiences and delaying reflection, thinking and the experience of emotion. 
This monotonous emotional landscape persisted throughout his interview, and seemed 
perhaps to stem from a need for control and order in his experience of early parenting; 
a situation that requires constant flexibility and adaptation (Kienhuis et a l, 2010).
For Amar, the experience of seeing his baby have a tube inserted into his stomach via 
his nose due to feeding problems was something he did not want to remember:
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Amar: I  wanted this period to go away [...] I  just didn’t want that image to he 
captured. (6)
This quote highlights the fimctional aspects of denial, and its use as a coping 
mechanism during times of stress. Yet it may also indicate a lack of integration of 
difficult experience; the consequences of which might be positive in the short term, 
but could potentially lead to difficulties during similar experiences in the future.
The fi-enetic pace of Hugh’s account, alongside his apparent ‘circling’ around 
problems, seemed indicative of an avoidant approach to coping with difficult 
emotions. Additionally, his future-focused talk seemed to provide a buffer against the 
immediate reality of perhaps more challenging relational issues:
Hugh: I'm trying to trying to think as fast as I  can all day long to think what 
thing can I  leave out that isn’t important enough that it can’t he left out. (7)
Hugh’s account seemed to have a quality of learned helplessness about it, something 
which is associated with low mood (Maier & Seligman, 1976). The male depression 
symptoms outlined in the Introduction (e.g. Cochran & Rabinowitz, 2000) seem 
relevant here, and Hugh’s ‘busyness’ could perhaps initially divert his and others’ 
attention away from the low mood and anxiety that seemed to be underlying his 
behaviour.
Similarly, the polarisation of emotions was perhaps another approach to managing 
negative feelings:
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Alan: Both (partner) and I  are fairly black and white [...] we kind o f close that 
door and deal with it really. (8a)
Here we see what may be the mutual adoption of a more dismissive approach to 
coping within the couple. In considering the potential impact of this on the developing 
attachment patterns of their children, Bretherton’s (1990, 1996) research is relevant, 
indicating that patterns of relating and coping with emotions are frequently 
transmitted through generations.
David’s account of concealing distress summarised similar ideas expressed by others:
David: I f  all things have gone wrong, it’s head down, got a mission in life, got 
to do it, and just don’t show it. On the mend, I  just get my head down and get 
on with it. (8b)
Here David seems to describe an isolated approach to coping, where his feelings of 
distress are not communicated or acknowledged.
Difficult recollections in Tom’s transcripts were punctuated with laughter, for 
example when he described his difficult decision to leave employment due to bullying 
soon after his child was bom:
Tom: I  was about to kill somebody, so it was ja il or leaving [laughs]. (9)
The use of laughter and humour kept me as the interviewer at a distance from his 
emotional experiences; I suspect in part this was due to our unfamiliarity. Again, it
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seemed to me to speak of a need for emotional control, of keeping the self and others 
at a distance from feeling, and a sense of anxiety about revealing emotions.
The frequent echoing of emotional inhibition, containing the negative within, and 
coping in isolation was prevalent throughout most interviews. Viewing their accounts 
through an AT lens, their coping styles seemed to fit within a dismissive or avoidant 
style, limiting opportunities to connect and work through difficulties with others, 
perhaps because of negative IWMs of others as unreliable. Indeed, AT suggests that 
secure attachments are a source of resilience, enabling people to readily adapt to stress 
and experience negative emotion without distortion or suppression, thus preventing 
people from yielding to maladaptive states and becoming distressed (Mikulincer & 
Shaver, 2005).
Detachment
Alan repeatedly used the adjective ‘weird’, giving the impression that his experience 
of parenting was foreign:
Alan: I t ’s kind o f weird sometimes I  still don’t think ... think o f  myself as a 
father still, as a parent... which is kind o f weird. (10)
This implied a struggle or resistance to integrating his newfound identity as a father 
with his pre-fatherhood self. This connects with literature describing the multiple 
adaptations to fatherhood that men need to make (Chin et a/., 2011) and implies 
difficulties in adjusting to these new demands. Alan’s quote also indicates how 
confusing such transitions might be, and how difficulties in this area might lead to a 
disjointed self-concept. This changing sense of self is discussed further in ‘An 
evolving identity’.
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Sam described feeling preoccupied and exhausted by his difficulties, rendering him 
emotionally unavailable to his wife and child:
Sam: There are times when I ’m just not I ’m completely sort of, you know, 
emotionally out o f it. (11)
Similarly Tom reflected on how his experience of low mood drew him away from 
others:
Tom: When depression gets to me quite badly I  actually pull away [...] what’s 
the point o f seeing anyone? You ’II just make them miserable, so I ’ll stay in on 
my own. (2)
Sam’s quote indicated an intense preoccupation with his own internal worries, 
whereas for Tom, there was a sense of his low mood being burdensome to others, of 
an unacceptability of his feelings. He seemed to pre-emptively isolate himself for fear 
of rejection: his use of the word ‘pulling away’ indicates effort on his part, and thus 
implies a desire to be with others. There is evidence to suggest that this ‘pulling away’ 
belies a strong need for connection (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Carvallo & Gabriel,
2006). The context of Tom’s withdrawal is important here: rejection by his partner 
and ejection from the family home; both significant attachment injuries (Johnson et 
al, 2001). The emotional unavailability resulting from these withdrawals of the self 
could impact upon relationships within the family and might perpetuate negative 
states by limiting communication and therefore preventing resolution.
Physical escape
Regulation of emotion was also commonly sought through physical modes. Some 
participants described exercise as being a fundamental component of maintaining their
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emotional wellbeing. For example, Alan described feeling that he would ‘go barmy’ if 
he did not exercise regularly, similar to Jeremy’s description:
Jeremy: I ’m probably addicted to exercise [...] my fear is that i f  I  stop, um, 
then I ’ll just go mad. (12)
For these men, exercise was fundamental to their mental wellbeing and they gave it 
priority in their daily lives, e.g. Jeremy liked to ‘run in to work’. 1 wondered about the 
possible benefits of exercise for participants who did not describe physical activity as 
a coping mechanism, for example:
Tom: I  stopped exercising [laughs] [...] I ’ve always been active but I ’ve been 
active and positive and doing things but I  I ’m not nowhere near back again. 
(13)
Jeremy’s narrative was brimming with energy, with a frenetic quality similar to 
Hugh’s. 1 wondered if the intense pace of Jeremy’s life, where he used exercise ‘to fill 
the time ’ -  a comment that surprised me of a father of three who was working full 
time -  was another face of emotional avoidance:
Jeremy: It could become a weight on your shoulders when you think about the 
dependency, the lack o f  time, the feeling o f being trapped [...] i f  you thought 
about all that stuff you could get, um, quite depressed. (14)
Jeremy’s use of the second person seemed to externalise the experience of potential 
depression, effectively disowning the experience. It was interesting that his 
‘addiction ’ to exercise sat alongside this approach to thinking. That exercise is a 
socially acceptable coping mechanism with many health benefits seemed to blur its
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significance as a form of emotional regulation that could be problematic at high levels 
(e.g. Griffiths, 1997; Warner & Griffiths, 2006).
Tom sought escape through drinking:
Tom: I ’d  get in the car and usually wouldn ’t be able to drive more than two 
hundred yards, I ’djust stop because the tears would be streaming down my 
face [...] I ’d go home and drink to utter oblivion. (2)
Tom’s quote indicates how he used drinking to cope with overwhelming feelings. He 
also described using alcohol to cope with insomnia:
Tom: I ’d  sleep for two hours a night and then I  started to use - I  don’t know i f  you 
want to know - I  started to use alcohol to attempt to knock me out but you can still 
have insomnia through it and you just wake up drunk [laugh] um and then it was all 
just dying, everything was just dying... (15)
His use of alcohol to cope can be understood given the context of his sense of loss and 
extremely low mood, however, drinking in such a way could be considered 
problematic, particularly over the long term. There is a significant body of evidence 
describing the risks posed to the psychological, social and cognitive development of 
children of parents with alcohol problems (e.g. Steinhausen, 1995), as well as 
implications for the spousal relationship, such as increased conflict and dissatisfaction 
(e.g. Dunn et a l, 1987), alongside individual physical and psychological risks.
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The influence o f trauma
Most participants described having traumatic experiences that included the previous 
loss of a child (David and Hugh), traumatic birth experiences (Alan, Tom and Amar), 
or traumatic postnatal experiences (Amar and Sam). Jeremy did not describe any such 
trauma.
Tom witnessed his partner in great pain during labour and felt out of control and 
abandoned by staff:
Tom: She was screaming and in great pain, we didn ’t know what was going on 
because nobody had been around and then all o f a sudden there was an 
emergency [...] it was frightening and Ife lt completely out o f control [...] I  
couldn’t cope with it and turned my head away and sort o f looked down and 
was ... wasn’t really responding, I  was so upset. (16)
His looking down may have indicated a sense of shame; a core component of trauma 
and the focus of therapeutic intervention in the Compassionate Mind approach 
(Gilbert & Procter, 2006). It is interesting that his feeling ‘out o f control ’ was 
expressed by turning away and not responding. This connects with earlier descriptions 
of internalising distress.
Amar witnessed his baby having a lumbar puncture when a few days old:
Amar: [staff were] draining the fluid from (child) ’s spine which was very 
stressful [...] I  sat there and saw the whole thing [...] that was veiy hard to 
witness. (17)
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Again, isolation and vicarious trauma are present here, with Amar’s experience of 
witnessing his child who was ‘so vulnerable ’ in extreme pain. Brothers (2009) 
conceptualizes trauma as relational, and something which ‘exposes its victims to 
experiences of unbearable uncertainty’. Witnessing the harm or attack of our loved 
ones is arguably the most disturbing form of vicarious trauma and is influenced by the 
closeness of the relational bond (Dallos & Vetere, 2009).
Superordinate theme 2: Accounts of help-seeking and social 
support
Experiences o f help-seeking: approaches and barriers
This subtheme describes participants’ attempts at seeking help, alongside the barriers
encountered. Many participants described problems either with identifying the need 
for help, or in receiving help when they requested it.
Some participants described being able to confide in friends and family:
Jeremy: I f  there was something really on my mind [...] then I  would talk to 
them. (18)
Typically, participants who articulated such straightforward help-seeking reported less 
distress and greater social support, although Jeremy’s use of the qualifier ‘really’ 
implies the need to reach a certain threshold before asking. His statement is also 
hypothetical, implying he has not yet done this. Participants who seemed more 
comfortable asking for and receiving help also reported less conflict within their 
couple relationship. This is perhaps indicative of a more secure attachment and thus 
felt sense of security, relating to a greater sense of ease in requesting help. Indeed,
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research by Lopez et al. (1998) suggests that people with negative IWMs of others are 
less likely to seek help.
Alan’s approach revealed a different attitude to help-seeking:
Alan: I f  I  thought there was something wrong I  don I  think Fd go looking for  
any particular help [...] I ’djust probably try and deal with it myself (19)
His apparent reluctance to ask for help seemed embedded in his general approach of 
keeping himself emotionally isolated. He described being able to identify a problem, 
but choosing to problem-solve alone. This seemed to fit with his descriptions of 
himself as ‘hard edged’ and as someone who liked to be in control. Seeking help 
seemed to imply weakness, contradicting notions of traditionally masculine 
characteristics. Indeed, such gender stereotypes have been cited as compounding 
men’s difficulties (see Introduction). AT would view such behaviour as indicative of 
a dismissing or deactivating attachment style (Dallos & Vetere, 2009).
Jeremy articulated this also:
Jeremy: You ’re less likely to say I ’m struggling the guys that I  know just 
aren ’t, that’s not how they get their emotional support, they ’re um “Who can 
drink their beer the quickest? ” (20)
This comment implied a set of unspoken rules around acceptable ways of discussing 
emotions, echoing the stereotype of masculine coping by distraction and avoidance. 
The persistence of these ways of relating seems to clash with the changing social 
expectations of men to be more emotionally expressive and involved (Henwood &
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Procter, 2003). Perhaps this mismatch fed in to the recurrent sense of tension many of 
the participants seemed to be describing in trying to figure out the expectations of 
themselves as fathers (discussed further in ‘An evolving identity’). This sense of 
masculinity as a barrier to seeking help was summed up by Tom, who described 
having previously felt that engaging in psychotherapy would be ‘indulgent and[...] a 
little weak’.
In addition, some participants described simply not thinking to ask others for help:
Sam: It wasn’t me going to the GP to ask about anything, it was my wife [...] I  
wouldn’t have thought about it. (21)
This indicated possible gender differences in help-seeking, who help might first be 
sought fi’om, and what impact this might have on the trajectory of any difficulties 
experienced. As Kessler et al. (1981) concluded in their summary of four large-scale 
surveys, women are more likely than men to identify and report non-specific distress 
as emotional issues. The lack of identifying the need for help seems important in 
Sam’s account, alongside the significance of his wife’s tenacity in seeking help for 
him, indicating the centrality of social support in his care.
Similarly, Amar described not reaching out to anyone other than his partner 
postnatally: 7 didn’t speak to anyone, I  didn’t confide in anyone. ’ Even the idea of 
reaching out for professional help only occurred during the interview:
Amar: I  guess the other alternative i f  I  think about it is talking to someone 
professional, but the thought didn’t occur to me. (22)
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These experiences of struggling to identify a need and thus ask for help fit with 
literature around the relationship between masculinity and difficulties with help- 
seeking. For example Addis and Mahalik (2003) connect several social psychological 
processes which inhibit help-seeking in men: 1) social comparisons between the self 
and other men create understandings o f ‘normal’ male behaviour, e.g.: if most men 
mask their emotional struggles then one’s own feelings of depression are likely to feel 
abnormal and thus be suppressed; 2) Men are less likely to seek help if they perceive 
their difficulties as reflecting a core part of themselves; 3) If men are given the 
opportunity to reciprocate, they are more likely to engage in seeking and accepting 
help; 4) If other men in their social reference group (peers and celebrities) regularly 
refer to concepts such as being strong, independent and so forth, they are less likely to 
seek help (and vice versa); 5) Help-seeking following a traumatic event is likely to 
signal a further loss of control, and thus will be avoided.
The confluence of internalised gender norms and the importance for men of retaining 
power and control over the self seem central here, and were reflected some of the 
participants’ accounts. Patterns of help-seeking can also be understood through an AT 
lens, whereby a deactivating style of responding to distress would involve attempts to 
persuade oneself away from help-seeking, thus reducing the likelihood of seeking help 
(Dallos & Vetere, 2009).
In relation to professional sources of support, David felt unimportant and sidelined:
David: I  don’t believe health visitors in them initial stages asked me a thing. 
[...] Nobody asked me, you know, “How are you dealing with this? How are 
you coping with this? Are you finding it hard? ” Nobody asked me anything. 
Nobody was interested in me at all. Because you ’re not seen as important. (8)
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The factors preventing David from seeking and receiving the support he needed 
seemed to be about feeling sidelined and ignored by services, wanting to be asked 
how he was, and not actively seeking help. This left David in a position where he 
seemed to feel powerless, vulnerable and ignored. To ask for help would have 
contradicted David’s self-concept as a seemingly proud ‘person who gets on with the 
task at hand, even i f  it isn’t going right
Hugh tried and failed to get the support from formal services that he felt so in need of 
when struggling to understand to his older child’s behaviour:
Hugh: We tried hard to get on a parenting course [...] we ’d have to keep 
chasing, when was it gonna happen? And “Oh it’s a bit full now, ” and then 
next one’s in three months. (23)
This sense of identifying a need, asking for help, and receiving nothing was repeated 
often by participants. The participants that described reaching out for help contradict 
literature which states that men are less likely to seek help for psychological 
difficulties than women (e.g. Padesky & Hammen, 1981). This variability within the 
participants highlighted the variety of approaches to seeking help, and counters 
traditional notions of masculine help-seeking behaviour. Some fathers spoke of 
occasions where health visitors missed clear opportunities to signpost and/or engage 
them in important conversations:
Tom: I  spoke to our health visitor [...] and they were completely disinterested 
[...] all they wanted to know “Is the house nice and warm? You’ve got a 
radiator? And is there food in the cupboard? And are you decent parents? ”
(9)
Similarly, David sought help from a health visitor regarding his partner’s change in 
behaviour postnatally:
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David: The health worker said “No, there’s no postnatal depression ” [...] I  
thought “You don’t live with this woman. You do not know how mad this 
woman actually is. ” Do you know what I  mean? And she sat there and she 
[health visitor] said, “Yeah, I  bet you just want to get a knife and stab him 
sometimes don’t you? ” (24)
These descriptions conveyed a striking sense of fathers not being heard by services, 
and of the mother’s experience being prioritised. These experiences were also 
described by Tom recounting an antenatal appointment:
Tom: It was very much as i f  I  was outside it, I  was outside the process [...] 
once a medical practitioner [...] had not spoken to me when I  was in there and 
they only spoke to my partner and she said, “Actually, Tom’s involved in this 
and I  want him to be involved. ” (16)
Despite the social shifts to include men in pregnancy, birth and increased expectations 
of higher levels of paternal involvement in childrearing (Lamb, 2000), it seemed these 
participants still felt sidelined, especially by professional services, which limited 
opportunities for successfully engaging in support. Similar findings have been 
replicated in other studies (e.g. Deave & Johnson, 2008). This seemed another spoke 
in the wheel of difficulties that seemed to prevent men from seeking and engaging in 
professional help by positioning them, sometimes in subtle ways, as unnecessary right 
from the start.
A spectrum o f social isolation and support
Participants described a relationship between social connectedness and wellbeing, 
with less social support connected to greater emotional distress. For example, Hugh 
described struggling to meet multiple demands as ‘impossible balancing’ and 
identified the absence of social support as a central maintaining factor:
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Hugh: Having grandparents that you always give them away to on half a day 
o f the weekend or something [...] we would have a slightly different 
relationship, well a less tense relationship, i f  we had that. (25)
Participants describing less distress also cited their families as fundamental to their 
emotional wellbeing. Sam described his family as providing ‘an enormous amount o f  
caring’hath, emotionally and practically, with both his and his partner’s parents 
offering much support:
Sam: The practical support of, you know, “We will come up when you need to 
get some time to yourself. ” [...] I t ’s been nice for (partner) and I  to just say, 
“Right, we ’II go out, pop to the pub for a drink. ” (26)
Strong attachments with extended family seemed central to this couple’s felt sense of 
security (and the lack of family involvement to strain in Hugh’s relationship), as well 
as providing them with practical support and opportunities for the couple to reconnect. 
This arguably strengthened their relationship and provided them with a ‘buffer’ 
against the possible psychological consequences of the sudden bereavement Sam 
experienced postnatally.
Both Sam and Hugh’s quotes above highlighted the social shift towards increasing 
involvement of grandparents in childcare (Fuller-Thomson & Minkler, 2001) and the 
benefits of this for the whole family, through the strengthening of relationships and 
shared experiences. Indeed, the application of AT to adult relationships holds social 
support as vital to the maintenance of healthy adult attachments (Davila, 2003).
For Tom, the absence of social support seemed to be a core feature of the periods of 
time in which he felt at his worst:
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Tom: I  ended up very much on my own [...] I  was in a town where I  didn’t 
know anybody [...] I  wasn’t doing anything and there was nothing around and 
I  wasn’t seeing people. (2)
Later he described increased social connectedness as forming a central feature of his 
gradual improvement:
Tom: I ’m in a [...] proper family house, I  see lots offriends who’ve had 
children about the same age and I  see them a lot more, and they ’re people that 
I  really like and trust [...] I ’ve gone back out and that’s made it better. (27)
Tom’s description reveals the importance of relationships to his wellbeing. His use of 
the word ‘trust ’ indicates a sense of security and connection with others, which has 
enabled him to go ‘back out ’ into the world, to explore, and know that he has a safe 
base to return to: a ‘proper family house ’. This seemed a near perfect description of a 
secure attachment: having trusting relationships which are used as a secure base from 
which to explore the world.
Interestingly Amar, who was surrounded by extended family during the time of the 
birth, still felt isolated:
Amar: You realise you are feeling quite stressed at this point, you really are 
going through a lot o f trouble [...] you found it difficult to explain to the family 
what was going on. (28)
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As he felt his child was ‘struggling with life ’ during those early days, the pressure 
from his family to participate in a traditional Indian celebration of the baby’s arrival 
felt ‘almost meaningless He described a lack of empathy, with his relatives seeming 
to have ‘their own agendas. ’ The mere fact of being surrounded by family was not 
supportive. This challenges preconceptions that such cultural practices would 
engender belongingness and security, when in fact, empathy and concern were more 
important.
Within the wider community, the inability to find supportive groups of parents seemed 
central to the maintenance of isolation:
Tom: I t ’s an entire world o f  single mothers that’s out there and as a single dad 
you ’re not part o f  it. (27)
Here, connections between fathers’ position within society as unequal parents with 
fewer resources available in comparison to mothers were evident. This inequality, 
when combined with a lower felt sense of social support, seemed to enhance 
participants’ emotional distress. Research investigating the ‘buffering hypothesis’ 
(Cohen & Wills, 1985) has, however, found inconclusive relationships between 
measures of social support and emotional wellbeing. For example, Olstad et al. (2001) 
found a significant buffering effect for people experiencing chronic, but not acute, 
stress. Dalgard et al. (1995) found a buffering effect of social support for the 
development of depression, but only for people who also experienced powerlessness 
and lack of control. These fathers’ accounts, however, indicated the importance of 
social support and a sense of belonging to their wellbeing.
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Superordinate theme 3: Experiences of changing 
relationships
A hierarchical family system
Participants described a changing dynamic within the family unit postnatally. This 
seemed to position them as an isolated entity within the family unit: where once the 
couple had been united in equal partnership, participants described the intense 
relationship between the mother and baby as excluding for them. This sense of 
exclusion seemed to affect some men more negatively than others, and was also 
related to the general quality of the partner relationship, for example, those 
participants reporting greater levels of conflict seemed to also experience greater 
difficulties adjusting to this change:
Tom: This height thing: baby here, partner’s here, man here [gesturingfrom 
high to low]. Suddenly you plummet and your importance is gone. (9)
Tom’s use of the word highlighted the suddenness of this change in status
within the relationship, and gave a clear indication of how such sudden change might 
affect the self: ‘your importance is gone ’. There is a sense of loss, not just of 
importance, but also a loss of self, of role, and of equality within the partnership. This 
feeling was shared by Amar:
Amar: It wasn’t just the two o f us for a very long time, there was no real us 
beyond (child) for a very long time, and I  didn’t expect that. [...] Ife lt that I  
was fighting for her time. (29)
In the shift from dyadic couple to triadic family, the transformation seemed to be felt 
as moving from one dyad (couple) to a new dyad (mother-baby), with the father 
becoming a witness rather than participant. This sense of isolation and exclusion
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seemed to be exaggerated by the perceived loss of the couple’s prior identity: ‘there 
was no real us [...] for a very long time. ’
The transient nature of this was articulated by participants reporting an acceptance of 
similar feelings, for example:
Sam: You ’re definitely taking a hack seat [...] such a mother-baby thing for 
the first few months [...] you ’re definitely coming second place [...] i t’s 
something you ’d  expect, i t ’s part o f the deal really. (30)
This difference in response illuminated the importance of the meaning of these 
changes for individual participants in how they felt during this transition period. For 
Tom, this shift seemed to mean a loss of power; Amar a loss of couple identity and 
inclusion; and for Sam, there seemed less personal threat. Arguably, the birth of a 
baby poses a threat to the other attachments within a family system, with each existing 
member needing to form new attachments to the baby whilst maintaining the integrity 
of existing relationships. Whiffen (2005) describes how the couple needs to adapt to 
‘looking outward together’ with the addition of each new family member, something 
which is best achieved from within a secure couple attachment.
The felt security within the couple during the transition to parenthood seemed central 
to the level of distress felt participants. Change and loss might be considered two sides 
of the same coin, with the addition of new life to a family marking the end of the old 
life and introducing a sense of ambiguity and change (Whiffen & Johnson, 1998). 
Bowlby (1973) described how attachment needs are awakened during times of 
transition and Whiffen and Johnson (1998) provide evidence that childbirth in the 
context of an insecure adult attachment relationship poses as a risk factor for the 
development of depression. Connecting this to the participants in the current study, we
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might consider how their attachment status as a couple impacts upon the fathers’ 
adjustments to changes in their family structure.
In a move that seemed related to these shifting hierarchies, some participants 
described avoiding conflict by the suppression of emotion and their own wishes and 
preferences. For example:
Hugh: I  have to earn the time o f going out and things because the only way to 
give (partner) any sort o f space, in the way we have it at the moment, is to let 
her [...] have an evening o ff or whatever [...] which means that I  don’t do 
things. (31)
Hugh’s use of the word ‘earn ’ indicated a power imbalance, of having to earn rather 
than being entitled to equality within the relationship. It described a suppression of his 
desires in order to placate his partner. Other participants described similar 
experiences, for example, Tom described struggling to leave the job in which he was 
being bullied because 7 didfeel inside that i f I  quit my job it would be selfish \
The concepts of hierarchy and power are intimately linked (Goldner, 1993). It seemed 
here that the mothers’ exclusive experiences placed them in a more powerful position 
where their needs were prioritised within the family. Issues of power within couples 
are central themes arising in couple and family therapy, and thus are of key clinical 
significance (Parker, 2009).
Amar articulated the physical differences which seemed central to his experience of 
the shifting relationships in the family:
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Amar: I  could never comprehend and not only having this baby inside you 
carrying inside you for such a long time, but giving it life inside you and then 
giving it life through your breast milk, through your connection as a mother 
[...] I  couldn’t even begin to formulate that kind o f connection in my head. 
(17)
This highlighted the importance of the physicality of pregnancy, birth and early 
motherhood for the woman and the lack of such change for the man, and was 
something discussed by all participants. It seemed that witnessing their partners’ 
unknowable experiences of pregnancy and birth, and perhaps, too, the precariousness 
of the life contained within their new babies’ bodies, placed the experiences of these 
men in a different realm to that of their partners and babies: less important, less 
delicate, less affected; a stable observer to this new visceral experience of another.
Draper (2003) delineated the paradox of the evolving social expectations for greater 
parenting involvement by fathers alongside their exclusion from the unknown, 
ambiguous pregnant body. The male ‘disembodied’ experience of pregnancy is 
fundamentally different to the woman’s embodied experience, thus presenting a 
further biological level of conflict alongside the cultural shifts facing modem fathers. 
From the beginning, the relationship between mother and baby is exclusive and the 
man is positioned as different, external and isolated.
Considering the social and cultural context, I could see how this sense of isolation and 
difference was frequently underscored by implicit messages about their roles from, for 
example, the healthcare system:
Alan: I  was sleeping on the floor o f the hospital because there wasn’t a proper 
bed for me. (32)
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There was literally no space for Alan within the healthcare system, no place for him to 
support his new family postnatally. Preceding this, his partner had been taken to 
theatre under general anaesthetic to give birth, leaving him ‘stood like a spare part out 
in the waiting area, semi-gowned up, hanging around. ’ As a man’s first venture into 
parenthood, his feelings of being a ‘spare part’ seem significant. How does a man 
move from this position to a feeling of equality and necessity?
Similarly, the fathers’ minimal statutory paternity leave seemed significant in how 
their new positions within their families were negotiated. For example, Amar seemed 
to describe struggling for an equal parental voice:
Amar: Having different opinions is one thing, the fact that my suggestions 
were never really taken on hoard because she saw a completely different 
approach and it seemed to work for her, so in that respect it was almost her 
bringing up the baby her way, and that’s it, you know [...] That’s our child, 
you know I  need a say in it [...] I  mean it all starts o ff with the paternity leave 
thing, I  was straight back to work [...] maybe I  didn’t realise how big an 
impact it would be. (33)
Research evidence reflects Amar’s concerns, with increased paternity leave being 
associated with greater father involvement in child care (O'Brien et ah, 2007) and 
increased involvement with improvements in children’s emotional, social and 
cognitive functioning (Lamb, 2010). Less investigated are fathers’ own experiences of 
leave-taking and employment (Seward et a l, 2006); Amar’s account indicates a 
negative impact on felt involvement in childcare and a power imbalance within the 
couple relationship. These findings help to illuminate fathers’ experiences of the 
intersection between social norms and practices and personal experience, connecting 
with Barclay and Lupton’s (1999) research which emphasised the influence of the 
social construction of fatherhood on men’s experiences.
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For David, who experienced high levels of conflict in his partner relationship, the shift 
from equal to other seemed to anger him:
David: I t ’s about power [...] from a period o f being evenly matched in the 
relationship, both equal rights, both with joint tenancy, blah blah blah, to all 
o f a sudden, “Oh, I ’ve got a baby. I ’ve got all the power haven’t I? ” (34)
Here, having a baby seems to represent some kind of passport to social privilege and 
power for the mother; this seemed to contribute to David’s feelings of stress by 
rendering him powerless. It is widely accepted that powerlessness is associated with 
depressive feelings (e.g. Gilbert, 1992). Additionally, the internalisation of current 
notions of masculinity as being powerful and in control seemed to contradict David’s 
experience, thus undermining his self-esteem.
The shifting hierarchies seemed to be felt on personal, relational societal levels. There 
appeared a predominance of powerlessness and subjugation within participants’ 
narratives. This seemed at odds with feminist systemic and family therapy literatures 
which typically discuss men as possessing the power within couple relationships 
(Keeling & Piercy, 2007; Komter, 1989). Fathers’ greater expectations of 
involvement, coupled with the other multiple demands and a feeling of ‘otherness’ in 
relation to their partner, seemed to place them in a double-bind.
Conflict in the partner relationship
Closely connected to talk of shifting power and hierarchies within participants’ 
relationships were accounts of conflict. Fathers that described more harmonious 
relationships, such as Sam and Jeremy, described many examples of supportive and 
caring communication: ‘ We do talk about things a lot. She has been very very 
supportive ’ (Sam).
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Understandably, relational insecurity was described by participants articulating greater 
levels of couple conflict. Arguments in David’s home resulted in high levels of 
tension: ‘At the moment we ’re not talking. ’ At points, he spent most of his time in the 
shed:
David: A typical day: I ’d wake up in the shed, I ’d  go down to the flat. I ’d  make 
myself a cup o f tea. “What are you doing here? ” I ’d  go back up, go to my 
(child). “Don’t touch (child). Leave (child) alone. ’” I ’d  get all this. And she 
still tries that nowadays you know. But nowadays (child) says, “I  want my 
Daddy. ” (4)
This quote raised important issues around the potential impact of couple conflict upon 
children. The quality of the couple relationship has been shown to influence children’s 
attachment, for example, Davies and Cummings (1994) posited the ‘emotional 
security hypothesis’ which states that children’s ability to cope with daily problems is 
mediated by their own emotional security. Parental conflict negatively impacts upon a 
child’s level of security by alerting the child to possible threats to the safety, 
predictability and availability of their parents. As Sroufe and Waters (1977) noted, 
children’s ‘set goal’ is for a felt sense of security in relationships. Thus, the security 
threat of parental conflict mobilises them to seek safety, often resulting in the 
emotional, behavioural and physiological changes seen in insecure attachment styles.
Additionally, children may successfully stop an argument by, for example, being 
aggressive. If repeated over time, such behaviours can become habitual, leading to the 
formation o f ‘scripts’ which children use as a guide through similar experiences 
(Tomkins, 1978)). These can create automatic and possibly dysfunctional responses to 
parental conflict. Byng-Hall (2008) describes how the recruitment of a child as an ally 
into spousal conflict can create an intergenerational coalition, excluding one parent 
and undermining their authority.
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Other participants described inflexibility within their relationships:
Hugh: I ’ve been angry and aggressive and trying to change her thoughts [...] 
but she wants me to come to her thinking not the other way round. (35)
Hugh’s quote conjured up an image of a tug of war: these conversations did not seem 
to be about compromise or reaching a shared understanding, but about winning and 
losing. Hugh explained that if he followed the advice others gave him to be more 
assertive with his wife it: ‘leads to more conflict, so I  don Ï .’ He described tactical 
conflict avoidance:
Hugh: I'll put o ff things which is a tactic ...ifI  don’t do something, I  can’t have 
done it wrong, so I ’m a bad person for being lazy and not doing it but I  can’t 
have done it wrong, which is worse thing to have done. (36)
He gave the impression of a man who was dominated by his wife and there was talk of 
such dominance in the other interviews also. This seemed to be connected to the 
change in hierarchy within relationships that many of these men described and the 
prominence given to the experience of the mother by society in early parenthood, as 
discussed previously.
Alan became angry with his partner when she was determined but failing to 
breastfeed:
Alan: We had a falling out, I  gave her a bit o f a bollocking because I  said to 
her, “Look, you know just do what the midwife wants [...] just swallow your 
pride. ” (32)
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His apparent frustration and perhaps some difficulties empathising with his wife’s 
situation could be related to high levels of stress. I understood his pragmatism to be 
driven by anxiety and a related desire for control:
Alan: Ijust want it to go well, and you just want it to happen in the way you’ve 
been told it’s going to happen. (32)
Alan’s account highlighted two distinct ideas: a possible avoidant attachment style 
and the consequences of this for the couple’s communication; and his understanding 
of the mismatch between reality and expectation (this is discussed further later in 
‘Conflicting role expectations of the self as father’). Research exploring attachment 
dynamics within couples suggests that avoidantly attached people tend to be less 
interested in encouraging affectionate and warm communication, show high levels of 
emotional control and also experience difficulty in responding empathically to their 
partners’ needs (Feeney, 1995, 1999). Couples in which one or both partners are 
insecurely attached have shorter relationships, higher rates of divorce and higher 
levels of dissatisfaction (Davila et ah, 1999). This research, combined with my 
findings of participants’ descriptions of their experiences that indicate possible 
insecure attachment styles, suggest that insecure couple attachments may contribute to 
postnatal emotional difficulties.
Many participants described a sense of pressure building up over time, for example, 
Tom described 7 internalised everything; we didn’t talk about what was going on ’. 
Conflict ensued:
Tom: I  began to feel really fucking pressured and I  got pretty resentful o f the 
fact that [...] it was so important fo r her to see her friends [...] when actually I  
wanted some time and we hadn’t had any time at all together afteiwards, it 
was all work and there was a huge flare up o f a row. (9)
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Tom described conflict as resulting from the suppression of his own needs in his 
attempts to prioritise his partner and child. So connections appear between the 
changing hierarchy within the family and the subjugation of needs within the father, 
resulting in resentment and conflict. Resentment seems to stem from his partner 
prioritising her friendships over their relationship, something that could be construed 
as an attachment threat.
This subtheme highlights the importance of the couple’s relationship in child 
wellbeing. Cowan and Cowan (2005) emphasize the importance of the quality of 
parents’ attachments to each other in the wellbeing of their children. Insecure 
attachment styles of parents have been shown to be intergenerationally transmitted 
(Bretherton, 1990), with children of insecure parents tend to be insecurely attached 
themselves, with a wide range of associated developmental delays, emotional and 
behavioural difficulties, as previously described. Cohn et al. (1992) showed that 
securely attached couples tended to have securely attached children, and this was 
associated with positive relationships within the whole family. The reverse was true 
for families with two insecurely attached parents. For those couples consisting of a 
secure husband and insecure wife, family relationships were indistinguishable from 
the secure-secure parent families.
Finally, there is research that highlights that men’s marital distress also makes their 
partners miserable (Whiffen & Gotlib, 1989). Furthermore, women’s marital distress 
predicts their development of a diagnosis of major depression (Whisman & Bruce, 
1999). Research outlined in the Introduction which specified a relationship between 
maternal and paternal depression highlights the systemic nature of distress within the 
family system.
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Descriptions o f the importance o f partners^ mental health
Continuing to think about the relational context of participants’ experiences, I was
struck by the frequency of talk which indicated possible mental health difficulties in 
their partners, for example:
David: Those first three months after (child) was born, that woman was 
possessed! She was mental! (8)
David’s emphatic description was brimming with emotion and amazement at his 
partners’ sudden change in wellbeing postnatally. His use of the potentially 
stigmatising words ‘possessed’ and ‘mental’ implied a rejection of her suffering as 
something frightening and foreign. To be living with his unwanted newborn and 
drastically changed and distressed partner must have been very destabilising for him. 
Such experience of change, alongside the birth of their child, could be construed as an 
attachment threat.
Hugh repeatedly described his partner as having perfectionist tendencies:
Hugh: She can get very stressed and very upset with things [...] she wants 
everything right and she wants everything perfect. (38)
Descriptions of partner distress were evident throughout other participants’ accounts. 
Quantitative research has found significant correlations between couples’ responses 
on depression rating scales (Paulson & Bazemore, 2010; Soliday et a l, 1999); this 
research is summarised in the Introduction. Through an attachment lens, Hugh’s 
experience of distress might be conceived as being partly attributable to his partner’s 
heightened attachment needs, and the related suppression of his own in response. This 
fits with the ‘demand-withdraw’ pattern of communication highlighted within family
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psychology literature (e.g. Eldridge et a l, 2007) where the ‘demander’ persistently 
criticises or nags the ‘withdrawer’, who responds by avoiding confrontation and 
remaining silent. This communication pattern is associated with relationship 
dissatisfaction (Eldridge & Christensen, 2002) and power imbalances (Sagrestano et 
a l, 1999), thus connecting with earlier descriptions of shifting hierarchies.
Additionally, those participants who perceived their partners as having some kind of 
postnatal emotional difficulties described frustrating responses from professionals:
David: Social services and the health service are crap as well Because I  do 
honestly believe that some recognition should be put out there for fathers who 
are with postnatally depressed, i f  not postnatal something, mothers [...] But 
nobody recognises, nobody's there to help, nobody’s there to listen. (8)
This quote emphasised the interaction between partners’ mental wellbeing, with David 
seeming to hope for some support for himself due to his partner’s distress. It also 
situated this sample of men within a social climate which appeared to be ignoring the 
voices of fathers in distress. The participants painted a bleak picture of their 
experiences of attempting to reach out for help and guidance with their partners’ 
difficulties, and there are connections here with previous themes relating to social 
isolation and help-seeking. This also raised issues around the translation of research in 
to practice: given the burgeoning research into the existence and importance of 
fathers’ wellbeing, why were these participants’ difficulties ignored?
Descriptions o f the impact o f distress upon relationships with 
children
Most of the participants described their distress as impacting upon their children:
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Sam: There are days when you just feel completely incredibly low and 
incredibly sort o f unmotivated and unable to function which is awful [...] i f  
(child) 's doing something or (child) ’s there, and I ’m just not responding. (11)
For Tom, this inability to frilly engage with his child induced a sense of guilt, 
contributing to a cycle of negative emotion:
Tom: My depression had cut in pretty badly so occasionally I  wouldn’t be 
functioning, so when I  saw (child) sometimes I ’dfeel quite guilty that we 
weren ’t doing very much [...] I  couldn ’t cope with very much at all. (2)
These quotes offer an insight into the impact of low mood on the father-child dyad. As 
Byng-Hall (1998) states, fear of or actually losing an attachment figure can undermine 
the felt security with the relationship and wider family. Here we see a loss of 
attachment figure for the child through the fathers’ immersion in their distress, which 
renders them unavailable and unresponsive.
For others the negative impact of their distress upon their children was implied rather 
than overtly stated:
David: She cannot just drag (child) away from me like (child) ’s some rag doll 
[...] Iw asn’t allowed to touch (child) or pick (child) up. She was taking (child) 
out o f  my arms. (4)
Here, the portrayal of the child as a possession could be construed as objectifying. A 
pattern of triangulation (Haley, 1976) also seemed evident in his description, whereby 
the child is drawn in to parental conflict in an attempt to maintain some kind of
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equilibrium within the spousal relationship. Here, enactment of a parental power 
struggle also seems evident, with potential consequences for the child. Minuchin 
(1974) suggested that children who are drawn into the parental subsystem are more 
psychologically vulnerable as a result. Additionally, parental conflict is associated 
with child maladjustment (Zimet & Jacob, 2001) including difficulties such as 
increased aggression (Cummings et ah, 2004) and internalisation difficulties (Grych et 
a l, 2000).
This avoidance of conflict in the partner relationship seemed to have consequences for 
Hugh’s older child:
Hugh: There’s no point at me being angry at (partner) [...] obviously i t’s 
easier to be angry at a child who’s just upset her. So it’s telling (child) to calm 
down and sit down, slow down, probably more aggressively. (35)
The concept of scapegoating (Vogel & Bell, 1960) seems relevant here, where the 
couple’s ‘problem’ is transferred fi’om parents to child, whose ‘difficult’ behaviour 
becomes an acceptable focus and detracts attention fi-om their (more challenging or 
personally threatening) spousal difficulties. This can have negative consequences for 
the child, for example, they may bear the burden of being the problem child when the 
difficulties are in fact relational.
Hugh’s sense of there being ‘no point’ in confronting his partner indicates feelings of 
hopelessness and lack of control; both are associated with low mood (Maier & 
Seligman, 1976).
Additionally for David, who when younger lost his first child, described unresolved 
grief:
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David: [child] died o f cot death at three months old [...] I ’ve never got over 
that [crying]. (39)
This connects with Steele and Steele’s (2004) work summarised in the Introduction, 
which found increased passivity and lower engagement levels in fathers who had not 
fully grieved previous losses. These difficulties affect the quality of their attachments 
and are associated with decreased sociability and confidence in children.
Superordinate theme 4: An evolving identity
A changed sense o f se lf
Embedded within participants’ accounts of struggling postnatally were suggestions of 
a changed sense of self: ‘I ’m a different person now that I ’m a father’ (Amar). Whilst 
parenthood was considered to be positive development in many ways, participants 
also talked of a sense of loss. This seemed related to accounts of not having yet 
reached a point of integrating the changes that parenthood had brought into their lives.
Tom described extreme distress and upheaval postnatally, following the ending of his 
relationship, and loss of home and job:
Tom: The person I  am now is not the person I  was a few years ago. (2)
Similarly for Sam, the shock of bereavement during early fatherhood meant he ‘didn ’t 
feel I  was even me any more ’. His preoccupation during this time rendered him ‘not 
able to be the person I  should be ’. There was a discrepancy here between an expected 
and actual self, a sense of disappointment and failure.
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Strauss and Goldberg (1999) investigated fathers’ ‘possible selves’ -  a 
conceptualisation of the self encompassing one’s likely, ideal and unwanted future 
selves, created from past experience and including future self representations (Markus 
& Nurius, 1986). For Sam, his hopes for himself as a father were disrupted, creating a 
painful discrepancy between his actual and imagined selves. As Cowan (1988) 
indicated, such discrepancies can lead to poor adaptation to parenthood. For Sam then, 
not only did he have to contend with bereavement postnatally, but he also had to 
reorganise and evaluate his sense of self in relation to being a father.
For Alan, there seemed to be a desire to protect himself from potentially losing his 
previous identity:
Alan: Suddenly there’s a bit o f a breakdown in terms o f your own 
independence, cos then you start working as a unit. (40)
His use of the word ‘breakdown ’ conjured up images a dissolution of personal 
boundaries, contradicting his ‘hard edged’ self. This connects with the social- 
cognitive theory of the self, which considers the self a relational entity, ‘entangled’ 
with other important relationships (Andersen & Chen, 2002). Perhaps this increased 
connectedness to his partner and children that threatened Alan’s internalised sense of 
himself as autonomous. There seemed a sense of anxiety that his identity might be 
subsumed by fatherhood and the merging of identities this seemed to entail. For 
example, he described a desire to maintain his pre-fatherhood identity:
Alan: Sometimes I  [...] don’t think I ’ve got children which sounds really 
weird, but at times I  still think I ’m 19 [...] i f  Ifeel youthful then I ’ve not 
reached an age where I ’m at the point where I ’ve had children. (10)
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As the theory o f ‘possible selves’ describes, one component of identity consists of our 
imagined, friture selves. Perhaps fatherhood is not what Alan expected it to be and so 
he finds refuge in reveries of his youthful past. This relates to earlier discussion 
around denial and escapism, but roots this conflict within the realm of identity.
For David, this reluctance about fatherhood was a more conscious process and seemed 
related partly to resisting the reality of his mortality:
David: I  had an automatic calculation in my head that i f  I  died at the same age 
as granddad or my dad, (child) would only be 13 or 14 years old and I  really 
did not want that to happen. (41)
For these men there seemed an unwelcome association of fatherhood with a loss of 
youth, independence and a sense of having to confront their mortality. There is also 
recognition of David’s previous loss of his own father, and his desire not to replicate 
this pattern and inflict a similar loss on his own child.
Considering the social context of David’s experiences, his concerns about being an 
older father seemed to feed his negative self-evaluations:
David: The ‘useless dad’ thing comes into my head a lot [...] and the age thing 
comes into that as well, because o f what (partner) said in those early days 
about, yeah you’re right, (child) needs a younger dad and stuff like that. 
Incidentally though, [...] the young, hip dad [neighbour] isn’t there anymore, 
and I  still am. The useless one. But yeah that’s I  guess er, she’s chipped away 
at my selfesteem. (1)
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Here, David’s partner’s criticisms seem to have been internalised, resulting in low 
self-esteem. The relevance of spousal conflict to the evolution of his identity as a 
father can be seen. This again emphasises the relational quality of the self, something 
that was echoed in other interviews where participants described using a ‘social 
mirror’ in evaluating their sense of self. Leary and Baumeister’s (2000) Sociometer 
Theory describes how an internal state of self-worth is derived through social 
comparison, with the ‘sociometer’ enabling the self to monitor its social desirability. It 
describes why self-esteem is dependent on others’ real or imagined evaluations of the 
self: the qualities of self-esteem are the same qualities that determine whether people 
are respected and accepted by others. This emphasises the close relationship between 
internal evaluations of the self and the reliance on social comparison in identity.
Conflicting role expectations o f the self as father
In this final subtheme I summarise the confusion expressed by participants about the
expectations they held for themselves as fathers, the perceived expectations of them 
by known others and the often conflicting messages fi’om society about their roles. 
Within this were examples of participants engaging in attempts to correct 
intergenerational scripts of fatherhood, for example, Alan summarised after describing 
his father: ‘I ’d like to think, rightly or wrongly, lean  do a hit better’.
Alan articulated a strong sense of conflict over the adoption of a more traditional, 
breadwinner role versus the more modem involved approach to fatherhood:
Alan: Being a little more century. I ’m quite happy to sort o f  get involved, 
you know, I  don’t see why you know the burden should be left on my wife’s 
side. (42)
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He later described his imagined self as a father as "being the main breadwinner 
working Monday to Friday, allowing my wife to stay at home doing the domestic 
goddess thing and always being that typical sort o f role model life, but it hasn ’t [...] 
personally I  would like a lot more work so (partner) wouldn V have to work as much 
[...] Fd quite like to workfive days a week and at weekends and in the evenings and 
stuff. (43)
These opposing views highlight the tension produced by attempts to combine modem 
and traditional father roles. As Silverstein et al. (2002) state, such gender role tension 
arises from a clash between modem expectations of men to adopt equal parenting 
roles (as women adopt more equal roles within the workforce) against a history of 
more traditional versions of fatherhood and masculinity.
Similarly, other participants described a strong pressure to provide:
Tom: I  felt a huge pressure to actively earn money [...] kind o f masculine 
support role, baby’s coming out o f your pelvis I  better do my hard bloody 
thing o f supporting so you ’re not worried about money and you know all these 
uncertainties [...] this is the time when you’ve got to get in there and be manly, 
get that, earn the money, support us make sure the roof’s over their head 
whilst I ’m recovering and looking after the baby. (9)
My attention was drawn again to the physical differences between mothers and 
fathers, and the influence this seemed to have on the trajectory of their roles within the 
family. This connects with the earlier discussion of Draper’s (2003) notion of the 
paradox of encouraged greater involvement of fathers’ versus the exclusivity of 
pregnancy and early motherhood which serves to keep them separate, almost forcing 
them into a traditional father role.
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Some participants also described being influenced by their own experiences of being 
mothered in the development of their expectations of their partners:
Jeremy: I  think o f the mother as being the one, and my mother as well, who 
never just stops worrying about the children and is always thinking about their 
basic needs [...] I  guess I ’ve either subconsciously or unconsciously decided 
that the best way that I  support (partner) in doing that for the children in by 
working hard and staying healthy. (44)
Here Jeremy described a sure sense of his role; indeed his account was filled with 
certainty about their couple roles and responsibilities. It was interesting to connect this 
to his relatively more positive state of wellbeing in comparison to other participants 
who did not report such clear roles. For example, David described himself as ‘more 
old fashioned’ and this seemed to clash with his partner’s expectations of him:
David: I  think, actually, that some women’s expectations o f males are actually 
unrealistic [...] (partner) ’s expectations o f me to automatically just do all o f 
these things with a tiny little baby that, you know, the nature, i t ’s not there. 
You know I  love (child), protect, provide, but that caring bit at the start [...] I  
thought, “No no, mum should be doing that. ” (45)
This suggests a conflict between modem and traditional role expectations and gives an 
insight into how this might be personally experienced. For David, this experience 
seemed to induce anxiety and frustration. It also seemed to underscore perceived 
gender role differences within the couple, with David happy to ‘love... protect and 
provide ’ but not change a nappy. This highlights a clash between women’s 
expectations and the reality of men as fathers, which connects with Nicolson’s (1990) 
findings of a mismatch between shifting cultural expectations of fathers as more
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involved, with their actual behaviour lagging behind. For other participants, the 
prospect of taking on more traditionally female roles was less complex:
Tom: I  don’t understand the thing about nappies. You’ve got to be a complete 
moron not to be able to do that. You do it three times you can do it with your 
eyes shut back to front in the dark. (46)
This variety of responses to paternal roles and tasks seemed to be a reflection of 
society’s ambivalence about modern fatherhood. It seemed that the confiision over 
roles and identities as fathers contributed to participants’ postnatal emotional 
difficulties by inducing uncertainty; a finding which connects this study with Barclay 
and Lupton’s (1999) conclusions (see Introduction) that postnatal difficulties for 
fathers are significantly influenced by confusing constructions of fatherhood within 
modem society.
Related to this is the concept o f ‘matemal gatekeeping’, whereby mothers’ beliefs 
about fathers’ roles have been shown to act as mediators to their involvement 
(McBride et a l, 2005). This relates to earlier descriptions of the relational 
construction of the self, by connecting the adoption of roles and related changes in 
identity to the expectations and opportunities provided within a relationship. 
Belatedly, role congruity theory (Diekman & Eagly, 2008) states that people benefit 
both personally and socially when they adhere to valued social roles, and vice versa. 
Thus, the direction in which fathers’ roles develop are shaped and mediated by a 
constant process of evaluation and feedback between self and other, connecting the 
findings of the present study to systemic and social constructionist conceptualisations 
of the self within society.
Additionally, the clash between traditional and expected father roles seemed related to 
participants’ early feelings of exclusion. For example, Tom imagined himself as an
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involved father, and experienced much frustration early on, while Sam’s and Jeremy’s 
expectations were less involved, with hopes of more traditional roles, and they 
reported less distress at the early exclusive mother-baby bond. Shirani and Henwood’s 
(2011) qualitative double case study echoes this notion of the relevance of traditional 
father values to emotional distress postnatally, with their participant that struggled the 
most having hoped for greater involvement and describing a less traditional 
understanding of fatherhood, and vice versa. These findings point to the significance 
of internalised societal expectations on evaluations of experience, self and role.
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Summary, Clinical Implications and Future Research
5.1 Summary o f findings
These phenomenological accounts and interpretations of fathers experiencing 
postnatal emotional distress revealed a complex web of factors interacting uniquely 
within each man’s life. Their attempts to enact contemporary fatherhood were 
thwarted by the paradox of the expectation for increased involvement in childcare and 
the shifts occurring within their partner relationship as a result of the exclusive nature 
of pregnancy and the early mother-baby bond; implicit messages from professionals 
about their unimportance; work demands; and restrictions imposed by paternity leave. 
Fathers spoke of feeling sidelined within their families and within society. These 
feelings of powerlessness were frustrating and distressing for them, yet those fathers 
with greater levels of social support and more proactive help-seeking behaviours 
tended to fare better. Suddenly shifting hierarchies within the family seemed 
unsettling for those men describing experiences indicative of insecure attachment 
styles, sometimes resulting in spousal conflict, triangulation and scapegoating of their 
children. As a result of these multiple adaptations, they described a changing sense of 
self, with some confusion about their identity and roles as a father. Fathers also 
described the impact of their difficulties upon their children, with spousal conflict and 
descriptions of low mood seeming to impact most obviously upon their relationships.
5.2 Implications for service delivery for statutory and voluntary services 
Participants in this study described feeling on the periphery in maternity and mental
health services. The findings indicate that a shift in the culture of how men are
positioned in services needs to occur in order to enable fathers to meet the social and
personal expectations of greater involvement, as well as inclusion and participation in
mental health services. The language professionals adopt needs to be altered to be
more inclusive of men. ‘Mother and baby units’ should be renamed to encompass the
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whole family. Literature about services such as brochures and Bounty Packs^ need to 
be aimed at the whole family also, rather than just mothers and babies. Assessing 
fathers’ mental health needs to become standard practice, as it currently is for 
mothers. Such changes have been supported by specific research investigating fathers’ 
experiences of receiving support, care and information from maternity services 
(Deave & Johnson, 2008).
The findings of this study jar against a long-standing tradition of not including men in 
services, and so imply a culture change that staff need to feel confident in 
implementing. Their confidence could be raised through training, enabling 
professionals to actively engage fathers and whole families, recognise the importance 
of fathers, and be sensitive to potential difficulties for some in adjusting to new or 
repeated fatherhood. All professionals working with families postnatally are uniquely 
placed to detect distress in fathers due to their increased contact with services during 
these times, and their skill in doing so needs to be improved.
Connected with this is the parenthesising of fathers within national guidelines 
(described in the Introduction), prompting further consideration of how fathers’ needs 
and importance are constructed in guidelines for professionals working with them. 
This study suggests that bringing fathers out of parenthesis would benefit their equal 
inclusion in services and family life. The needs of fathers should also be written in to, 
and equally present in, service protocols and procedures at all levels of services 
delivery, from administration to intervention. The changing provision of paternity 
leave is another positive and significant step towards the inclusion of fathers; such 
inclusive strategies need to be implemented across the spectrum of family services. 
Finally, this study also points to a rethinking of the language around caregiving, with 
words such as ‘mothering’ needing careful reconsideration.
 ^Bounty Packs (http://vvvvw.bountv.com/packs') are a series o f  five packs o f  leaflets given to all 
expectant mothers pre and postnatally. The first packs are given during early pregnancy.
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5.5 Clinical implications
Fathers described tendencies towards emotionally isolating themselves, and 
suppressing and internalising emotional distress. Issues such as this could be explored 
in therapy. Treatment of emotional avoidance is the central component of Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy (Hayes et a l, 2003) which emphasises the ordinariness of 
emotional suffering as something that needs to be accepted and worked through rather 
than avoided.
Possible avenues for exploration in family therapy highlighted by this study include: 
couple conflict and issues of shifting power; the possible recruitment of children into 
disputes; the expression or inhibition of emotions with particular attention to denial 
processes; and the use of social support networks and involvement in the community. 
The connections within this study to possible insecure attachment styles could be 
addressed therapeutically through methods outlined by Byng-Hall (2008).
Parker (2009) suggests that in couple therapy, power issues are not always within the 
couple’s consciousness. Openly addressing issues such as the division of labour, 
childcare and financial power are some ways of opening up such conversations. 
McGoldrick and Hardy (2008) suggest the use of multi-generation genograms to 
generate discussions around how ideas of power, responsibility and role have been 
transmitted through generations. This is particularly relevant to the current study, 
where participants described conflicts between their own experiences of parents and 
parenting. Such an intervention could enable a more conscious exploration of the 
clashes between the cultural and personal constructions of fatherhood that participants 
described.
There are three central factors highlighted by this study relevant to help-seeking for 
fathers postnatally. Some men described not detecting the need for support, others 
preferring to cope alone, while others reported frustrating unmet requests for help.
These areas could be dealt with in clinical practice through the improved early 
intervention with fathers, involving psychoeducation around the detection of 
emotional distress within themselves, and clear signposting to useful sources of 
support. This could be implemented in groups, at antenatal appointments, the internet, 
DVDs, leaflets and other literature. The need for improved father-specific information 
has been highlighted elsewhere (Deave & Johnson, 2008). A men’s forum in Australia 
has proved successful in supporting fathers in negotiating fatherhood (Friedewald & 
Newing, 2006). As Addis and Mahalik’s (2003) research has highlighted, men’s 
appraisals of other men’s emotional and help-seeking behaviours are fundamental to 
whether men seek help or not. Father-specific groups could create a safe environment 
for men to openly express their feelings, receive social support, and model such 
behaviour to others.
5.4 Criticisms o f the study and future directions
While the findings of this study connected to a wide body of theory and practice, there
were many questions left unanswered. The fathers Jftequently spoke of conflict and 
misunderstandings within their partnerships: future studies might seek to investigate 
couples’ understandings of their postnatal experiences in one study. This would enable 
clear analysis of the couples’ processes and approaches to communication, and could 
provide rich material for clinical intervention.
A longitudinal approach could provide further evidence of the changing nature of 
fathers’ identities and experiences postnatally. Central to Smith’s (1999) investigation 
of women’s transition to motherhood was evidence of their self-concept shifting 
throughout pregnancy and postnatally. It could be interesting to replicate such a study 
with men.
Whilst an awareness of the pace, tone and structure of participants’ talk is relevant to
IPA (Smith et a l, 2009), further exploration of the connections between the quality of
participants’ narratives, attachment styles and experiences of trauma and distress
during early parenthood could be valuable addition to the literature; something which
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an narrative analysis (NA) (Riessman, 1994) approach might articulate more precisely 
(e.g. Hall, 2011). A Grounded Theory (Charmaz, 2006) investigation could be a 
valuable next step in further defining the processes outlined in this study. Such an 
approach would be particularly interesting to use with couples.
Future qualitative studies could investigate other groups of fathers, such as younger 
fathers, or fathers from different ethnic groups. I have focused on a self-selecting 
sample of men, due to the evidence suggesting that many men are reluctant to seek 
professional help during times of distress. A clinical sample might have missed 
information about barriers to help-seeking by men not engaged with services. 
However, participation also implies motivation. How much these accounts can inform 
our understanding of men who could or would not speak about their experiences 
remains unknown.
5.5 Strengths o f the study
I have woven together participants’ phenomenological accounts with my 
interpretations; I hope their voices have remained present. Their feedback has assisted 
in validating my interpretations. The multiple connections to extant literature highlight 
the commonalities and relevance of this study to the wider field, alongside 
contributing to the repopulation of quantitative studies of fathers’ postnatal 
experiences. Indeed, what qualitative approaches lack in breadth, they gain in depth; 
both are fundamental to social science research (Flyvbjerg, 2004).
5.6 Final reflections
My understanding of the personal and social context of fathers’ experiences has been 
enriched through exploring participants’ accounts. This enabled me to reflect on 
previous work with fathers, for example, during my Child and Adolescent placement I 
could have worked differently with a father who had physically and emotionally 
abused his child, perhaps having more confidence in exploring both responsibility and 
explanation (Cooper & Vetere, 2005). Enabling his voice to be heard within the
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service and the family may have changed the course of treatment and involvement 
with services for all of them. Additionally, the clarity with which attachment theory 
brought to interpretations underscored its importance in my clinical practice and 
understanding of relationships.
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Appendix 1: Ethical amendment approval
amendment: i :ÿ){%É^ù;nZniai i/VHÏ“?2Æ k^270723  fcSSiS. % icw -p i& q -e ...
vf:H
3.K4 ; M egan S  Kendall < m egan earlgray@ gm aiL ccn y
Research protocol amendment
a  m essa g es
M egan Earl-Gray <m eganearlgray@ gm all.com > 
T oza.coy^surrey.acJU K . j.eari@ sun'*y.ec.(*
bear Adrian
15 dune 201015:38
You recently approved my D C & fsy ch  MRP "Men's post natal nwntal hea*h: a qualitative study"; There Is 
o n e  gnaN change I woWd Ike to make: Cürehtly. I have written kito my protocol that the partb^iards': 
youngest cNId be  36  months Okl or less . I would like to extend this to  4 8  months * possA le. TNs 
is due to havmg several e m ;w ies  from potential partlcqianis with sNgNly older chddren w h ose  suitability 
for the study se em s  otherwise perfect;
C ar you let m e know ifft ok to g o  ahead and Interview th ese  p a r tk ^ n ts . or  whether I n e e d ^  write to 
you formaBy with this change?
Than \S s o  much.
M egan
M e y n  Ca-l-Gray 
Tra "ce Ckrvcal Psychologist 
U iiversA yofSw rey  
Tel 0T22S 391923  
Altematwe email: ;
A .C oyle@ surrey,ac.iik  <A .C oyie@ surrey.ac.u k> 
To megar^ear gray@gmail.com  
Ce: J.Earl@surrey.ac.uk
15 June 2Q1Q 15:32
.bear Megan
I f a t  s e e m s  to be a  m inwam endm ent which corries no eP r-o  '"ations iri addËiôh to those v a :  w e
took i r ^  accourit when conKlering your ongma! proposo m&/ therafora proceed with yoor
research using that revaed version of t f e  icdusion criteria tor participants:
A i s o , lw o u d k 'e ' ' ' c  v  1 \ o  f i  "" r k r  o  ad :  o''V ' n i^ th  rv. c a  — iCa'
w e  wg| irrÿ' ^n c  y  u i s - * C  r  f  o  o -  I \  h h ,v  rt «iv- < : V -  e
opinion fmm  us Æ -o  rt ». r  1*1 c x * ''i  to  — e ^ c n - i  n< L « ' - ' ' L C l o « J n  '' z*":
tow N ch  w "  « - « p i  « « J I , tis. p cp  j -  a -  « I ,  )«- r  *«»d e* p a t * ' /  * *  t
that sorm dm es researchers c h a ise  Ihcr r*so . -on p l: - s  \  i  =-»r'k nr ,  c  o  e  -  rrl i—y' -n«
Hence your a s s d u o ie n e s s  kt tWs m a ie r  is nrcs" co '-r e n o a o ie .
You may wrsh to print Old à  copy of this emal! for irKlusion h  y o w  thesis alor% vyith our ordinal letter 
offerirg a favourable etitical opinion. If you need our advice on  any fisther amendmer#s, p lease do not 
hesitate to ask.
o f  2 II/05./20II 16:43
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::TorA.Coyle@surrBy.ac.uK
bw r Adrian
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Appendix 2: Recruitment advert
D A D S m
4kHave you felt stressed^ low or Hke you are struggling 
to cope since becoming a father?
do you remember feeling this way  ^but now feel
Do you have a child or babÿ under 3?
I am interviewing men who have struggled to cope with 
some aspect of their lives after having a child
The one-off Interview lasts between 45 -  90 minutes and will be conducted in 
a private setting to ensure confldenWality
Your travel expenses will be repaid
Don't w orry if you don't know w h at to  ta lk  about -  your interview  will be 
guided by questions
I am undertaking this research for my Clinical Psychology doctoral tfiesis based at the 
University of Surrey. This study has received a favouraWe ethical opinion from the 
University of Surrey's Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Gommltzee.
Interested?
Please contact Megan Earl-Gray 
Tel: 07577 845361
Email: researching.fathersgL'omail.com
u x iv L R S n v o r
SURREY
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Appendix 3: Recruitment email
DADS!
Have you felt stressed, low or like you are struggling to cope since becoming a 
father?
Or do you rem em ber feeling this way, but now feel better?
Do you have a child or baby under 4?
I am interviewing men who have struggled to cope with som e aspect of their lives after having 
a  child
The one-off interview lasts between 45 -  90 minutes and will be conducted in a private setting 
to ensure confidentiality
Your travel expenses will be repaid
Don’t worry if you don’t know what to talk about -  your interview will be guided by questions
I am undertaking this research for my Clinical Psychology doctoral thesis based  at the 
University of Surrey. This study has received a favourable ethical opinion from the University 
of Surrey’s Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee.
Interested?
Please contact Megan Earl-Gray 
Tel: 07577 845361 
Email: researchinq.fathers@ qmail.com
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Appendix 4: Recruitment article for ABC Magazine
#  MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Rw IB M  ^ta? s»
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^  MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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Appendix 5: Recruitment advert for National Chilbirth Trust
DADS!
Have you felt stressed, low or like you are struggling to cope since 
becoming a father?
Or do you remember feeling this way, but now feel better?
^  Do you have a child or baby under 4?
I am interviewing men who have struggled to cope with some aspect of their 
lives after having a child
The one-off interview lasts between 45 -  90 minutes and will be conducted in a 
private setting to ensure confidentiality.
Your travel expenses will be repaid.
Don’t worry if you don’t know what to talk about -  your interview will be guided 
by questions.
I am undertaking this research for my Clinical Psychology doctoral thesis based at 
the University of Surrey. This study has received a favourable ethical opinion from the 
University of Surrey’s Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee.
Interested?
Please contact Megan Earl-Gray 
Tel: 07577 845361
Email: researchinq.fathers@amail.com
UNIVERSITY OF
SURREY
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Appendix 6: Information sheet
Men’s Post-Natal Experiences
Participant Information Sheet
You are being invited to take part in a  research study. Before you decide whether you would 
like to take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and 
what it will involve. P lease take time to read the following information carefully and do not 
hesitate to ask  if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.
What is the purpose of the study?
The study aim s to investigate fathers’ experiences of emotional difficulties during the first 12 
months after having a baby. It will also explore how fathers seek  help for any emotional 
difficulties they experience. I will be asking men to describe their experiences after having a 
baby, the things they have found difficult and how they coped.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part in this study. If you decide to take part, 
you will be asked to sign a consent form and return it to the researcher before the interview. 
This information sheet is for you to keep. If you decide to take part, you are free to withhold 
any personal information or to withdraw at any time, without giving a reason.
What does the study involve?
This study involves taking part in one interview lasting between 45 -  90 minutes. The 
interview will be conducted by one female researcher. W e will begin with som e basic 
questions about yourself, including demographic information. Then you will be asked  a 
series of questions about your experiences of any difficulties you had since becoming a 
father and how you coped with those difficulties.
Following the interview you will be given a list of useful contacts including helplines and 
websites.
All interviews will be held at either S ussex or Surrey universities, or a  similar suitable 
location, or via the telephone. The interviews will be audio recorded and stored securely, 
with no one other than the researchers involved having access  to the recordings or any 
related materials.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
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There are no anticipated disadvantages of taking part in the study. Som e people might find 
that the interview raises feelings or issues that they would like to talk about further. You will 
be given contact details of helpful individuals and organisations should you wish to discuss 
any issues raised in the interview further. If you want to stop your participation, you are free 
to do so immediately and you do not have to give any reason.
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?
Any information you provide will be kept strictiv confidential. No one, other than the 
researchers involved in the study, will se e  or have access  to your personal details, the 
questionnaires or audio recordings. This information will be kept in locked cabinets and 
stored anonymously at the University of Surrey. This confidentiality is only broken if you 
inform us of the intention to harm yourself or another person. In these instances we are 
obliged to inform local services.
What will happen to the results of the research?
The questionnaires, videotapes and audiotapes will be analysed for broad them es that 
em erge for all participants. These findings may be written up as reports, which may include 
direct quotes from the interviews. However, nam es and other identifying information will be 
removed. The results of the study may be presented at national and international 
conferences and published in academ ic journals. You will not be personallv identified in anv 
reports or publications of the research.
Who is organising this research?
This project is being conducted by Megan Earl-Gray a s  part of her Clinical Psychology 
Doctorate based in the Department of Clinical Psychology at Surrey University, Guildford,
UK.
Supervision is being provided by Dr Sue Thorpe of Surrey University and Dr Susan Ayers of 
Sussex  University.
Contact for further information or assistance
If you have any further questions or would like assistance at any point during the study, 
please feel free to contact Megan Earl-Gray on 07577 845361 or email: 
researching.fathers@ gmail.com or M.Earl-Gray@surrey.ac.uk.
In the case of a complaint, please contact:
Dr Sue Thorpe
Department of Psychology
Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences
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University of Surrey 
Guildford 
Surrey GU2 7XH,
UK
Tel: 01483 682916
Email: s.thorpe@ surrey.ac.uk
Thank you for reading this information
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Appendix 7: Consent form
Men's Postnatal Expènëh 
Consent Form
Name of m searcher: .......
Megan Eail-Gray, Trainee Cllnldai Psyr^ololgist, Ùnîvënsity of Sunrey 
SypeirViaedby:
Dr Sue Thorpe, Department pf plinlcal P syr^ ogy , University of Surrey 
Dr Susan Ayers, Department of Psychology, University of Sussex
Yes/No
1 confirm that 1 have read and understand the information sheet for the 
above study and have been giveri the opiMrhihrtÿ to ask questions and raise 
any concerns -
1 have been given a copy of the inforrna^pn Sheet to keep
I understand that my participation Is voluntary and that 1 am free to withdraw 
at any time, without giving any reason - ..
1 give permission for my address arid phone numbers to tre used by the 
researcher to contact me for the heeds of the study
1 understand that audiotapes will be transcribed and held on a database
anonymously, and wili be stored at the University of Surrey
luriderstand that the interview will be recorded
. ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■......- : ■ ' , ... ■ .
1 understand that interview recordings and written transcripts will be held 
arid processed in the shictest confidence .. .
1 understand that quotes may be used from rny Interview In the study report, 
and that these quotes wll be anonymlsed
• ......:
1 Understand that the researther will contact local services should there be
any concerns about my safety or the safety of others during the interview ■ ;
1 agree to take part In this study
Name of Participant Date Signature
Name of person taking consent Date Signature
Yi^ pÿ/ofparffcÿahf&fcppÿ^
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Appendix 8: Demographic information sheet
Demographic Information 
Your Background
In this section we ask information about you, your work, relationship, your partner’s 
pregnancy, and childcare arrangem ents. This information will be confidential and anonymous.
Information About You
1 Age last birthday___________________
Which of the following best describes your ethnicity? (please tick one box only)
□  White European
□  African
□  Afro-Caribbean
□  Bangladeshi
□  Chinese
□  Indian
□  Pakistani
□  Mixed race (please describe)
□  Other (please describe)_______________________________________________
W hat is your marital sta tus? (please tick one box only)
□  married
□  living with your wife/partner
□  have a girlfriend but not living together
□  separated
□  divorced
□  single
□  widowed
Who do you live with? (please tick one box only)
□  wife/partner
□  wife/partner & children
□  parents
□  friends
□  just your children
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□  alone
W here do you live? (please tick one box only)
□  council rented
□  own home
□  private rented
□  hostel
□  bed & breakfast
□  live in job
W hat educational qualifications do you have? (please tick all that apply)
□  None
□  CSE’s / O levels / GCSE’s
□  A levels
□  City & Guilds
□  Diploma
□  Undergraduate degree
□  Postgraduate degree
□  Professional qualification (please specify)_________________________
About your work
W hat job do you do?
(If you do not work please skip to question 13)
Job title:
Type of business:
Is your job: 
Full-time □ Part-time □
How many hours a  week do you work, on average? hours
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Appendix 9: Debriefing sheet
Men's Postnatal Experiences
Thank you for participating in this study. If you feel that the interview has raised any issues 
which you would like to conUnue to discuss with someone, the following list of resources 
should t)e of help: ' :
Helplines
Sam aritans ^
Samaritans provides confidential non-judgemental emotional support, 24 hours a  day for 
people who are experiencing feelings of distress or despair, Including those which could 
lead to suicide.
Tel: 08457 90 90 90 (24 hours, every day)
Email: io@s8maritans.org .
Website: http://wvvw.samaritans.org
-SANE . . ........
SANEIine is a national out-of-hours telephprie helpline pffeiing emotional support and 
Information for people affected tw mental health problems.
Tel: 0845 767 8000 (6pm -11pm  every day)
Email: via httD://www.sane.orq.uk/SANErhailAA/ebform 
Website: hllp://wvw.sane.org.uk/
Mindfnfbline
Provide information on a range of topics including types of mental distress, where to get 
help, drug and alternative treatments and advocacy. Also provide details of local help and 
support.
Tel: 0845 766 0163 (9am -5pm , M onday- Friday)
Email: info@mind.org.uk 
Website: httD://www.mlnd.oro.uk
Useful websites
http://www.dadsnet.net (web forum based in the UK) 
http://www.fathers.Gom (based in USA) 
http://www.fathersforum.com (based in USA)
Finding a Psychotherapist or Counsellor
Either discuss this with your GP v4io cah make a referral to your local mental health team,
or contact: .
British Associatiorr for C ounselling arid Psychotherapy  (BACP) :
Tel: 01455 883300 (8.4.5am -6pm , MohdbyH Friday)
Email: bacp@bacp.co.uk 
Website: httD://www:bacD:Co:uk
:
UK Council for Psychotherapy (UKCP)
Tel:020 7014 9955
Email: info@ukcp.ora.uk
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Website; httpV/www. psvchiotherapv.ora.uk
Making a complain* about this research
if you wish to make a complaint about any aspect of this research project, please contact:
Dr Sue Thorpe 
Department of Psychology 
Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences 
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
Surrey GU2 7XH,
UK
Tel: 01483 682916 
Email: s.thorpe@surrey.ac.uk
k::: . ' k:. ■ . : - - -; ;;kk,
   : , i  k k-kir: ; : :: :
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Appendix 10: Interview schedule
Men’s Postnatal Experiences: Interview Schedule 
Introduction to interview
W elcome and thank you for coming to m eet me today. Before we begin I would like to check 
that you have read the information sheet and signed the consent form? (Only proceed if these  
have been completed and you are sure the participant understands the purpose of the 
interview).
This interview will last between 45 minutes to an hour and a half. I am going to ask you som e 
questions about your experiences since having your last child, particularly about any 
emotional difficulties you experienced and how you coped with those difficulties. P lease tell 
me as  much you feel comfortable telling me.
I would also like to remind that do not have to answ er all of the questions, and you may end 
the interview at any point without giving me a reason.
Do you have any questions before we begin?
Start with Demographic Information sheet.
Questions
Can you tell me about your experiences of when your last child was born?
What were the things you found particularly difficult at this time?
W hat were the things you found particularly easy?
Can you describe what it was like when you first started to feel that something was 
wrong?
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Prompts:
How old w as your child then?
How were you feeling? (mood states, fluctuations)
How w ere you physically  at this time? (activity levels, illness, sleep, appetite, sex 
drive etc)
W ere you doing anything differently?
■ e.g. more/ less of usual activities -  socialising, working, leisure 
W hat kinds of th o u g h ts  were going through your mind? (including images)
Can you rem em ber a previous time in your life when you have felt similar? When, 
why, etc?
Did you have an  aw a re n e ss  th a t you w ere stru g g lin g ?
• If yes, what were the signs that you were aware of?
W hat a re  I w ere  th e  effec ts  of feeling th is  w ay?
• Impact on self / identity
• Comparison to expectations/ assum ptions?
• Social impact -  relationships (partner, children), work, etc.
How did you g e t th rough  th a t difficult period (or if occurring  now, w h at is helping a t  th e  
m om ent)?
Social resources: friends, family, colleagues, other relationships 
Emotional support 
Activities: work, leisure 
Physical activities 
Substances: alcohol, drugs etc 
Avoidance?
Contact with helpful agencies -  who?
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What things did not help (or are not helping)?
E.g. things that had a negative effect on you or those around you 
Follow up participant responses with related questions
Can you tell me about your experience(s) of asking for help during this time?
Who did you ask for help?
What triggered you asking for help?
W hat m ade it difficult?
What might have m ade it easier?
Follow up participant responses with related questions
If you were to go through this experience again, what kind of help would you ideally 
want?
Who would offer this help?
How would this help ideally be offered?
Follow up participant responses with related questions
So, that w as my last question. Is there anything I haven’t asked you about that you would like 
to add?
Thank you so much for participating in this research.
Give Debriefing Sheet or say: I will email you a debriefing shee t today.
If you feel this interview has raised anything that you want to discuss further, please do get in 
touch with som eone; there are contact details on the debrief sheet.
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Appendix 11: Ethical application and approval letter
UNIVERS1TYOF
SURREY
Ethics Committee
L Title o f pmject:
ISen’s  postnatef mental health: a qualitative study
Names of Principal investigator QUalificadprB i Department/Institution
/%ase note that as Pmdpsi lrr^ stfgators In submissions from s!i researcr.e s v.hc are registered
Megan EarMSray B S c B c p # ^
P sych rW
Current PsychD Programme
/ PsychD Oinic^Psychok^y
Names of Co-Ihvéstigators Departmer:t/DegreeCourse
Or Sue Tnorpe F%6 Clinical Psychol^y
Dr Susan Ayens PhD Psychology at Sussex University
2.
I. Signature of Supg^ytyjtvhere apprppnate) to indicate that fs)he W  rëâd and approved the protpcPi submission:
Date:
i. Details of Other Caiabômtofs:
i. Details of Sponsors: 
4,A
). Details of payments to Investigators. Departments. Schools or Institutions. Investigators who receive payment as
part of an annual consultancy fee should advise the Committee of the situation:
i/A
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7, V\mereWl the pixyeabe<:aiTW dut?Ceg.dnlve«ity^  ^ '
-aAAle p A k  or piWe bcadoni'&gr-^ dom #( Sussex or SüntqrUnhen^ôripMwle woA in e'sha'h^'#d^-#^
8, Source of the participants to be studied::
Patkapants w0i be recniRed vis posters and leaiWs distribukd in prblic pbces and at rWevant parenting and/dr rnen's 
g r o i^  w h ^  pemiission Is obtsined. by advertisement in parenUng magazines (e.g. ABC Magadne and/or the NOT 
'BumpsandBabks'magszlne);intemetforums.snowbaMefnallrBauitmentafKiwordofmouth.:
9, Detailsofpaymenstopartldpants: 
PaitKapaitsvAlbeofferedpayrnentforthëirtravelëxpensesuptoanmitofEZOeach.
KP.lnvestigators are asked to note that researdi proposals Involwng A e  followng must be submitted to an NHS 
Research Ethics Committee io r  ethical review. Please Indicate which of the categories below, if any, applies to  
your researdi, and provide details of yourNHS RBZ application. The Ethics Committee will not consider researcn 
proposals which meet any of diese oiterla until NHS REC approval has been obtained. :
a. pshents and users of the NHS. This indudes all potential research participants recruited t y  wrtue o f the 
: patient or user's pest or present treatment by, of use of. the NHS. It includes NHS patients treated under 
contract whh private sector institutions.
b. indivlouals identified as potential research paitiClpahts because of their status as relatives or cefers of patients 
and users of the NHS, as defined aoove,
c access to data organs or otIvrliodJymate'W  o f past W  present NHS p a tien t :
d. fetal rnaterblard lVF involving hlHS patients,
e. the recentlydead in NHS premises;
f. thé use of, of potential access to, NHS premises or facilities.
g. NHS:5taff:-reoûW @s reMârdi parücipahkbyyihuedf thelrprdfe«
.Has a fkk iâssessméht been carrieci out in : e _ h r *o p ^ .-T  ' i.'^^ic (." f n n
researchers? if yes. please attach iasumman r o . , -  -  c n  » j   ^ ^  ^ , i-
not been done.
PlssseseéatschedhsIcjàsséësh^ rddobLi^ ént,.
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1 2 .What are the potential adverse effects, iisks or hazards for (a) research partidpantsT fb) researchers?
a) The intentloh of thé Interviews wID be to enciwrage rrieh to reflect on their positive and negative experiences of 
becoming a M ier. Thb has the potential b  be disiressing Ax participants. parëcWarlÿ if @iey are recallmg upsetting or 
imnasdvedexperknoes. This wBlbemansged by Ae following:
1. Participants wiS! be given a detailed information sheet prior to participating, which will inform them of the issues 
that may be covered during the interview,
2  It w@ be made clear to partidpants that ttay can withdraw Àom the study at any point prior to or during me 
interview, and afterwards up to the point at which the Interview data is analysed.
3. All participants wIB t% provided with a sheet containihg information about who to contact if they wish to eiqotora 
any ksues afkr the Interview;
4. Should any participents become particularly distressed during the Interview process, the researcher mil 
recommend they contact a source of help, e.g. their GP, a helpline or similar,
5. The informaiion sheet will clearly outline the boundaries of confidentiality for the interviews, including when the 
researcher would be obliged to contact local services If the participant reveals current or future intent to harm 
themselves or another.
t)) The researdter could be placed at riA if cqndtKtihg Ihteiviews In an unfamiBar or private iocatipn. Inteniews wWI be 
conducted In moms at elAer Sumey of Sussex University, or In another sultat^ kxàbpn vAem other people ere 
nearby (e.g. a prtvata iwm In a shared ofRCe space). The researcher wiB share details of the bme, looabon and
expected duration of the interview with an appointed person {e.g. supervisw). The réseafchér will call this person 
when the Interview is complete. If the supervisor does not receive a telephone call by the expected time, they will try to 
contact the researcher. If no contact can be made, steps will be taken to ensure the researcher is safe, e.g. by 
bifcxnaig thé poKce.Altematlvely, Interviews may be coriducted oyer Uie telephone,
Listenmg to men talk about difficuR etqtedénces may be emoBonally challenging for the researcher. Supervkion win be 
provided throughout the research, and this will include regular review of the emotional challenges of the research.
The telephone number and emaO address given on aB of the researdt documentation are solely for tha use of the 
sW y. At no point vxn perswal InAinnaSw or contact details of the researcher or supervisors be shared with 
particÿants:
1 3 .What are the poteridal benefits for research partldpants?
Research par%rpants might find it beneficial to ta& ,about Aelr eiqieriences. All partklpants w3l be given ccmtact 
InfôrmâGon for helpful organisations hiat will be able to provide further help, they wUI be omtr&utlrg to wAder 
knowledge about men's po^-natal mental healA eigiedences, and possibly an improvement in sendees oHered to 
men whkh they may benefit from themselves In the Aiture.
14. Please provide details of arrangements for the collection, retention, use and disposal of research data:
Dala win be recorded on a d^ital dictaphone, which wBi be transferred on to the researcher's perKxal amputer at the 
earSest c^ p^ortunlty following tha Interview. The dgltal data wB! be stored in a password-prtXected #  before bemg 
transcr&ed. Once the data has been transcribed, the digBal audio material win be transferred to the UnlversAy of 
Surrey vra an encrypted memory stick or password-protected disk, and stored In a locked cabh^ on the 
University premises for a minimum of ten years. The wrideri trsr^cripts w^ l be skxed securely on a password 
prodded c ,s \ n  a lock^ filing cabinet at Surrey University and kept for a minimum period of ten years. Ft l^owing Ais 
ten year penoo, diese reseamh materials vAI be destroyed.
Amy docum entor: containing participants’ identifications will be destroyed within three months fclbwing completion of 
the researcti
.5. H:s e Cr-inà' Records Bureau (CRB) check been carrW out Ir 'olafon to this research? (Dlls y^l be required for 
— S': ry which wlii bring staff and/or students Into cc with cNIdren or vulnerable adults), if )es. 
o'. -'-..-n of the relevant documentation.
L'A
.6. Fj-y Trlcuty
! Pkëse state Phase:
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il If a new drug, does it have a Clinical Trials Exemption Certificate or Product Licence Number ?
ill If a new drug, give details of .toxic/side effects so far reported:
hr. In addition to the recorded toxic/side effects, state any potential risks to the subjects and the
precautions taken to deal with the situation:
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17. of- Dat.twveW S' piasse tick the appropriate boxes)
I &Kÿtwe/ f/tÆ/ At-e/ sWwcCffeal wWk' ^ ow |
I fLpptWAftMV I
j . 1
A summary of the project, {approximately 500 words), including its principal aims and objectives |
; this should provide a clear description of who is doing what, to whom, to how many, where, ji%  
when and why in non-technical, lay term s {
it The detailed protocol for the project
I iii Evidence of agreem ent of other collaborators
I
I tv Copy o f the Information Sheet for participants
I
I V Copy of the  Consent Form
I vi Copy of questionnaire/interview Schedule
I vii Copy of Debriefing Sheet
I viii Copy of Recruitment Poster/Advert/Email
I ix Copies of standard letters related to the  project
I X Copy of risk assessment
I xi Protocol Submission Proforma; Insurance I
I xii Confirmation that CRB {Criminal Records Bureau) checks have been carried out -  this will be J
I required if there is contact with children and vulnerable adults for significant periods of time \
j xii Ewdence of insurance cover/indemnity, particularly for drugs trials (Mease refer to the
I  £ëiiÙUUn£^) j
I xiv Copy of the Clinical Trials Exemption Certificate or Product Licence Number {
I XV Information concerning any o ther Ethical Committee to  which an application for approval is !
j being made 1
I xvl Letter of notification of NHS approval 1
1
i
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18. Names and signatums of all Investiqators:
  / J
Megan Eari-Gray /  /  /  ,
Dr Sue Thorpe ^ f
Dr SuswAyem , _ , : ^
19, Date o f  ,^ p lk a ü p n : 1C /5/'2C 'T Ù
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Of AdMan Coyle FAoAvof
Chain Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics .
Committee - m *  . . .  & o«xe,
ÙnlvemltyofSumey duWwtWr^Guzwiuk
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Megan Eart-Gray wmwaân*y.»(.yk
Psycho Clinical Trainee 
Department of Psychology 
University of Surrey
19"May2D1D
Megan
Reference: 460-PSY-10
Title of Project: Men’s  postnatal mental health: a qualitative study
Thank you for your submission of the above proposal,
I am pleased to advise that this proposa! has received a favourable ethical opinion from the 
Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee provided that the following conditions 
are adhered to:
T) Your mobile number is on recruitment adverts and the confirmation of appointment 
letter. Unless this Is a  phone used only for the purposes of this research, the mobile 
number should not be included and only the University contact number given (see 
new guidance on FÂHS ethics web pages),
2) The wording on all of the recruitment adverts about who the study is approved by 
which currently says ‘This project has been given ethical approval by the university’s 
board of ethics' should say: ‘This study has received a favourable ethical opinion from 
the University of Surrey’s  Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics 
Committee. This correct phrasing should also be added to the information sheet for 
participants.
3) That the Project also complies with the HPC Students Guide to Ethical Practice.
4) There Is clarity surrounding the inclusion criteria for men regarding diversity issues In 
relation to race, cultural sexuality etc.
If there are any significant changes to this proposal you may need to consider requesting 
scrutiny by the Faculty Ethics Committee.
Or Adrian Coyle
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Supervisor:
Date of submission: 
Date of re-siibmission;
Facul^ of A rk and Hiiman Sciences 
Ethics Committee
460-PSY-10 
MEGAN EARL-GRAY
Men's postnatal mental health: a qualitative 
study
DR SUE THORPE 
18^" MAY 2010
I he above Project has been submitted to Uie FANS Ethics Committee
Favourable ethical approval has now been granted.
Sighed:
%dhâpjëôÿ%
UMàir
Dated: 2 o , o
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Appendix 12: Risk assessment
Risk Assessment for study: ‘Men’s post-natal mental health: a qualitative study’ 
Potential risk to participants:
The interviews have the potential to be distressing for participants, particularly if they are 
recalling upsetting or unresolved experiences. This will be m anaged by the following;
1. Participants will be given a detailed information shee t prior to participating, which will 
inform them of the issues that may be covered during the interview.
2. It will be made clear to participants that they can withdraw from the study at any point 
prior to or during the interview, and afterwards up to the point at which the interview 
data is analysed.
3. All participants will be provided with a shee t containing information about who to 
contact if they wish to explore any issues after the interview.
4. Should any participants becom e particularly distressed during the interview process,
the researcher will recommend they contact a  source of help, e.g. their GP, a  helpline
or similar.
5. The information sheet will clearly outline the boundaries of confidentiality for the 
interviews, including when the researcher would be obliged to contact local services if 
the participant reveals current or future intent to harm them selves or another.
Potential risk to the researcher:
The researcher could be placed at risk if conducting interviews in an unfamiliar or private 
location. Interviews will be conducted in rooms at either Surrey or Sussex University, or in 
another suitable location where other people are nearby (e.g. a  private room in a shared office 
space). The researcher will share details of the time, location and expected duration of the 
interview with an appointed person (e.g. supervisor). The researcher will call this person when 
the interview is complete. If the supervisor does not receive a telephone call by the expected 
time, they will try to contact the researcher. If no contact can be made, steps will be taken to 
ensure the researcher is safe, e.g. by informing the police. Alternatively, interviews may be 
conducted over the telephone.
Contact details (mobile telephone number and email address) supplied on all research 
documentation have been reserved solely for research use.
Listening to men talk about difficult experiences may be emotionally challenging for the 
researcher. Supervision will be provided throughout the research, and this will include regular 
review of the emotional challenges of the research.
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Confidentiality:
The information sheet will clearly outline the boundaries of confidentiality for the interviews, 
including when the researcher would be obliged to share information about the content of the 
interview (for example if the participant reveals current or future intent to harm them selves or 
another) and who would be informed in such circum stances (e.g. local social services).
Interview data will be recorded on a digital dictaphone, which will be transferred on to the 
researcher’s personal computer a t the earliest opportunity following the interview. The digital 
data will be stored in a  password-protected file before being transcribed. Once the data has 
been transcribed, the audio material will be transferred to the University of Surrey via an 
encrypted memory stick or password-protected disc, and stored in a locked filing cabinet on 
the University prem ises for a  minimum of ten years. The written transcripts will be stored 
securely on a password protected disc in a locked filing cabinet at Surrey University and kept 
for a  minimum period o ften  years. Following this ten year period, all research materials will be 
destroyed.
Any documentation containing participants’ identifications will be destroyed within three 
months following completion of the research.
All information regarding personal details will be kept confidential to the individual participant 
and dealt with according to the Data Protection Act. The content of the interviews will be 
anonymised, e.g. by the use of pseudonym s and changing other personal information.
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Appendix 15: Quotes as they appeared in original transcript 
Key:
I = interviewer 
P = participant
1: David
P -  I’ve got so many friends who want me to leave this woman.
I —Mm.
P -  And I know why I won’t.
I -  Tell me why
P -  Because of (child). And that’s it. If they know, they know my feelings for (child), 
they know how much pain I’ve gone through.
I -  So all the things that we’ve been talking about today, they’re all things that you’ve 
talked to your friends about?
P -Y eah
I -  And you feel understood by your friends?
P -  No, not understood. Because, all of them [inaudible] all of them. Everybody thinks 
I should leave.
I -  Why do they think you should leave?
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p -  Because they think sooner or later it’s going to damage (child). And that’s a bit 
I’ve got to agree with.
I -  What do you mean? What will damage her do you think?
P -  Our relationship, my mine and her mum’s relationship. Even though we don’t 
argue in front of her. I’ll tell you what. I’ve already noticed a little bit of damage, 
(child) does not allow us to talk, and the reason why she doesn’t allow us to talk is 
because we don’t talk. We stopped talking 2 years ago. We can be in the flat all day 
together and, apart from “Do you want a cup of tea?” “Yeah please”, we don’t, so 
when we actually do have a conversation, she’s “Oh no Daddy Daddy, Dad Dad” and 
she’s, you know, it’s like, you’re taking my Daddy’s attention away from me, because 
he’s talking to you, and she’ll devise ways of getting her mum out of the room or 
getting me out of the room, but getting us separate, because she knows that individual 
attention she gets fi*om us, is 100% centred on (child), and the minute mum and dad 
start talking, that’s taken. And I’ve noticed this, and she’s getting quite forceful about 
it as well, do you know what I mean? So yeah. I’m noticing that maybe, even though 
we do our best not to provide a hostile environment, and there isn’t any of that in fi'ont 
of (child) at all, er, there’s still something happening there.
I -  Yeah. She’s still picking something up.
P -  Yeah. Cos she cannot, she cannot, in fact the other thing as well is, (partner)’s got 
it, er where even with friends she finds difficulty having a conversation with anybody, 
er, because (child)’s just there, in your face. You know, “No mummy, me me”. It’s the 
same, when we’re together it’s she’s not wanting mummy’s attention, she’s wanting 
my attention, she’s very. And that’s the other thing that makes it very hard Megan, she 
is a Daddy’s girl. Absolutely. She prefers me to feed her, she prefers me to dress her, 
she prefers me to change her nappy, she prefers me to get her up in the morning, she 
even prefers me to make a cup of tea in the morning. She will have a fit if mummy 
tries to make her a cup of tea, maybe she doesn’t make it like me, I don’t know. But 
she’s very very much Daddy Daddy Daddy Daddy. Even the neighbours say “David! 
[inaudible]” because they can hear her, “Where’s my Daddy? No Daddy do it! No 
Daddy do it!” And that’s all. It’s Daddy Daddy Daddy Daddy Daddy Daddy Daddy 
Daddy. And of course that makes the whole thing. When (friend) sent that message to 
me, it was like sixth sense. She’s done this to me before you know, when I was just 
about ready to go, do you know what I mean? Because after my birthday I was feeling 
quite down, and when (friend) sent that message I thought “That’s a fucking good 
idea, why don’t I just go to (different country) for a while?” Do you know what I 
mean? I was feeling really low after my birthday. Er, (child), out of the blue, I’m sat 
in the kitchen. I’m sat in the kitchen table, I’m contemplating you know, where I’m 
going, what I’m doing, (child) comes to the top of the hallway, “Oh Daddy I love you 
so much.” Any thought of going, just forget it, do you know what I mean? It’s just
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like, where did that come from? Where did that come from? She’s done that to me 
before you know.
I -  Really?
P -  Yeah she has. She might not even be in the same room. It’s almost as if she’s 
picked something up.
I-M m .
P - Do you know what I mean? Quite strange. Quite strange. So, yeah?
I - 1 was just kind of thinking about, um, thinking about you as a man, and you as a 
father, and your kind of identity as a man and a father, and thinking about the situation 
that you’ve described, in which you know, you could often feel really low and 
powerless and all of the things that we’ve talked about, and I just wonder, like, how 
does the situation that you’re in now and have been in for the last few years, how’s 
that kind of affected how you see yourself as a man and a person?
P -  Oh I have very low self-esteem at the moment. Er, from who I was, I mean, 
one of the most popular boys at school, and even as a mature student at X 
University I worked in Student Union bars, I worked in the clubs, everybody 
knew David, I mean, I was the older guy, do you know what I mean? I don’t look 
50,1 know I don’t, and when I was 40 I didn’t look 40, do you know what I 
mean? I looked well younger. Always been centre of the party. Always, never one 
to be er, taking a back seat at anything, do you know what I mean? Always loads 
and loads of friends. But, I don’t know now, it’s just, she’s chipped away at my self­
esteem, she’s ehipped away at my self-belief, and she’s done that with the help of all 
the agencies, by the way, because they’ve all played their little part in it as well. She 
used ‘useless father’ a lot in the first 6 months. I actually think that, I got to the point 
you know, 3 years later, yeah, I actually, although (child) loves me to bits and what 
have you, I don’t own my own house, work’s not great, I can’t send her to the nursery 
that I want to send her to. I don’t think, I think we provide her with everything she 
needs, and certainly a lot more than other children have got, er, but it’s still not 
enough as far as I’m eoncerned. Do you know what I mean? And I think just generally 
the picture is that, er, the useless dad thing comes into my head a lot, and I’ll be 
honest with you, the age thing comes into that as well, because of what she said in 
those early days about, yeah you’re right, (child) needs a younger dad, and stuff 
like that. Incidentally though, the younger dad went off and er, was a naughty 
boy.
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I -O h .
P -  The younger dad isn’t there anymore. The mum found out about his ways and it 
wasn’t the first time, he’s done it several times, so she’s now on her own with 2 as 
well. So she had another one as well before she actually realised what was going on.
So the young, hip dad isn’t there anymore, and I still am. The useless one. But 
yeah that’s I guess er, she’s chipped away at my self-esteem, but I think as well 
that er, with not having so much work and spending more time at home that hasn’t 
helped as well, because I think that plays into that idea, that I’m not providing as 
much as what I want to, so that makes me feel pretty useless.
2: Tom
P -  u m  it’s bloody it’s I find it easier looking after three or four children rather
than one and its absolutely relentless on your own particularly well with any age child 
I think
I -  what when’s its just one to one you mean
P -  when it’s one to one there is absolutely no down time at all um yes isolation I said 
just before the break it’s because 11 realise that I wanted to just do things and hang out 
with other people with children who hang with people whose kids play together a little 
bit and you can actually spend time with an adult um and I wasn’t . . . I ... well all my 
attempts to actually to find these groups in (place) or (place) I mean they don’t exist in 
(place) because the average age is ninety
I - (laugh)
P -  but um every attempt I made 11 and I went along to various groups and none of 
them were right none of them were ok almost entirely female not welcome ... men’s 
ones just weren’t functioning you’d just go after a while you’d just go well I’m not 
putting in any more effort to this cos this is another thing that’s failing and I wont go 
into major personal issues but um I felt that a major thing about partnership 
falling apart and the family falling apart which was so important to me uh and
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stopping my career which as would have thought I can’t cope with it anymore 
but actually I hated it was a profound sense of failure of everything I was trying to 
do was failing um and the first business which I tried to set up in that time cos 11 
needed some kind of income this was actually when I was still with (ex partner) that 
wasn’t working cos I was trying to do it entirely on my own and you can’t work any 
where near as hard when you’ve got a child around um so yeah I just ended up very 
much on my own and then when I moved away from (place) and well the tent and 
(place) I was in a town where I didn’t know anybody apart from the friend I was 
sharing the flat with b u t... but we weren’t particularly close and whilst he was a help 
we didn’t have anything actually in common
I - mmm
P - 1 found I wasn’t doing anything and there was nothing around and I wasn’t 
seeing people all I was doing was getting in the car and driving up and down between 
(place) and (place) all the time and as I didn’t have anywhere to have my (child) in 
(place) I’d sometimes have to take her to the shopping mall and we would go and play 
there and pretend that this was all normal and nice
I - so you couldn’t hang out at (ex partner)’s house
P -  no no no
I - you weren’t allowed to hang out there
P - no no no and that really added to the sense of absolute failure and misery 
(laughing) and I feel pretty guilty about that in the early stages well actually for about 
a year and a half when I’d go to drop my (child) off at (ex partner)’s house I would 
drop her off and this was up in (place) which is you know my friends had lived there 
and I used to go to the pub with friends around there and this was all my hopes and 
future and it was all gone and I found that I actually couldn’t go up to (place) for a 
long time even to see friends that were there many friends then went and moved away 
and moved to jobs around the country so what kind of support things I had 
disappeared and I would frequently try to drop off ((child)) I’d go in the house um... 
you know it’s kind of I having got anything to offer ((child)) other than my time and 
me I hadn’t got a nice house and children’s room and stuff I’d feel kind of sad I’d 
missed my ex-partner I’d get in the car and usually wouldn’t be able drive more 
than two hundred yards I’d just stop because the tears would be streaming down 
my face I’d quite often park at the top of the road and sit there for twenty 
minutes and I’d go home and drink to utter oblivion um sometimes starting in the 
car I couldn’t wait it was that bad um and it got to the point that it was so bad I 
actually opted not to see my (child) for a few weeks because I actually couldn’t do it I
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was so upset by it so um this all bloody miserable isn’t it (laughing). I -  and were you 
upset by were you upset by dropping her off and being in (place) and being reminded 
of all the things that that weren’t happening
P -  things that might have been
I -  yeah that might have been or the things that weren’t happening or was it the fact of 
was it just dropping your (child) off and saying goodbye to her that was upsetting or 
was it all of those things
P -  was it everything um... I do... um I’m actually pretty upset by that...
I -  yeah
P -  there’s also a feeling I get quite upset about it this is probably for a therapist not 
for a research project but just this feeling of total failure and pointlessness and that’s 
when I became very suicidal and amusingly enough outside the flat in (place) was a 
sign that said ‘(place renowned for suicides) one and a half miles’ right by the door 
actually for six months I couldn’t turn to the right I actually couldn’t look at that when 
I left the house I had to go the left it was that bad I couldn’t walk anywhere near that I 
was pretty petrified but by this point I’d realised I was.. .pointless... um and actually 
((child)) was getting quite upset by times when I wasn’t seeing her and my 
depression had cut in pretty badly so occasionally I wouldn’t be functioning so 
when I saw her sometimes I’d feel quite guilty that we weren’t doing very much 
and I’m not when you’ve got kids you don’t take them to Alton Towers and this and 
that I’m not like that anyway but just feeling I wasn’t ftinctioning very well or if she 
was making lots of noise I it was a stage where I couldn’t cope with very much at 
all she was being fed and looked after properly we did lots of fun things just not all 
the time sometimes I was just not functioning really
I -  you weren’t completely there in a way
P - yeah so I felt quite guilty which adds to the strain um...
I - when you say that you felt I know its really hard to talk about so don’t talk about it 
if you don’t want to but um when you were feeling really suicidal and really really 
low really rock bottom how did you manage to not end it all you know what actually 
kept you going
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p -  COS actually I’m quite efficient I’m quite good at doing things so I knew if I 
actually tried it I’d succeed that’s a quite scary way of doing it er thinking about it 
men are more likely to succeed and not make pathetic little gestures
I -  so there’d be no failed attempt
P - no no there wouldn’t be any failed attempts no (laughing)
I - when you say that you felt hopeless and like a failure was there anything in your 
life where you didn’t feel like that Where you felt like there was some kind of hope
P - before or after 
I - during that that period
P -  during that period no nothing I’m not I’m not the person I am now is not the 
person I was a few years ago I ’m certainly not the person I was a few years 
before that I’m quite... I saw um before my (child) was born I went to see a therapist 
um cos there’d been problems in my family and I s suddenly decided that I needed to 
grow up properly (laughs)
I -  ok
P - there were things I wanted to make sure were going to be ok when my (child) 
came into the world and so instead of ignoring something which I’d ignored for so 
long I thought right lets go and find out and explore this a little bit not in a Guardian 
reading soppy kind of way I needed to do it properly and I met a guy who I got on 
really well with and went to see him for quite a few months he helped me over some 
long term things which aren’t a part of what we’re discussing today I found it 
extremely positive and helpful but I couldn’t afford to go once the money problems 
started to take place or when I actually felt so depressed I couldn’t go um and that’s 
one of the reasons that recently I’ve got a doctor who I lied to to get on to his books 
and he knows that and he’s really good I just said I’ve been on the same drugs for 
years and they don’t work you’ve switched me on to something else and they don’t 
work they’re not doing anything I would find it much more helpful if I could actually 
see someone to talk to as well as being on a drug therapy um because I think that that 
had really helped I had quite a degree of closeness with this man who I really really 
respected um and in some ways I wished I could have seen him but that’s another 
thing all these little support mechanisms just all falling apart um... I think that would 
have helped in that time that that’s part of the isolation there’s all these things just
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falling off and then when depression gets to me quite badly I actually pull away so 
I actually pulled away from friends I actually wouldn’t go out I wouldn’t see 
anyone what’s the point of seeing anyone you’ll just make them miserable so I’ll 
stay in on my own um so yeah depressed miserable git really.
I - but when you talk about all of these experiences and you talked you said a moment 
ago about how you’re not the person you were before all of these experiences and I 
mean what what has been the effect of the last few years on your kind of identity or 
how you see yourself
P - . . .  er (sigh)... when I was not enjoying my job at the time I know I’ve gone on 
about it a lot but I’m not the sort of person that actually that measures myself by my 
job or career and I’ve done all sorts of varied things I used to do yachting I used to 
yacht across the Atlantic and around the place and I absolutely loved that made me 
feel tally ho you know really good I’m not a blokeish kind of bloke um after ((child)) 
was bom (ex partner) told me in that little two month period she said “Do you know 
what you are absolutely of all the stories I’ve heard of blokes” she said “you are the 
most clued up the most supportive you are absolutely brilliant of all of my friends 
have had children and none of their blokes have been as good” and um and I was 
pleased about that that she’d recognised that I’d done my best to be supportive but at 
the same time it’s quite even that wasn’t enough she also thinks I’m a really good dad 
my (child) and I are very very close I’m not going to get competitive here but I’m I 
have given a great deal of time to her and to teach her lots of things we tend to do lots 
of very cheap things lots of camping in fields farmer’s fields because you don’t even 
have to pay them and I’m teaching her oh all sorts we do lots of kind of fun leamy 
things but I spend a great deal of time with her and she’s a bright sharp little bundle of 
fun and happy and I’m very proud actually that despite all of the problems that I have 
I have managed to have probably be more consistent with her seen her the most I’ve 
explained so far today but I have once I decided that I wasn’t going to go off and run 
away and actually that decision took about two years to come to terms with because it 
was such a haul this went this went now there’s quite a lot of consistency to see her 
four days a week um I see her far more now that I ’ve moved back to (place) it’s a 
better housing situation um I’ve started two businesses up went back to comedy I’ve 
been dragged by one of my best friends who moved back to (place) because fused to 
do comedy stuff but I couldn’t I stopped doing that because I couldn’t think er my 
brain’s fairly rotted from the amount of that I’ve done ... so where was I yeah I had a 
future.
3: Sam
I -  and you also mentioned that you’re having counselling now and that your wife’s 
also having counselling
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p -  yes yeah
I -  umm can you tell me a bit about that and how
P -  Fm not Fm Fm Fm not su its interesting in that I don’t 11 me er wh ages ago um I 
think I my my wife is concerned about you know me and us and everything and um 
went to see her GP um who suggested that I you know um contact this sort of it’s sort 
of it’s umm Fm not sure how it’s is it I think their a charity although Fm not quite 
sure how its funded but its basically an NHS sort of referred counselling service
I -  OK yeah
P -  umm and I contacted them and I was still working sort of must be back in 
probably (month) it must have been cos Fm sure I was still working when I when I 
initially contacted them um initially was told oh it could be up to about a month you 
know for waiting um two or three months later two months later maybe I got a letter 
from them saying we still haven’t got one for you but we’re we’re working on it um 
after must have been mid (three month’s later) I suppose umm yeah yeah mid (month) 
11 we found out about the fact that this was going till (month 6 months later) the 
whole trial thing which as I say 111 just fe lt... absolutely you know physically
I -  yeah
P -  so I mean physically shocked this real it’s hard to describe how some how umm 
you can at times feel under physical pressure like this sort of you know literally a 
a tightness it’s it’s really um
I -  what in your chest
P -  yeah yeah um so felt like you’ve been punched it’s really it’s really yeah I mean 
its like you’ve been winded its really bizarre how you wouldn’t think that you’d have 
a real physical you know it’s um but it does
I -  it does yeah
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p -  umm and at that point I just felt I felt so um ... low really and I rang them up 
again and said you know um any you know any developments what’s happening um 
and they said oh we’ll try and you know we’ll try see what you what you can do and 
within a couple of days I think whether the realised that you know I was not in a good 
state or whatever you know um ... I had my first session within would have been a 
week or so ago yeah about a week ago
I -  oh ok its taken a long time then yeah
P -  yeah and I’m I’m in two minds I don’t know I don’t know how this is gonna go 
I’m I’m I’m not sure that er ... you know I feel what I what I need out of the 
counselling is ways of you know it’s it’s it’s ways of dealing with the days when you 
are really at a low cos those are the those are the times it’s really hard
4: David
P -  Smoking cannabis when you’re breastfeeding, is wrong. Smoking cannabis around 
children, is wrong. Do you know what I mean? And I’ve seen that as the start of 
where she is with her family.
I-M m .
P - Do you know what I mean? I actually see that as, cos I remember saying to her, I 
said, “[inaudible] are we?”
I-M m .
P - Do you know what I mean? And, it’s the protection thing isn’t it. I want to protect 
my (child). I want my (child) to have the best, and I want to protect her. From parts of 
society, that I guess she shouldn’t see, until she’s old enough to deal with it and make 
up her own mind about things. And I can’t do that. I’m not allowed to do that. Society, 
and that really ripped me apart. That as a father, I think maybe, maybe what it was as 
well was actually again getting back to this, I didn’t want to be. Now that I am, it’s a 
bit like the er, the ex-smoker isn’t it. Do you know what I mean? You know what I
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mean? I’ve really got the bit between my teeth now and, do you know what I mean? 
And er, I can’t, it’s just, I mean I can’t, a typical day. I’d wake up in the shed, I’d 
go down to the flat. I’d make myself a cnp of tea, “What are you doing in here?” 
I’d go back up. Go to my daughter, “Don’t touch her. Leave her alone.” I’d get 
all this. And she still tries that nowadays you know. But nowadays she says “I 
want my Daddy.”
I —Mm
P -  That’s the difference. And she’ll hit her, and she’ll scream. And she’ll get into a 
right temper until she puts her down. And she’ll learn that she cannot do that to her 
anymore. She cannot just drag (child) away from me like she’s some ragdoll she 
owns because that’s what’s happening. I wasn’t allowed to touch her or pick her 
up. She was taking her out of my arms. I’ve lost two and a half stone in the last, 
since (daughter) was born, I used to be 13 stone. I’m actually bordering on 10 
stone at the moment. And I have been now for 2 years. I just don’t put weight on at 
all.
I -  What’s going on there? Are you not eating, or is it anything else?
P - I don’t eat. And we’ve got, as well, she stopped cooking for me a long long time 
ago, so there is that thing where she eooks and I eook as well. Bit below the belt, she 
cooks and I cook. I’m paying twice for cooking, if you know what I mean, yeah? I’ve 
not got any money and I’m doing stupid things like that, do you know what I mean? I 
buy my own food, and I cook my own food. And that’s another thing that she’s always 
done and still does, and I feel very alienated. But she’ll lie to the midwife about family 
meals. We don’t have family meals. I’m sure she don’t know what a family meal is! 
She knows what a meal and sitting down with me, she knows what a meal and sitting 
down with her, eos that’s what happens. You know. I’ll make something and ((ehild)) 
will have a bit, or she’ll make her a bit. But the idea of sitting down as a family, which 
(partner) has told the midwife, is an absolute lie! Do you know what I mean? So, er. 
I’d be, in and out the shed depending on the ferocity of the reeeption that I got. Er, 
and, I just got sit in the shed. I still do sometimes.
I -  Sounds really hard. Sounds really tough.
P -  I’ve got a lot of friends who know what, eos of anger management.
5: Alan
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I: Yeah ... and when you have been particularly stressed or you know found it all kind 
of very time heavy have you been doing anything differently to help you cope with 
th a t... you know the stress of looking after twins you know have you done anything 
you said about running into work and things release but you know in terms of other 
activities are you doing anything differently
P: Just trying to think I don’t think so... I mean like I say maybe an extra bottle of 
wine at the end of the week’s helped a little bit letting the hair down
I: Would that be like a daily thing do you think
P: W ell... I don’t think so maybe in those first couple of weeks... maybe not actually 
because that sounds a bit silly because we didn’t have actual time to sit down and have 
a glass of wine really b u t... yeah maybe when we found out (child) was sort of 
yeah... deaf and then sort of accepting this all of a sudden this sort of help that came 
with him as it were you know meeting new people having talked through the process 
of you know what it means what you’ve got to do ... I don’t think so I think...
I: Just maybe drinking slightly more when you felt a bit stressed but nothing
P: Yeah yeah I’m sure sort of a fly off the handle remark and you know ... things to 
do
I: What do you mean a bit more argumentative maybe or
P: I don’t know not argumentative sort of kind of flash you know just react
I: Bit snappy
P: Yeah but whether that’s through lack of sleep or just you know because you’re 
[inaudible] through the day you know things are taking longer is it my turn no I did it 
last night well does it really matter you know all those usual domestic
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I; Yeah and when you know when you think back to times when you have found 
things particularly difficult have you been aware that you’ve been finding it difficult 
then or has it been more that you’ve realised it afterwards that that was a really 
difficult period
P: I don’t know really ... I suppose looking back I mean hindsight’s a wonderful thing 
isn’t it and I suppose we looking back I suppose you can be certainly aware that that 
period was difficult but I don’t know whether I just push things to the back of my 
mind and just sort of quietly sort of function on and think about it later I don’t 
quite know ... I don’t know really I sort of yeah I don’t know
I: Maybe there’s an element of let’s just get through this
P: Yeah like I say maybe there’s sort of certainly the way I work (partner)’s maybe a 
little bit similar just get over this little hurdle and then we’ll chat about it or
I: It sounds like earlier on at the beginning when we started talking and you were 
describing that you know the first few days in the hospital and you were saying that 
your wife is kind of resisting how and you were saying you know you’ve just got to 
do what they’re telling you to do and then you can get out and get on with i t . . .  and it 
sounds you know to me that sounds like a really pragmatic approach
P: Yeah
I: Maybe that is that the kind of approach you tend to take with these things that you 
know it’s like right we need to do this and then perhaps afterwards think actually that 
was really tough
P: Yeah sort of you know sort of right now and I’ll think about it later because that’s 
reactionary and I think I sort of you know wise it is to ... if it’s 30 seconds sit down 
and go right this is the actual plan and we’ll sit down and work out the bigger plan 
afterwards you know once we’ve got this little problem out the way be it feeding or 
what have you
I: So kind of problem solving but in a sort of thoughtful way
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P: Yeah certainly wouldn’t charge into it in a bull in a china shop kind of way because 
that would perhaps bigger after effects that you probably won’t be able to cope with 
anyway or more complicated process you know [inaudible]
I: But it sounds like it’s hard for you to remember whether you were aware that you 
were having a tough time when you were in the middle of a tough time
P: [Inaudible] and that’s probably why you can’t remember not
I: Yeah
6: Amar
P: Um. I just couldn’t get to grips with the fact that you have this idea of breastfeeding 
that it’s got to be the most natural thing in the world, as a human race, human survival 
depends on feeding our young, of course
I: Mmm
P: Um, and for centuries that’s the way we’ve done it, you know, how could it be so 
difficult, why has it
I: Yeah, it’s always a surprise I think
P: It’s amazing how difficult it is and you just, and you just keep wondering why, I 
keep wondering, even to this day, I keep wondering why, how we’ve managed to 
survive all these centuries by doing something that should come perfectly naturally, 
yet doesn’t, and um
I: But when you said you went home and you cried yourself to sleep I mean what, 
what was it that you were feeling then?
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P: I regretted the decision to agree to the tube
I: Mmm
P: Um, because I think it was causing him a lot of problems, it’s very painful, getting 
a tube up there, so again, he was going through unnecessary distress, and I was 
frustrated by the fact that we couldn’t find an alternative solution
I: Mm
P: I think that was it, just sheer frustration, and coupled with watching my boy get, he 
was almost like a guinea pig, try this with him, try that with him, try this with him, try 
a tube up his nose, try a syringe, and you know it was
I: And also it sounds like you were kind of making associations between the tube and 
these really vulnerable premature babies you know, somewhere in the back of your 
mind that was kind of floating around as well
P: It was and um it was quite significant because obviously you’re there and got new 
bom and people want to take pictures of the baby with the mother and you know you 
as a family your first pictures, and (partner) didn’t want any photos and I could see 
why, because he had a tube up his nose, and she just said “Well I don’t want people to 
see him like this”. You know
I; Was it a sense of shame?
P: No. I think it was, no I don’t think it was shame related, I think it was, she didn’t 
want a reminder of it, and I certainly, I wanted this period to go away and 
photographic evidence may or may not have been a reminder, you can get rid of 
these things, but I just didn’t want that image to be captured.
I: So was it a sense of, I don’t know, a sense of just wanting to get through that period 
or kind of not think about it too much kind of thing, I don’t know, and enduring it in a
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way, rather than kind of stopping and thinking about it and it sounds very different to 
how you might have imagined, you know, the first few days
P: Completely different. That’s what you kind of hope for. And yeah the day times 
were really quite chaotic, quite busy, there’s loads of things going on you know I 
spent the days at the hospital, I slept there once when (partner) had a chance to go 
home and have a shower and spend the night in her own bed. But it was only at night 
when I came back and we all sat down and had a meal, that was with the inlaws 
because (partner) was in hospital, and I’d go to bed and think about the day’s events 
and that’s when I really get emotional
I: Mmm. It’s when you’re alone as well, rather than with other people
P: Possibly yeah, yeah possibly I think. At times, yeah you’re right, I think it was a 
combination of me being alone, and me having time then to think about what’s 
actually going on here
I: Mmm. Having space just to take stock of something yeah
P: Exactly yeah. And feeling really frustrated at the end and then um, yeah I got quite 
emotional during those 4 days
I: Yeah
P: Not knowing when it was going to end actually as well, we knew the results were 
going to come out day 4 or day 3 or whenever it was, but that might not have been the 
end of it, we weren’t guaranteed
7: Hugh
P -  you have your work your work out different psychology of talking to them than 
just saying no no enough and being firm enough doesn’t work any more cos they’ve 
got round that that doesn’t faze them sort of thing, they know what the worst could 
happen now, so now nothing could happen more worse than that so you have to try.
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try something different, so I think maybe that’s what the the stress is more, for me 
anyway, with Alec of trying to go I'm being a bit more restrained from him in a way 
that we're doing on the weekend I'll I'll take them and do stuff we might do things 
together or not but I'm doing baby things and then trying to fit things in for him but 
mostly he’s just waiting for us to have done enough babe things and enough house 
things that we can leave and go and do something for him which tends to get squeezed 
out, so its just trying to think how how can I feel that I'm doing something with him, 
but to do something with is not doing something with the baby in a way
I -  and do you think that when your kind of describing lots of different situations 
where you’re kind of struggling in a way kind of get everything done that you need to 
get done and it sounds quite stressful and you knows it’s making you kind of tense 
you know feel angry at various points, do you think that you know at times when you 
felt like you’ve been particularly struggling have you been aware that you’ve been 
struggling then or is it more of a kind of thing that you’ve noticed when you’ve 
thought back over things
P - 1 know it cos I guess I'm trying to trying to think as fast as I can all day long 
to think what thing can I leave out that isn’t important enough that it can’t be 
left out or how can we make sure that we push other things later in the day or earlier 
in the day so that we can get enough of a window to do something for him so um I 
guess that’s the part of me thinking is is how can I get through all of the stuff and 
make sure that both kids haven’t made more of a mess that we've got to tidy up more 
things, that we can fit in doing something, so um I think there's definitely a feeling of 
things getting dropped that we wanted to do, of going, I mean especially like when the 
last couple of days when we thought it was going to rain its like oh what rain what do 
we do, go to an indoor play place or an indoor play place or and indoor play place
I -  yeah
P -  um and we want to do something else and then you get this sort of stuck thing 
which takes till lunch time to try and figure out and then you sort of run out of time in 
the day to kind of try and work out it it’s a sort of stress of how do you do something 
that you cant really do.
8a: Alan
P: Yeah you know just generally you sort of you know (partner) was good throughout 
the pregnancy you know stopped drinking pretty much straight away bar the odd sort
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of sip of red wine in terms of sort of you know universal it’s good for your system but 
you just yeah I mean I think you just go through the natural process of going oh did 
we do something wrong why have we got you know why has this happened ... 
(partner) and I carry gene pool connection 26
I: Ok
P: Which means that both of us carry it and obviously we have offspring there is a 1 in 
4 chance that one of our children would be
I: So you’ve later found that out
P: Yeah we had some blood tests done and stuff and I’ve got that connection 26 gene 
and it’s just [inaudible] you know that’s it’s kind of nice to know I think both 
(partner) and I are fairly black and white in terms of that’s the reason that’s why 
wc kind of close that door and deal with it really
I: Yeah and it wasn’t a mistake you made or anything
P: No [inaudible] make ourselves feel guilty but I think you know anybody would it’s 
part of natural questions you know what have we done why has it happened to us you 
know luckily touch wood you know that’s all it is there’s no other complications you 
know if as we’ve now found out you can become deaf through meningitis and stuff 
like that those kiddies unfortunately do have complications in terms of maybe their 
eyesight or balance and we’re just you know I say lucky that he’s just deaf in his right 
ear and that’s it that can be cured with hearing aids or
I: And is he totally deaf
P: He’s severe to profound so anything over sort of 100 decibels really is out of his 
reach we speak probably about 35 decibels 30/35 so yeah it must be weird having a bit 
of a silent world around him
I: And were you thinking about things like that at that time when you found out were 
you it sounds like you did a lot of kind of searching within yourselves about whether 
you’d done anything to cause it
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P: Yeah
8b: David
P -  (child) keeps me going. Which is quite ironic considering where I was three years 
ago, do you know what I mean? But yeah, (child) keeps me going. But it’s also ironic 
that I wouldn’t be in this position if it wasn’t for (child)
I -  Yeah
P -  Yeah. I mean. I, I mean, in some ways, I guess I blame (partner). But then I can 
only do that to a point, because as I say, I always knew it would be difficult having a 
child with (partner). Er, I blame the agencies. I blame the police a lot, because that 
[inaudible]. And that’s the life I live, step out of line. It’s never [inaudible], do you 
know what I mean?
I -  Yeah
P -  And I think social services and the health service arc crap as well. Because, I 
do honestly believe that some recognition should be put out there for fathers, 
who are with, post-natally depressed, if not post-natal something mothers, do you 
know what I mean? But nobody recognises, nobody’s there to help, nobody’s 
there to listen. So even if it was somebody to just go and talk to about how to handle, 
how to deal with, blah blah blah, do you know what I mean? Because as I say, those 
first three months after (child) was born, that woman was possessed! She was 
mental!
I -  But you must have been being visited by health visitors and things, and what was 
happening in those?
P -  That, that was it. I mean basically, well we didn’t get that many to be honest with 
you, er, the first 6 weeks was lovely, when we had a lot of the initial visits. But, as I 
say, well, she lies to them for a start, do you know what I mean? Like, “Yeah, we have 
family meals” and stuff. She, she was making the picture a lot more flowery, until I
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brought up the cannabis. And when I brought up the cannabis, she went absolutely 
ballistic. And basically started calling me this, that and the next thing. And that was 
when it all went up in the air. When I brought the cannabis, she wouldn’t stop, there 
was nothing I could do, I was thinking of (child), and I had to do something. Because I 
done that then basically. And do you know what? The thing is as well, the thing that 
annoys me about social services and the helpers are, they say they’re interested only in 
(child). I had a real concern, but that interest seemed to get all twisted and turned. 
Actually their interest is more the mother than the baby.
I —Mm
P -  Rather than (child). Do you know what I mean? Because again it gets back to this, 
they see the main carer as the mother and that’s the core thing in the baby’s life and 
that’s not to be destructed. And as we were told babies with crackheads, smackheads, 
this, that and the next thing, so (partner) smoking a little bit of cannabis, well that 
didn’t help me. And I don’t think that’s right. Do you know what I mean? Er, and I 
think they caused a lot of it. If somebody could have come into our home and said 
“Right. He’s the dad. He’s as much rights as you. And actually the law says that if he 
don’t want you to smoke when you’re pregnant while you’re carrying his child, and 
especially drugs, then, to be honest with you, you’re breaking the law. And he can 
stop you. Or try and stop you.” Some things should be there to protect the unborn 
child. And if there was something there to protect the unborn child then we would 
never have been here. Or even after the breast feeding and smoking, do you know 
what I mean? They’re supposed to be protecting (child). They didn’t protect (child) at 
all. And that, they, as far, if somebody could have said “No you’re wrong, you’re 
actually wrong, and he’s right.” Do you know what I mean? She might of actually sat 
up and paid attention. Because of course the last thing (partner) wants, and that’s one 
of the reasons why she went to the Ireland as well, because the last thing, of course 
losing a child, the last thing she wants is to lose another child
I-M m
P -  And that was a fear, that was why she buggered off, because all of this was going 
on between us. But if somebody had, at least come in with a bit of reason, a bit of 
sense, do you know what I mean? I’m not saying that people should come in with 
traditional values, it’s just common sense! Don’t smoke cannabis when you’re 
breastfeeding a child. Don’t smoke when you’re breastfeeding a child, do you know 
what I mean?
I-M m . Yeah.
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p -  The only advice that [inaudible] their advice is that you should not go near a new 
bom baby within 2 hours of having a cigarette. I said “That’s interesting”, I said 
“She’ll stand outside there and have a spliff and half an hour later she’s 
breastfeeding.”
I —Mm
P -  Can’t do anything about it. Don’t care.
I - 1 mean it sounds like your experience of the health service, health visitors, 
midwives coming in, you know, being there I guess to kind of check up and see how 
things are going, is they haven’t kind of listened to you.
P -  Nobody asks you anything.
I-Y eah , ok.
P - 1 don’t believe, I don’t believe health visitors in them initial stages, asked me a 
thing. Nobody asked me how I was getting on, blah blah. Like I say, it was me 
who brought up this cannabis thing after many weeks of not getting through to 
(partner), that I thought I’m going to protect myself. I’m going to do something 
about this, she’s not listening to me again, so I’ll try another services, police this 
time, I thought right I’ll try social services, and they don’t, they’re not interested 
in what you as a dad are going through. I mean, even if it was just a 50 year old 
man struggling, coming to terms with having a little baby there, nobody asked 
me. You know. How are you dealing with this? How are you coping with this? 
Are you finding it hard?” Nobody asked me anything. Nobody was interested in 
me at all. Because you’re not seen as important. And this is getting back to this idea 
of joint parental responsibility and being on the birth certificate, and how much power 
that’s meant. Gives you nothing because people don’t recognise you. Or the people 
that matter don’t recognise you.
I -  So if you’re not, kind of being recognised by services, and, you are feeling low and 
struggling to come to terms with having a little baby in the house, you know did you 
ever kind of ask anybody for help?
P -N o .
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I -  Did you?
P -  No, no.
I-W hy?
P -  Erm, I guess that’s going back to my age and upbringing and values and stuff like 
that. It’s that stuff men don’t ask, you just deal with it, do you know what I mean? I 
I’ve done, I don’t know. I’ve done a profile twice, a psychological profile twice, and 
it’s came out that I’m a ESTJ
I -  What’s that?
P -  Enforcer
I - O k
P -  A person who gets on with the task at hand, even if it isn’t going right, you just get 
on with it.
I -M m
P -  If all things have gone wrong, it’s head down, got a mission in life, got to do it, 
and just don’t show it. On the mend, I just get my head down and get on with it.
There will come a point where I [inaudible] and I’m planning that actually, which I’ve 
never done before. But on.
I -  But even these times, you know when you felt really low, you haven’t, from your 
description it sounds like you’re just being a man. You know, the fact that you’re a 
man has maybe stopped you
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p -  Stopped me from doing something stupid. Yeah. Basically yeah, yeah. 
I -  What do you mean, stopped you from doing something stupid?
P -  Er, ending my life or disappearing. Which has been the only two options for quite 
a long time.
I -  Mm. And it sounds like asking someone, anyone for help isn’t the kind of thing 
that you would do. You know, you’ve kind of said it’s because you’re the kind of 
person who just gets on with things and, you know, it’s your kind of age and 
upbringing.
P - 1 think, I think I’ve got to be honest and say that there’s an old saying and, er, 
carework, especially children, and I’ve worked in a number of children’s homes, er, 
[inaudible]. I do believe that is what happens. I’ve got that same thing from when I 
worked in the children’s homes and hospitals, because I trained as an SEN nurse as 
well, that for all you see and all you deal with on the wing, at the end of your working 
day, the only help that you’ve got from a really traumatic and difficult day, is going 
home [inaudible]. Because that’s what we’re told to you, you know what I mean?
Back in the 80s I don’t know what it’s like now, but back in the 80s when you worked 
in children’s homes, I worked in a specialist unit with difficult boys in (place), it was 
the only one of its type in the country. We actually found it and started it up, it was 
quite an innovative thing, and er, oh god, after some shifts there you know, some of 
the things you listened to and dealt with, if you wanted to sit down and talk to 
somebody, but that’s what you’d say then. And I will weight that very much to my my 
experiences as a father. You know what I mean? It’s been difficult but, what do you 
do about it? You just get on with it.
9: Tom
I -  so it was the pressures at work and the lack of sleep and the stress of feeding and.
P -  lack of sleep my girlfriend’s friends are very important to her and she really 
wanted to have to get back into the yeah this was what the main stress was to feel that 
she was kind of alive again um she wanted to go up to (place) to see some friends 
um... so she went off on the Friday night and I had newborn on my tod after we’d 
(inaudible)
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I -  how old was the baby
P -  oh seven weeks no no no five weeks four weeks
I -  so really tiny
P -  really tiny full on and (ex partner) went up to (place) then came back and she did 
it again a few weeks later and I know blokes say this but I began to feel really 
fucking pressured and I got pretty resentful of the fact that (ex partner) was... it 
was so important for her to see her friends and go to (place) um when actually I 
wanted some time and we hadn’t had any time at all uh together afterwards it 
was all just work and then there was a huge flare up of a row at Christmas when 
we were just going to have our first moment together of just her and I without the 
child there for... an hour and she decided to call a halt on that because she forgot to 
bring her phone so she couldn’t talk to her mother who was babysitting
I -  oh ok
P -  um .... and I just an awful lot of stress and resentment came out on the way home 
and then I just was so stressed and furious that I’d done two weekends looking after a 
newborn and... and done things to help her and she wouldn’t even this is a private 
thing that she wouldn’t even give us you know fifteen minutes in the pub together to 
go look we've managed to get this far and it’s a bit better now... and um
I -  so how I mean how how are you feeling at that point in time
P -  ... how was I feeling... there was so much stress going on that actually I was 
thinking particularly well about anything I was surviving pretty much every two 
hours so the world was every kind of two hours (laugh) um I did it’s... there’s a scale 
there’s a scale of kind of importance if you’re in a partnership you slide around like 
this when you have a baby the baby’s suddenly really important and mums are really 
important and as a bloke wham! you just your needs are nothing you you are kind of 
gone um I felt under a great deal of I desperately wanted to quite the job I had been so 
unhappy for months before this bullying had been going on for so long and I was so 
desperate to go I felt a huge pressure that my girlfriend’s just had baby that I it was I 
couldn’t quite the job s o i l  should probably have quite two weeks before our (child) 
was bom or two months but I felt a huge pressure to actively earn money
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I -  so it’s a financial pressure
P -  yeah well almost kind of masculine support role baby’s coming out of your 
pelvis I better do my my hard bloody thing of supporting so you’re not worried 
about money and you know all these uncertainties cos it’s actually quite cheap 
having children you don’t know that when you first do it cos you buy all this stuff 
later on you’ll shove them in the back of the boot of the car and they go to sleep 
perfectly (laughs) it’s not social services (laughs) um they don’t need very much you 
discover later but there’s a big pressure at the time you’ve got to get this you’re 
spending quite a lot of money and to quit your job suddenly seems... I have spoken to 
other men it seems quite selfish you know this is the time when you’ve got to get in 
there and be manly get that earn the money support us make sure the rooPs over 
their head whilst I’m recovering and looking after the baby
I - is that something you just felt or is that a pressure that your were aware of that 
other male friends of yours felt too or
P - 1 felt it in my self 11 didn’t feel that quitting the job I think I think it might have 
put her under some stress what an earth are you doing quitting now I didn’t want to do 
that sort of thing I wanted to change completely but that’s the kind of thing you can 
only make that decision the two of you and I might have needed some support 
ironically my partner earned a lot more money than I did and really enjoyed her work 
but um. . . s o l  felt that pressure on me I bet that anybody else any other men that have 
quite job to try something new at that point maybe after six months maybe after a year 
but not bang on the exact. . . s o l  didn’t ant to pressure (ex partner) with what was 
going on and obviously obviously I did at times say I kind of sort of internalised 
everything we dint talk about what was going on at work and then when I did I was a 
boring tosser
I -  in her words or
P -  no mine
I -  so you bottled it all up and then what would you just explode or
P -  no we had the row no we didn’t at all but at Christmas she just screwed up what 
for me was so unbelievably magic this moment for us to um m  I found a .. .oh
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ok... I found that lack of the sex life for an extended period of time quite hard as well 
that contributed to some of the frustration um because that had stopped several months 
before
I -  and then continued a few months after
P -  and certainly isn’t going to happen first two months and um um without being 
(inaudible) frankly you don’t want to you do want to sleep but quite a long extended
period without closeness between the two of us 11 found not being very open at
all I’m sorry it it contributed to some of the stresses when we weren’t being close on 
that side and I think maybe that’s more important for men maybe not just Wayne 
Rooney
I -  (laughs) how how do you think it contributed to the stress just another thing that 
wasn’t
P — without sounding like a tosser um two factors there’s there’s the the emotional 
closeness when she was pregnant kind of was so even if sex life wasn’t quite so close 
actually physical intimacy was really lovely and it felt that we were doing something 
really special we both really wanted so in terms of emotional intimacy we were fine in 
terms of. ..o f... male physical um ... I need a shag (laughs) oh god this is all being 
recorded isn’t it (laughing)
I -  don’t worry
P -  at times I could feel quite kind of frustrated about things
I -  so there’s a lot of internalising all your feelings there’s a kind of lack of sexual 
release I guess and lack of closeness and
P -  that’s a better way to put it is everybody this inarticulate in your interviews 
I -  it’s difficult to talk about things sometimes isn’t it
P - o k
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I -  are you finding it hard to talk about things
P -  umm no it’s alright (laughs) I don’t mind I don’t mind about it there were an awful 
lot of kind of pressures and the word there was me feeling quite resentful of of her 
taking time off but not giving me things that I had wanted which was just time for us 
to be together and also it was really obvious thing this height thing baby here 
partners here man here suddenly you plummet and your importance is gone I did 
feel inside that iff  quit my job it would be selfish that I wanted to start a new career 
um that suddenly that would completely screw it um so yeah we had our little row at 
Christmas and the next morning she said I didn’t actually want you around I just 
wanted a baby before I was forty I want you to clear off I don’t like you...
I — ok ...
P -u m ...
I - was that news to you at that point in time
P -  yeah it was it was pretty awful so um that was Christmas day at um (laughs)
I -  Christmas day 
P -  yeah 
I - o k
P -  and my (child) had been bom early mid October... quite stressful that one 
I - so would you said that was 
P -  oh yeah yeah
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I -  kind o f rock bottom
P -  that was the end
I -  that was the end of your relationship or
P -  ... that was the end of any hope um ... and then it was I went back to work and 
went sod this (laughs) and just said I think it would be better if quit work for all of us 
cos this is certainly me with all this pressure and I stopped I stopped working so yeah 
I quit I couldn’t actually do it I was about to kill somebody, so it was jail or leaving 
(laughs)
I -  and when you say you were about to kill someone what do you mean
P -  um I was about to throw my boss out the window by her ankles then drop her and 
I’m actually quite serious about that it’s it’s not a euphemism it 11 resented what was 
being done to me and had been done for a really long time
I -  so a lot of anger and resentment
P -  oh huge and and coupled with... you know ended up with sort of security of of 
you know so wanted family then you get clear off didn’t want you um and we had you 
have health visitors that come in afterwards and I actually called them cos (ex partner) 
was actually suffering from depression a bit of the time which I couldn’t work out if it 
was cos I was miserable but I was just watching out for when they would talk about 
post natal depression and I didn’t actually go and speak to my doctor and say that I 
was a bit confused because I thought this was a very strong response and I knew that 
things weren’t great but to say that I never wanted you I just wanted a child before I 
was forty when I this was such a contradiction to what we’d been through when she 
was pregnant and she just kind of solidified that over the next two or three weeks and 
I there’s something in the papers at the moment about giving first time couples 
support at sort of stressful times first few months and I spoke to the health visitors I 
spoke to this doctor I spoke to our health visitor which was you know their trying 
to make sure your feeding properly and things and they were completely 
disinterested at all and said well could you think about it or consider it all they 
wanted to know "Is the house nice and warm? You’ve got a radiator? And is 
there food in the cupboard? And are you decent parents?” and they were
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uninterested when I said and I I’m not being in denial that I was kind of trying to find 
any excuse for our relationship being broken down but it seems like such an extreme 
difference.
I -  she kind of flipped eos er yeah
P -  yeah it was total don’t want you around your not here um then I guess I sort of had 
an elated high whieh was wonderful cos I spent the next month playing with my 
(child) and then I just crashed I had sort of all these stresses before and I got pretty 
badly depressed and relationship with (ex partner) was going very very badly... so 
yeah she told me to elear off and I just said no (laughs)
10: Alan
I: But it sounds like it’s hard for you to remember whether you were aware that you 
were having a tough time when you were in the middle of a tough time
P: [Inaudible] and that’s probably why you can’t remember not
I: Yeah
P: After categorising it as something else I suppose I don’t know I mean ... it’s as 
hard as the bracket periods because I think ultimately we found out that (child) was 
deaf and we went to a BBQ at a friend’s house and I think we said ourselves look you 
know let’s just keep it amongst ourselves we don’t need to tell everybody because 
everybody will have 1000 questions and you just don’t know the full extent of those 
questions so let’s just go and have a good time and we did you know perhaps that was 
the relief although it seemed tough at the point you know at the BBQ you know was 
great... got the train down to (place) walked up to where our friends live got the train 
back so we both had a drink carried the twins in their cot everybody was like oh 
lovely and we were quite happy and eager to kind of pass them around as you do 
proud parents but I think you know we weren’t prepared to sort of let on the full story 
we just wanted to release a little bit of tension and perhaps the BBQ was the release of
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this sort of problems not problems but you know the news a couple of days or eouple 
of weeks beforehand
I: When you think about about yourself as a person and your kind of identity and how 
you think about yourself what affect has all of this had on your sense of who you are 
and
P: I don’t know sort o f ... it’s kind of weird sometimes I still don’t think ... think 
of myself as a father still as a parent... which is kind of weird
I: You don’t think of yourself as a father or
P: Don’t think I’ve got children which sounds really weird but at times I still 
think I’m 19 and still in the marines and able to run you know x amount really 
quickly and I know I can’t so I suppose it’s sort of not an acceptance to reality 
but it’s nice to sort of whimsically be I don’t know sort o f ... I don’t know sort of 
if I feel youthful then I’ve not reached the age where I’m at that point where I’ve 
had children I suppose is what I’m self-consciously thinking or consciously 
thinking... so there’s part of me thinking yeah it’s not easy to forget that you are a 
parent because obviously there’s reminders day in day out through processes and what 
goes around b u t... when you just get a little bit carried not carried away I don’t know 
sort of work for example it still takes me a bit of time to think if I put that in the diary 
what day’s that is it a day I’m looking after the twins sometimes I can completely 
forget about that and obviously those things happen you know I hope they do to other 
people and I’m not the only person ... so yeah and then there are times all of a sudden 
when you’re in the ear responsibility of driving your wife and your ehildren is greater 
I mean you know those things all of a sudden become very rea l... you are solely 
responsible for them you know they are yours they can’t do anything to sway what 
they do really ... it’s kind of it’s quite powering and unnerving at the same time that 
responsibility of knowing that you’ve got 18 years of hard work ahead through you 
know... the terrible twos or whatever and you know it’s the early years and I know 
what I was like as a teenager and they’ll go through it so all those reality cheeks sort 
of do eome back at you.
11: Sam
P - and its just that’s been the sort of constantly coming to a point where is there 
gonna be some sort of movement in the eriminal case no there isn’t and their sort of 
umm uhh you know time differences mean I’m waking up in the middle of the night to
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check emails which is really stupid and things like that so you you you know there’s 
an you have these enormous emotional difficult points umm as I said it’s not 
specifically related to having the child but
I - n o
P -  it’s having a huge impact on on you know on on everything 
I -  what what is the impact that its having would you say
P - 1 think I think I think in terms of um cos cos like this is something that’s totally 
knocked me for six I’m um and because its just so on going and I I I  ean’t even begin 
to really deal with things in a way until we’ve got some sort of resolution and things 
umm it does mean that I’m you know there are times when I’m just not I’m 
completely sort of you know emotionally out of it in a way that I’ll be completely 
you know um just which I which I hate you know when you especially if I’m if I’m 
looking looking at dark days it you know sometimes its fine it’s um perfectly ok or um 
you deal with things there are other days when you just feel completely incredibly 
low and umm incredibly sort of unmotivated and un unable to function in a way 
which is awful if I’m sat there you know especially if I’m looking after (baby) on 
one of those days um and I hate it when I’m not you know if she’s doing 
something or she’s there and I’m ... just not responding to her or I’m not
I-m m m
P ■ you know you just don’t feel you’ve got the energy to you know...
I -  sort of unresponsive
P -  yeah which is which is which is horrendous cos you think that’s umm that’s 
something I feel I really really I really resent you know this is my (child)’s first year 
of her life you know and or second year now but it’s such an important time to have 
this kind o f ... cutting into that not spoiling it but really at times I feel like I’m not you 
know I’m not able to be the person I should be for her because I’m just not you know 
in a state to do so I think that’s ...
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12: Jeremy
P: so you do do what ever you ean to maintain um um a a balanced lifestyle I think 
and the other thing I do is exercise
I: ok yeah
P: which is something I’ve always done it’s the way I sort of get through life really 
I: yeah ok so what kind of exercise you said running do you do is it a kind of 
P: so I do a bit of running cycling I like to run in to work actually or cycle in to work 
I: ok
P: um so which again is finding a way of doing it efficiently 
I: yeah
P: um er I go swimming in the evenings 
I: mm
P: I try I do stuff that I ean fit in around umm kids and um work and family life 
I: yeah 
P: so
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I: it’s very important for you to keep [inaudible]
P: yeah it is yeah I mean I’m not sure I don’t know what other people would do 
actually if they didn’t didn’t do that it’s something that I’ve always done
I: yeah what what do you think would happen if you couldn’t do that just out of 
interest? [inaudible]
P: um I don’t know my fear because I think I’m probably by this stage in my life I ’m 
probably addicted to exercise
I: ok
P: and I need it it’s a bit of a drug for me 
I: yeah
P: um my fear is that i f f  stop um then I ’ll just go mad basically 
I: ok
P: and I know other people probably think like that as well 
I: yeah
P: I suppose that wouldn’t happen but I guess I wouldn’t um I’ve been injured before 
I: yeah
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P: for a few weeks and that didn’t happen at all I got [inaudible] pretty grumpy 
I: yeah
P: and put on weight but I didn’t really mind 
I: mmm
P: it didn’t it wasn’t the end of the world
I: and when you say you’re addicted it is just that you know it gives you a buzz and 
you just you know it’s it’s
P: yeah
I: it’s just kind of part of your
P: it makes me healthy [coughing] it gives me a buzz
I: yeah
P: um it it fills the time to be honest 
I: mmm
P: I don’t really like watching telly 
I: yeah
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P: and the average person in the UK watches 4 hours of telly a day 
I: [laughing]
P: so what do you do with those 4 hours other than drink?
I: yeah
P: you’ve gotta go so 11 go running and I’ll go running for an hour 
I; ok
P: on a Sunday night or whenever 
I: mmm ok
P: Um I find it very difficult to sit still I’d rather be doing something 
I: have you always been like that that 
P: yeah yeah
13: Tom
P - my (ehild) simple as that um... the really tough times well actually there was a 
point where I realised I was irrelevancy and completely unimportant and when I 
realised that there was no point to me that I was a sperm donor literally and when I 
wasn’t fathering her you know I found it really hard to be with this lovely bright
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cheerful ehild when I felt eome on (inaudible) you know sharing her happiness when I 
couldn’t that’s when I felt very guilty about it um... but it’s kind of... uh god this is 
miserable (laughing)
I -  it sounds it does sound like I mean I guess what I’m trying to get an idea of is um 
beeause when you describe the real low points it sounds like you kind of deseribe 
everything falling away from you and people you know there was no help around you 
you had this one friend in (place) and that was it and alcohol by the sounds of it and 
those were the two things that you had then obviously you had your (child) too and 
you know she’s but now your life sounds a bit more peopled you know it sounds like 
there are more people around you and
P - I stopped doing anything that I felt really passionate about I stopped doing I’ve 
done it sinee I was fifteen so to aetually just stop doing it and when I did try it I was 
like “this is boring” so I stopped doing the yachting I stopped doing comedy I stopped 
doing everything um... I suppose at it’s worst I would sit in a room for five days a 
week in a room with the curtains shut I could do that for a couple of months... er 
(laughs).... I stopped exercising (laughs) um...
I - and is exercise something that’s important to you normally
P - yeah it’s really good for me I ’ve always been active b u t ... I ’ve been active and 
positive and doing things but I I ’m not nowhere near back again um...
I - and I mean just in terms of thinking about kind of social networks around you
Throughout this period you know it sounds like you’ve got some good friends around 
you now but what about family and I mean have family been supportive to you 
throughout this
P - my family’s all split.
14: Jeremy
I: it sounds like you know when you’re in the midst of those they’re horrible and 
terrible but you come out of them quite quickly and everyone kind of moves on from 
them
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P: yeah
I: and is the background stress the thing that you would say urn... is the thing that’s 
kind of more bothersome in a way you know all of the other things you described
P: um it requires you to it requires you to confront it and deal deal with it more 
I: yeah
P: actually because the the short term stuff you just know you know it’s going to 
happen next time and you just find a way of dealing with the moment er and the times 
in between make up for it
I: yeah
P: you know you’re gonna be on this rollercoaster this whole time 
I: mmm
P: the background stuff is more is much more steady 
I: mmm
P: um and so you need to find different ways of dealing with that because it could it it 
could become a weight on your shoulders when you think about the dependency 
the lack of time the feeling of being trapped
I: mmm
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P: the um feeling that you’re not you don’t see your wife you don’t have time to 
do anything else if you thought about all that stuff you could get quite um 
depressed about it actually
I: mmm
P: probably um so you have to to you there are different ways of dealing with it um 
that I try to um maintain as much of a sort of social life er um as balanced life as I can
I: ok and how do you do that?
P: ok so work is very good for that 
I: um hmm
P: um making sure that I grab Fm more efficient about grabbing opportunities to do 
stuff
I: mmm
P: so I think when you have kids you end up erm y going to a party for an hour
15: Tom
I -  and then you felt high for about a month 
P - 1 felt high for having got out of work
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I -  yeah ok
P -  and spending time with my (child) and seeing her grow and suddenly getting rid of 
that now I can think I could I saved money so I was ok for six months um my doctor 
signed me off actually he said they’re an absolute bunch out there so I’m going to sign 
you off on a salary which was a huge help so it took a lot of pressure off on the money 
side and it gave me time to come up with some other things um but the relationship 
never recovered and we went to see a relationship counsellor but um ... it’s been 
killed too early on and she kept saying to me that she ... that if I didn’t do as I was 
kind of told and did this and did that that I knew where I could go so I could get out so 
I felt under constant stress that I would lose my (child) at any point when my partner 
decided so so I just started to get deeper and deeper more and more depressed and 
then insomnia cut in to a degree where I was no longer fimctioning um and then I 
started drinking quite a lot um
I -  so you had this high and then a crash 
P -  it was a relief the high was a relief it was artificial but I
I -  yeah so it wasn’t a high as in your weren’t sleeping kind of high you were just 
feeling relieved and just
P — what’s very odd how kind of polarized my life was in that I was massively 
enjoying seeing my (child) grow and I could see changes every two days quite often 
every day and see how she was developing and changing and spending so much time 
with her and actually I didn’t go back to work for six months so we were going out in 
our split going out and doing things and having a wonderful time and I had such hope 
for the future and something I’d always wanted because I’m quite a good dad and I 
was... but 11 felt as if but I knew it was hopeless at this point and sh I felt like my go 
at being a father had lasted two months you know I didn’t know anybody else that had 
split um ... I didn’t know anyone else at all that had split quite so quickly and I didn’t 
understand why the values which I believe I had which were kind of responsibility and 
commitment didn’t appear to be checked I’m not saying I’m perfect but suddenly a lot 
of questions started to come in and I kind of replaced this horrible stress and hating 
work and what was around it while I was being treated was to dread anything that 
happened (ex partner) would turn around and say look get out you’re not wanted here 
you’re not allowed to stay here I tell you I can have you out and this just got worse 
and worse and worse and worse and then um...
I -  so the insomnia kicked
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p -  oh the insomnia was for six or eight months or so 
I -  what was the insomnia like can you tell me just not sleeping at all or
P -  umm Fd sleep for two hours a night and then I started to use - 1 don’t know if 
you want to know - 1 started to use alcohol to attempt to knock me out but you 
can still have insomnia through it and you just wake up drunk (laugh) um and 
then it was all just dying everything was just dying but I was still doing wonderful 
things for my (child) but knowing that I could just have her taken away at any point so 
then we had whatever it was... a year later er she left and went up to stay at her mums 
and still refused to leave to house Fd been paying the mortgage on it for four years but 
umm... um and I refused to go I actually was never going to be accused of having 
walked out on on my (child)’s mum so I had been pushed um and then I left and went 
to live in a tent for a few weeks
I -  ok was that near by or were
P -  no (ex partner) chose not to let me see my (child) um I went to get legal advice 
and some people charged me for it and many solicitors were... didn’t charge me and 
then said we’re really sorry the most you can hope for is this
I -  because you weren’t married
P -  when your married you you have a right to hand over your income and you have a 
right to see you child it isn’t an equal partnership at all you have a right to see your 
child from one to two days every two weeks it’s it’s not an equal split actually you are 
quite er reliant on the mother choosing how your doing to go about this so she 
wouldn’t let me see my (child) I didn’t see her for four months... which 11 found 
devastating er beyond devastating so uh
I -  meanwhile you were living in a tent and drinking
P -  yeah I was trying to start a business but I could do that In a tent and I could see 
much point in it so um... yeah sort of (laughing)
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I -  did you carry on drinking throughout that period 
P -  yeah I’m not quite sure how much I want to talk about drinking 
I -  ok that’s ok
16: Tom
P - it’s just I think it I’m quite sure for many women it’s quite nerve-wracking any 
time the first time they have a child um I was being together and firm and strong and 
thoughtful and um... so er so yes got off to hospital and they said “oh we’re not going 
to let you in we haven’t got any room” and then um there were no midwifes t all and 
we were left completely on our own for hours
I -  what on the ward
P -  we got a room in the end cos I said “like hell we’re going somewhere else you 
promised me one three hours ago when I phoned” um ... but there was absolutely no 
care and nobody was really coming in and doing anything “are you alright yeah you’re 
fine that’s normal bye” without checking or testing anything um app apparently it’s 
quite normal for... for people having a child to want more care than they got we were 
getting absolutely nothing we weren’t eventually we were given some gas and air we 
weren’t told how to use it just sort of given to bottle and then they walked o u t... there 
was quite a lot of noise going on I heard the midwifes at one point referring going 
“bloody hell its like Beirut in hear tonight” and what few midwifes there were were... 
clearly desperately over pushed and then we started to have problems um in which 
case at which point I frog marched somebody in or forg marched them in um and then 
they decided there was an emergency and then all of a sudden there were fifteen 
people around dealing with the emergency this was about five hours after so
I -  five hours after getting there
P- yeah and we left it we were about thirty seconds between contractions anyway so 
we started labour twelve... sixteen hours before hand anyway
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I -  and what was the emergency can you remember
P -  um yes bare in mind my brain is quite fried after the last three years um 
(inaudible) makes it quite hard to concentrate on things um the baby had became stuck 
higher up and they wanted to move the cervix out of the way which had got caught I 
don’t know the phrase
I - oh I see what you mean
P -  but they didn’t warn or say anything to (ex partner) there was just a sudden kind of 
invasive attack of let’s go in there which was excruciating for she was screaming and 
in great pain we didn’t know what was going on because nobody had been 
around and then all of a sudden there was an emergency um we had mixed care 
parts of the hospital was fantastic but actually during the labour they were 
appalling um... they were um I think there were doing their best but there was 
nobody around um ... and that was one time where I actually couldn’t cope with 
it it was frightening and I felt completely out of control... um... I actually turned 
um you probably don’t need to know this but at that point I couldn’t cope with it 
and turned my head away and sort of looked down and was ... wasn’t really 
responding I was so upset and then when they carried on for about fifteen seconds 
with (ex partner) screaming a just said “stop whatever your doing I don’t care you’ll 
explain it to me and I want to know what’s happening and tell me now and I can 
explain it” if you know what’s happening you can cope with much more but when you 
don’t know and you’ve had it jumped on you then it’s a problem and so I kind of lost 
control of that sort of fifteen seconds I didn’t know I didn’t know what step to take 
and I tried to work out what to do ... and I felt quite bad about this afterwards I didn’t 
you know I wasn’t trying to be perfect you can’t be especially when you’re a bloke 
but I kind of ok I found the fifteen seconds but then I went right you tell me explain it 
please in fifteen seconds or more we don’t need to wait longer than that then I could 
explain it to her then it would be better but then they decided they baby was well and 
truly stuck and ... started yelling that we had to go in for crash emergency and I was 
saying how much you told me two minutes three minutes ago it was fine and now it’s 
an emergency where nobody’s been monitoring they don’t care you know let’s get this 
dealt with ... um but there came a point amongst the discussions where I was told you 
have sixty seconds to make a decision on this or your child may well be may well die 
unless you do this so um yeah the birth was kind of stressful (laughs) so then we had 
to go into the emergency room and they tried to do an epidural on her rather than the 
crash out gas so if they believe there’s a bit of time and it’s stabilised um... they can 
do an epidural the guy who did the epidural spent twenty-five minutes doing it and he 
did about four of them and eventually gave up and they couldn’t find the senior 
anaesthetist and he just said “I can’t do this” um so that was fairly stressful
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I -  so your in the operating theatre with some one trying and failing to do an epidural 
knowing that there’s an emergency going on you know and you’ve just been told it’s 
serious
P -  yeah it was quite hard work... my god I’m waffling aren’t I 
I -  no it’s really good
P -  my brother’s just given my bother’s just had a baby after years of wanting one of 
trying and I the advice I gave him was “you’re not allowed to look after yourself’ 
nobody says that a man’s allowed to cos a woman’s gone through so much and 
physically gone through so much and emotionally but I my advice was “give yourself 
a bit of gentle time afterwards to look after yourself emotionally” because you know 
the male culture of going out drinking celebration hurrah actually can b e ... really 
quite challenging um if your told your unborn child might die your partner can’t move 
screaming in great pain there’s not much you can do about that um except offer 
assurances as she screams and yells and tries to punch you in the head for it being 
your fault (laughs)
I -  sounds like I mean it sounds like that sort of situation you know you spent a lot of 
time preparing really thinking about it and you really it sounded like you really cared 
what happened you know you wanted to look after your partner and you wanted to be 
you know as positive an experience as possible
P - well I should be realistic I mean (inaudible)
I -  sounds like I mean it sounds like that sort of situation you know you spent a lot of 
time preparing really thinking about it and you really it sounded like you really cared 
what happened you know you wanted to look after your partner and you wanted to be 
you know as positive an experience as possible
P - well I should be realistic I mean (inaudible)
I -  you were very careftil the way you thought about it 
P -y e s
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I -  and then when you were actually in that situation it sounds like you felt quite out 
of control and you know
P - 1 mean only for short periods of time but I actually had to be Fm actually quite 
forceful not not aggressive I had to be quite strong in my demands because it was 
very much treated as if I was outside i t ... I was outside the process and you have 
to be quite forthcoming as a bloke and say “No I am involved in this actually.” A 
lot of things in the build up to going to hospital it’s, if you’re the man they 
actually don’t talk to you very much and it’s and you hear the phrase a great 
deal “Oh it’s a woman’s a woman’s choice” it’s not a medical conditions it’s a 
woman’s thing it’s about women um um and once a medical practitioner can’t 
remember had not spoken to me when I was in there and they only spoke to (ex 
partner) my partner and I and she said, “Actually Tom’s involved in this and I 
want him to be involved.” So I had already learnt beforehand that medical staff are 
actually they need some help in some ways to help communicate to you um we had 
we actually had a scare at twelve or fourteen weeks into the pregnancy so much early 
on when we had to go to (place) for scans and all it was all cleared in the end but their 
behaviour there was well you’ve queued up you've gone all the way up there you’re 
waiting for .... and... you think Fm in your hands this was our first experience of 
them Fm in your hands and then we’d had two friends who’d just had to have 
abortions because of of badly damaged... babies and foetuses... one of which had 
happened just a few days previously so actually (ex partner) was very upset and 
stressed about it and when they’re not communicating clearly all their doing is kind of 
building up your pressures internally so I that’s when I learnt no their not in control 
they don’t really think they know what their doing medically but they don’t sort of 
know how to communicate it back so I say stop please can you tell me what you initial 
findings and thoughts are your keeping us in the quiet and we don’t know and its 
stressful can you explain it oh no it’s fine it’s this is interesting for the study ... flick 
you and your study we're patients and human beings and we want to know that it’s ok 
pardon my language ... um and wed made a decision that after that to actually be a lot 
more in control and be a bit sort of stronger with staff you know we need responses 
that would help us make decisions or allow us to be... to just know what’s going on
I -  to be acknowledged I guess
P -  yeah and we’d made the mistake in the first time around kind of trusting that they 
knew what they were doing you would have thought have that somebody would have 
taught them to talk to their patients and that’s why Fve gone in quite fairly prepared 
just just tell me what you doing you know it’s just I like to know I do understand 
obviously the fact that we haven’t got a lot of time in some places but if you tell me 
then I can tell me girlfriend cos she completely out of it and couldn’t talk and she was 
they were asking her questions and she was saying “Tom’s in charge let him know
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I’m fine with what he wants” so actually we worked very very well during the birth 
and ... that’s all then my (child) popped out and I was absolutely ecstatic
17: Amar
P: Which eventually happened. Um, so we went home after that, my wife’s 
(nationality), her family were over at that time, her mum and 3, sorry her mum and 2 
sisters, they don’t speak a word of English, or they speak very little English, and um, 
they’re strangers
I: Living in your house?
P: Living with us yes, at the time, so they wouldn’t cook, they wouldn’t do anything, 
they’d literally rely on us to look after them and take them out and whatever, and 
obviously we were tied up with the baby so um, it meant that I’d go home and feed the 
family and then go back to hospital the next day, and there was a lot of work there, 
these things happen and that’s fine. Um, but it got, we finally brought the kid home I 
can’t remember which day it was now, I think maybe the day after or the day after 
that, maybe two days of breastfeeding and monitoring everything was ok, baby was 
latching on, we got home, my folks were there as well, so that was er, that was really 
really nice, big family welcome, people that were really familiar, it was good to see 
the family you know. So that was a real high, that was wonderful, my dad, both my 
parents were crying, so it was very emotional, it was lovely. Um, but then the baby 
wouldn’t feed again, we struggled with the baby latching on. We tried various 
techniques, and, what we didn’t realise, we were getting really stressed, and what we 
didn’t realise was, certainly weren’t told this, but because it was a [inaudible] 
delivery, followed by a forceps delivery, head’s very very sore and tender, and of 
course you think when you handle the baby in such a way to get the baby to latch on 
you do inevitably kind of rest the head or kind of touch the head and that was causing 
the baby a lot of stress, so (child) wasn’t latching on, wasn’t on, and he started to 
shake, you know, so we thought is he cold, because you can’t tell how much he is 
actually feeding, it’s very difficult for the mum to tell, so he started shaking, called the 
midwife, and took him straight back to the hospital where he had a LP, Lumber 
Puncture, yeah that was really awful
I: Why did they do that?
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P: Because of the infection. Because of the history of the labour where she was prone 
to infection for such a long time
I: And the shaking, they thought it was a sign of infection, or?
P: I think they just wanted to clear everything, give him a real clear bill of health, so 
they wanted to rule out infection, so that was draining the fluid from his spine 
which was very stressful for him, and I sat there and saw the whole thing, 
(partner) couldn’t be in the room, um, so that was very hard to witness
I: Yeah, so why did you stay in? 
P: I wanted to be with my child
I: Yeah
P: I wanted to make sure that um, you know he, just, he was just so vulnerable, he was 
going through this pain, and I wanted to be there
I: Mmm
P: Yeah it was difficult.
I: Is it difficult thinking about it now after this time?
P: Very much so. Yeah. Again it’s probably good that (partner) wasn’t there. I think 
she would have crumbled, it was very hard to witness. Sorry about that.
I: No, don’t apologise. It sounds like really heavy stuff you went through really early 
on.
P: Yes. Um
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I: And what, just I mean obviously I can see it’s hard for you to talk about this, but 
just thinking about when (child) had the lumber puncture and you chose to be there 
but (partner) wasn’t there was that, you know, you describe a kind of sense of wanting 
to be there with your son but also in a sense maybe I don’t know, were you protecting 
your partner as well from
P: It was her choice. I didn’t tell her to leave.
I: No no no I know you didn’t tell her to leave, but did you kind of feel like, I don’t 
know, like it would be too much for her in a way, like you could deal with it
P: Um, I was surprised she left to be honest, I left the choice entirely up to her, she 
was just adamant that she didn’t, and that was ok to, I didn’t really think about, um, I 
didn’t think much about how she would feel if she did see that. Um, I just know how I 
reacted and it was very very painful to watch
I: Yeah
P: So it would have been I think more painful for her to watch 
I: Why do you think that?
P: Um. Well there’s a maternal instinct just you know, something so strong that I 
could never comprehend and not only having this baby inside you carrying inside 
you for such a long time, but giving it life inside you and then giving it life 
through your breast milk through your connection as a mother um, you know I 
couldn’t even begin to formulate that kind of connection in my head. Then to see 
it go through this kind of stress through no fault of it’s own or your own, it has to be 
done this medical procedure, really quite brutal one, I think it, something that er, I 
don’t know, I certainly struggled with it, but I don’t have that as strong a connection 
as she does, so I think it probably would have affected her more. That’s just, I don’t 
know, it’s just pure speculation, but I think and obviously there was a reason she 
didn’t want to be there, I think she knew she’d be very stressed out about it
I: Yeah. So what happened after then?
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P: We stayed in hospital for 4 days because they took blood samples, urine samples, 
and then they test obviously the liquid coming out the spine
I: Mmm
P: Umm, and during that time, that was a god send, because the baby really wasn’t, 
(child) really wasn’t latching on, so we had a series of midwives come through and 
visit us with a different set of ideas, different techniques and on the day we were due 
to leave, the night before in fact, we talked about things called nipple...
I: Shields?
P: Shields. Thank you. Nipple shields, which did the trick. They were superb yeah, 
they were a really good idea, and he latched on, and obviously through the nipple 
shield as well you can see the milk coming out so you can get some sort of idea of 
how much (child)’s consuming
18: Jeremy
I: yeah and I in terms of um you know all the kind of difficulties that you described 
earlier on in the interview if you were... to ask for for help from anyone er you 
haven’t described kind of overtly asking for help during that period of time or you 
know it couldn’t or have you have I kind of missed something
P: yeah not not really
I: no ok but I mean if you if you were to ask for help you know where do you think 
you would go for help do you think can you imagine doing that at all
P: yeah I think I would I think I would ask my I would ask my friends it’s not that I 
can’t ask them
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I: yeah
P: if there was something really on my mind
I: yeah
P: then I would talk to them
I: ok
P: um so m the other the other one of my very good friends um uh asked me down to 
the pub we went and watched the football and he said w I wanted to tell you that Pm 
having trouble dealing with my mother’s death
I: mm
P: ... and uh 11 think uh when it’s important when you feel um... when it’s going in 
your when something’s going round in your head and you haven’t dealt with it
I: yeah
P; then I think in my group of friends then you you’d um you’d raise it 
I: mm hmm
P: you but you’d I’d do it one on one 
I: yeah
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P: go for someone who’s got older children more experience of of being a father 
probably
I: yeah yeah
P: that’s it’s it’s paradoxically I think that would be a very um... er... serious and um 
helpful conversation
I:mmm
P: they just don’t happen very often but I think I actually that that might er again 
pardoxically that m that might make it more um... er... more more helpful because 
um when my friend said that to me um I knew that it was a conversation that he 
needed to have it wasn’t iff  think if he’d been in the pub bleeting every time we went 
in there that he hadn’t slept the night before
I:mmm
P: I’d have probably switched off 
I: yeah 
P: by now
I: yeah yeah so there’s a kind of respect for the seriousness of something when it does 
you know does come up in a eonversation
P: yeah
I: that it’s quite weighty
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19: Alan
P: Yeah whether they’re sort of as an excuse like I say I’m looking after them why 
should I be working I don’t know but then when I’m at work when I’m in my studio 
it’s different it’s because you’re away from home I think there’s sort of that cut off 
does help ... I suppose it’s a by product of sort of [inaudible] a little bit which isn’t 
helpful running your own business is it
I: And you said earlier on about kind of asking for help you’re not you kind of like to 
deal with things you know within you know within your kind of family unit and 
you’ve accepted help from you know to do with (child)’s hearing but other than that 
you haven’t really wanted any help I mean have you asked for any help had you asked 
for any additional help at any time you know when you know the last year have you 
felt the need to ask for help
P: No I wouldn’t probably know where to start really I mean ... I would hate to think 
that for example I was an alcoholic I might kind of bury my head in the sand and think 
I haven’t got a problem but perhaps I am a little bit like that... like I said in terms of 
when you first came about her in the interview [inaudible] time I’m sure I haven’t 
compared to other people but that process I don’t think if I thought there was 
something wrong I don’t think I’d go looking for any particular help
I: Would do you think you would do
P: I think again I’d just probably try and deal with it myself and whether that’s very 
sort of... I don’t know even a little bit nervous about going to someone and admitting 
something whether it’s a little bit of that I don’t know I don’t feel like I have to go and 
seek any help because I don’t think I need it I don’t know
I: But you’re not sure
P: I’m not sure maybe because I’m not sure I don’t know that sort of
I: I guess maybe what you’re saying is perhaps you feel like you have a different 
threshold for maybe seeking help
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P: Possibly yeah possibly
I: And you haven’t reached the threshold where you might want to ask for help
P: Yeah well I don’t know what my threshold might be I don’t know .. .I’m sure there 
are plenty of fathers out there who have had a horrendous time and quite rightly 
deserve themselves a some form of help ... so perhaps it’s ... a little bit o f ... what’s 
the word ... not selfishness b u t... I can’t think of the word less fortunate ... you 
know if there’s if there’s someone that’s had a harder time than me then you know 
why am I perhaps say for example a little bit of a problem why waste someone else’s 
time when it could be redirected a little bit better to someone else who’s more 
deserving yeah or more justified having it
I: Ok
P: I suppose there’s a little bit of that sense but I don’t feel that there is so
20: Jeremy
I: so it’s a kind of distraction
P: yeah um but it doesn’t matter what you’re um discussing the point is that you’re 
with other people that feel and think in the same way
I: mm
P: and occasionally you’ll think about um you know yeah I’ve got to have the kids this 
morning but I didn’t get much sleep last night um all of that kind of stuff but I think 
you’re less likely to say I’m struggling
I: yeah
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P: in that group whereas women are much better and it’s much more accepted in 
a group like that to say um I’ve had four really bad nights in a row and I feel I 
feel terrible I just don’t think guys or the the guys that I know er just aren’t 
that’s not how they get their emotional support they’re um who can drink their 
beer the quickest
I: yeah
P; or watch a football match in a pub and potentially go to the pub and meet someone 
and not talk to them at all for 45 minutes
I: yeah
P: we’re strange we’re simple beings 
I: yeah
P: but maybe there’s a complexity underneath all of that.
21: Sam
I -  and in terms I mean I don’t know kind of 4 months down the line I guess you 
weren’t really in contact with maternity services then were you
P -  umm no not really
I -  no so I mean they wouldn’t have known about anything the health visitor wouldn’t 
have know
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p -  no we have no we haven’t I suppose we keep going back to clinics and that sort of 
thing but that’s never really it’s always been about it’s always about (baby) not about I 
suppose nobody ever says you know how are you getting on
I -  do they never ask you anything like that at clinics
P -  not really no I don’t think I suppose any I suppose they I suppose maybe that’s 
just have
you got any concerns or whatever but that’s I always think about that being about her 
not being about us really.
I - 1 mean do you think that something like that might possibly have been useful if 
someone had said and how are you doing aswell
P -  yeah I think so I think that’s interesting I hadn’t thought of that but yeah umm I 
suppose there isn’t a lot of there isn’t really there doesn’t seem to be an awful lot of 
pro active um you know 11 think your initial health visitor stuff where I think they 
they must there’s I think there’s a certain amount of screening screening? or 
categorisation I suppose at that point I was very very apparent that they were almost 
ticking through their potential danger list and going oh yes the house looks reasonably 
safe there’s no alligators in the back garden or whatever there’s no apparent family or 
there’s no risk factor I suppose they’re looking for risk factors they’re not looking for 
and once you’re once you’re off their risk factor list you’re kind of you’re off on your 
own aren’t you really
I -  yeah
P -  unless you unless you go and ask for help and in a way I’m really I feel like I’m 
very or I since it wasn’t me going to the GP to ask about anything it was my wife
so
I -  and do you think you ever would have gone to the GP 
P -  probably not no
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I -  no why not
P - 1 think ... I don’t 11 suppose I wouldn’t have thought about that in a way it’s 
stupid isn’t it I
I -  don’t think it’s stupid no.. I mean why why why wouldn’t that occur to you why 
would it occur to your wife and not to you
P - 1 means she’s she well as I say she’s very she’s in she’s
I -  she works for the NHS
P -  she’s in in mental she’s in a mental health so she knows that’s what she does so 
she’s used to having people being referred by their GP to her
I -  yeah and is it just that you kind of see the GP as a physical health
P -  yeah that’s the thing isn’t it really precisely I just don’t think of it as as yeah I 
wouldn’t have thought about it
I -  so if you were kind of left to your own devices where would you have gone for 
help
P - 1 think... and I think I probably would have got to the point where I would have I 
would have gone back to my friend and said look I I’m a big mess here you mentioned 
this where do I start because I wouldn’t have known where to start really looking for I 
wouldn’t have known where to start really looking for umm yeah I wouldn’t have 
really I didn’t know where to start really
I -  it’s difficult isn’t it difficult to know
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22: Amar
P: Mum had never gone through this kind of experience with me. Um... I wasn’t 
breastfed either so she couldn’t really relate to the issues we were having there, um... 
so... apart from mum really worrying about me and my own personal condition, I 
didn’t really talk to her about what I was going through emotionally, I didn’t really 
talk to her about what I felt when he was having an LP, what I felt when he had a tube 
up his nose, what I felt when he was actually bom, he was born on her 60^  ^birthday, 
so he was due Sunday, well he was due 6 days before, but we expected him on Sunday 
once the waters broke, and he lasted out til Mum’s 60* birthday on the Monday which 
was surprising. Um... I didn’t really er, didn’t really talk to them about any of this no
I: Who did you talk to? 
P: (partner), I talked to 
I: Yeah. Mm.
P: Because she went through the whole thing with me. Well she probably went 
through a lot more. But I think she’s the only person that could really understand what 
was going on in my mind, my head, and vice versa, she talked a lot to me about 
eventually, [inaudible] we kind of sat down and talked to each other, and it was useful 
to do that
I: But there weren’t any, um, other people that you felt you could confide in? And was 
that because no one else had kind of gone through anything similar, or is it just that 
you don’t have those kind of confiding relationships with other people?
P: I think it’s the latter. Yeah, I don’t think i ... there’s a close friend that I have that I 
used to work with, she lives in Madrid, um, but I think these were very very much 
related to becoming parents for the first time, and there was no one there that I felt I 
was happy to talk to, who was in the similar situation. I don’t know. I guess the other 
alternative if I think about it is talking to someone professional about it, but the 
thought didn’t occur to me
I: Really?
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P: No
I: And was there nothing like that, did no one ever offer you anything kind of support 
or you know any of the, you know, because you were in hospital a lot and, you know, 
encountering a lot of healthcare professionals, did anyone say anything to you?
P: Not from the hospital no
I: No
P: I think we did get some information from the NCT classes. That was, um, during 
the talk about post-birth blues and how you potentially cope with those
I: Ok. And was that in a class before you had (child), or was that afterwards?
P: That was before
I: Before. So it’s kind of pre-information, just in case you had a hard time
P: Oh yeah, nothing based on what I was going through personally at the time. Same 
for (partner) I think. I’m not sure, she might have got some kind of advice or, I don’t 
think she mentioned any kind of counselling type advice at the hospital while she was 
there for 4 days
I: And would you ever asked, you said it didn’t occur to you?
P: It didn’t, no
I: Would it occur to you now you’ve been through it?
P: Um, if I was going to go through something similar with the second one
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I: Yeah, if you had a friend who was going through a difficult time after having a 
baby, would you
P: I think is, yeah it’s a good question.
23: Hugh
P -  dunno the the the maybe the midwife or health visitor who would come and visit 
us thing time she was maybe more supportive than last than the last one or something 
um we found it a bit hit and miss with having appointments and things feels very 
much like you have to chase them which is they have lots of things to do and if 
parents don’t want ot have na appointment their not going to cash them but um some 
times wed get appointments where they’d ring up and ask for us to come to um when 
she was younger sometimes, your due for an appointment but you have asked so you 
have to go ad ask for it sort of thing so sometimes your not sure am I waiting or not 
waiting for this appointment should I have an appointment or not cos sometimes wed 
turn up and they’d be like your not really due to see us and we don’t need to see you 
so
I -  maybe a bit more consistency
P -  yeah with something like that I mean it was a bit of an older lady who was coming 
and doing stuff this time and I think that helped (partner) feel that there was support 
because she want like junior nurse or something that she knew stugg and she was 
could be clam she could have a manner and she was calm and relaxed and knew what 
she was talking about sort of thing rather than um maybe being more rushed or more 
focus on just doing the job or something so I think that was good having someone 
slightly older people who you felt probably did have kids who know some stuff as 
well felt it it rather than just saying oh your babies this height so it fits on the chart 
they go yeah no sure that’s normal and you felt they had some understanding any 
maybe this time more than some appointments with (child) whatever some of the 
people that wed seen were a bit more supportive or whatever
I -  better trained
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p -  yeah or the they they let us have the time to ask all the silly questions
I -  what about you as a dad you know did you feel that would you feel you know that 
they could have supported you better
P - 1 dunno I mean it it it’s the more intangible things that it would be nice to feel 
better at, the parenting that we tried tried hard to get on a a parenting course 
especially when he got to about three and started being a bit more, felt like we 
needed to know something about how to deal with him rather than just to know, 
we could learn and practice but it started getting hard getting on this course and 
it would run then wed have to keep chasing when was it gonna happen and oh 
it’s a bit full now and then next ones on three months so you have to remember 
when that one is and try and get in on it and then it would be on like Thursday 
mornings form 10-12 or something which is a therefore id have to take time off if 
were both gonna go it was like an evening or a Saturday thing or whatever um so there 
a that maybes the issue it would be more it would be better to have more parenting 
courses to be able to deal with the kids when they stop being babies
I -  did you ever go to the GP and ask for help with that kind of thing
P -  not me I mean probably we I’d ask generally but probably more to the health 
visitory bit type people cos the GP don’t really tell you anything to do with kids stuff, 
there only sort of more positive advice sort of more of a wait advice to de stress cos 
there’s always the my kid has the worst illness ever quick get to the doctor today and 
their basically like now unless they’ve been sick for like two weeks then don’t bother 
coming in for most illnesses like they’ve had diarrhoea, well they need to have had 
diarrhoea for like 2 weeks before it matters and its some of those things that maybe 
you don’t know, well they’ve had diarrhoea for 3 days that must be appalling sort of 
thing and their like well as long as their happy and their not dehydrated then their fine 
and that’s sort of those sort of education things you can know you sort of learnt those 
things you’ve got the GPs, kind of some minor physical things to look for yeah if their 
blue if their being not normal um then their sick otherwise their not its just the normal 
thing its trying to work out and guess those things that are not normal, like when they 
get a new sort of spot sort of thing is that normal spots or is that different spot that we 
need to go to the doctor for those sort of things um I guess id pro try try to get but not 
got to consistently the sort of fathers drop in crèche things or whatever so I don’t 
know either they try and give any sort of parenting advice or whatever whether they 
were jus about fathers sharing or whatever
I -  but it would be nicer to have easier access to parenting advice
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p -  yeah I meant the parenting advice is very much set up for mothers in the mornings 
um which is fair enough but we both wanted to know now this persons being 
independent thought how do we be diplomatic with him to fix the things rather than 
telling him things cos that doesn’t work anymore
I -  that’s something your still struggling with now would you say
P -  yes I mean in a different slightly different way cos now he’s being rebellious it 
would be good to good to know what are things what’s a course that we could go on to 
deal with this
24: David
P -  Mum came and visited, and then I don’t see my (child) for three months, 
[inaudible]
I -  Did they?
P-M m m
I -  Did they discuss it with you, or no?
P -  Er, we’d gone from the er December to the April, four months from when (child) 
was first bom, er, [inaudible] I mean that Megan, and I don’t think she’s right today. 
The change in this woman’s personality was absolutely
I -  What after having?
P -  After having, it was unbelievable, she was actually very very aggressive, violent, 
evil, horrible, every word you can think of, she lived up to it. Er, and she paid back for 
the pregnancy. That’s what it was.
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I -  Mm. What do you mean?
P -  Well, for 7 months she didn’t know what the hell was happening in her life, 
because I didn’t want this baby. And I obviously put her through a time where she was 
quite, you know, and it was payback time in some ways. I also think it was postnatal 
depression there as well. It all just started, “I want you out of here”, and all sorts of 
stuff, you know, I mean, so we had, no, let’s get it right. When (child) was bom up 
until about the end of January, middle of February, we had a lovely time, absolutely 
beautiful, I mean it was story book, it really was brilliant. Then she made this 
arrangement for her mum to come over, and things started tuming then. By the time 
her mum got over, 6/7 weeks later, our relationship had gone down the pan. 
Completely gone down the pan. I spoke to the health worker and everything about 
this, the health worker said “No, there’s no postnatal depression”. I actually, the 
health worker sitting in my house one day, and I’ll never forget this Megan, I 
thought “You don’t live with this woman. You do not know how mad this woman 
actually is.” Do you know what I mean? And she sat there, and she said to you 
“Yeah, I bet you just want to get a knife and stab him sometimes don’t you?”
I -  Really?
P - 1, I’m, do you know what I mean? My jaw must have hit, she does not know, do 
you know what I mean? What, and she’s putting this into her head? I was like “Oh my 
god.” Anyway
I -  That’s the health visitor is it?
P -  This is the health visitor, she was, it was her last two weeks, she was about to 
retire. I thought “Bloody good job you’re leaving isn’t it!” Yeah, “I bet you just feel 
like getting a knife and stabbing him sometimes” she says. It was like, we were 
getting on well, and she was sort of saying “Well you don’t do this, and you don’t”, 
and I was saying, “Well I’m sorry. I’m a new dad, I didn’t really want to be a dad. I’m 
still learning. And babies frighten me anyway. I don’t want to be changing nappies on 
a little thing like that, do you know what I mean? I was just a mess and was just, do 
you know what I mean? But I wasn’t doing enough and she was getting in a state 
about it, and there was all this “get out”, do you know what I mean? And she “I’ll get 
the police”, and now she knows she’s got the police on her side doesn’t she? Do you 
know what I mean? So it’s, “I’ll get the police to get you out of here.” So anyway, 
mum came over, I went to work, came back and they were gone.
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25: Hugh
I -  and how about emotional support, who do you get emotional support from, who do 
you turn to when your feeling you know stressed out or down or, is there anyone you 
talk to
P -  not really, no, I mean I have have a friend at work his his wife is a different 
nationality to him aswell and she has similar issues with sort of perfection and and 
issues of men being lazy because their not perfectionists enough or something I don’t 
know, sort of it’s a similar types of attitudes, different situation but similar sort of 
attitudes to um what did I do wrong sort of things, I just been trying to do something 
something went wrong it didn’t work im ok lets move on, not that there needs to be a 
blame or an issue or something
I -  youv got someone to sort of empathises
P - 1 talk talk talk to him a little bit and empathise but not nothing like I would of, 
well occasionally I talk to my best friend from primary school but um he’s got caught 
up with being about to have a baby and stuff and we haven’t talked so much more 
recently, we may do more afterwards, with that what shall I do now I don’t know um 
so I mean I would of talked away to to two or three friends from primary school when 
we were closer when we were living closer together but now don’t really talk to 
people about those things, just try and figure thright them myself sort of thing its 
difficult to, cos most most issues there not there a sort of their all give and take issues 
and if there isn’t a right answer then um out general general best answer is have more 
people around the family or pay more people to pay to look after the kids to give us 
more space, but those things are either cost prohibitive or not really around sort of 
thing of of yeah having grandparents that you always give them away to on half a 
day of the weekend or something like that so I think probably we would have a 
slightly different relationship, well a less tense relationship if we had that, but I 
don’t know for us figuring that stuff it doesn’t sort of fit whereas there not easy things 
to have, you either have them or you don’t you cant like get them (laughs) or work at 
them type things, your family live near by and they want to help out that’s cool, and 
you have that, but if they don’t you cant import it, unless you pay for childcare or 
something and then you get into how you want that to work and things we haven’t 
really got into that sort of thing partly because of costs and things umm
I -  and you were saying that you kind of you don’t do as much exercise as you used to 
but you still do a bit of exercise at home, it sounds like maybe that’s quite an 
important part of you kind of looking after yourself in a way
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p -  yeah I try to I mean Fm not I need to do a lot more to basically Fve I Fve got less 
much less fit and much more weight since having the kids sort of thing um and so I 
really like to do a lot more, but in a way to do that much exercise I need I need im 
trying to work out how to fit that in I need over time in the day so I need to have 
balanced it enough um I guess a light enough day at wotk that that iv don’t enough at 
home to fit it in
I -  it’s more about balancing isn’t it
P -  yeah its just trying to do balancing and um im not so good at planning like 
balancing type thing its just trying to figure it out all the time of of trying to balance 
and try things out and what works so um
26: Sam
P -  um I think um you know I am able to talk to um obviously my mum I can talk to 
completely um er but also you I know I feel very comfortable talking to (wife)’s 
parents as well so there’s there’s an enormous amount of caring um um I suppose just 
sort of reinforcement as well you know you are doing brilliantly with this you are 
coping well you’re your dealing with this all very well you know there’s lots of sort of 
positive um support in that sense which is cos sometimes I think that’s that’s one of 
the hard things as well cos you you know people say oh your dealing with this really 
well (laughs) I’m not you know I’m absolutely in bits about this you know I know it 
seems practically I’m doing lots of things but on the other hand you know but its nice 
it’s very good to have that um...
I -  very validating 
P -  yeah definitely 
I -  yeah
P- and um... and just the you know the practical support of you know, “We will 
come up when you need to get some time to yourself’ um or you know just
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“Don’t worry we’ll take over and sort things out and you got off and have a bit of 
time” or you know
I -  and has that been something that you have used every week having a bit of time to 
yourself
P -  yeah we try to get out and I try to do it also it’s been lovely it’s been nice for 
(wife) and I to just say “Right we’ll go out pop to pub for a drink” or
I -  that’s good yeah
P -  go out and have a meal out umm that’s been really good 
I -  that’s really important
P -  yeah that’s that’s been a fantastic um yeah I mean amazing source of of help really 
um and in every level you know not just practical umm actual emotional umm
27: Tom
P - it’s .... there was a big period of worry when the the evidence that can be kind of 
collected against you if someone wants to stop you if a woman wants to stop you 
seeing your child it’s so easy I was told by solicitors you’ve got to make sure that you 
never let your child get in bed with you because this can be used if it went to court to 
which I said “Bollocks to that” I don’t care on that one if my choose little girl and 
children share beds with grown ups I think it’s absolutely disturbing that anybody 
could think otherwise and therefore I’m not going to pay that attention but I was given 
advice like that so I’ve I’ve.. .yeah you start to fall out of everything work people 
don’t want to take you on there’s not a lot of support for men that I could find
I-m m m
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p - if you start to lose your home all of a sudden “Oh you haven’t got a proper home 
then you know we can stop you from seeing your child because you haven’t got a 
proper home. “Can I get some help to pay for something that’s a bit better” “No you 
can’t you should be out at work all the time” You know there is no support for single 
dads there is no extra money “Can’t you ask your ex ” “Well no I can’t because she’s 
on three foreign holidays a year and she needs the money doesn’t she” and you fall out 
more and more and more and if anybody suggests putting on a Spiderman outfit and 
climbing up a building I think it trivialises um a very important issue I’m sharing a 
house with a woman she’s a she’s a friend not a partner um... and in a class of thirty 
children there’s only three of them have got fathers twenty seven are single mums 
they’re not single dads it’s an entire world of single mothers that’s out there um... 
and as a single dad you’re not part of it and 11 actually have a lot more support now 
that I’ve kind of come out of the worst part of the depression which was terrible which 
I I’m just normally depressed now not properly depressed um where I’ve come out 
I’m getting a lot more support I’m in a house with a lot of children in it this is a 
proper family house I see lots of friends who’ve had children about the same age 
and I see them a lot more and they’re people that I really like and trust so 
withdrawn I’ve gone back out and that’s made it better
I -m m
P -  um started two little businesses up which um... have given me a certain sense of 
satisfaction but one of them when clients don’t pay you for five months couldn’t keep 
that going so it’s a bit of a sense of failure but I’m trying to pull that one back to life 
again .. .so.. .but the same person I’d never have a family I’d never have a relationship 
with a woman here I’m not that doesn’t mean I’d have a relationship with a man either 
ever I wouldn’t 1 1 ... relationship now my personal view is that I think families are 
fucked here and ... and you’re in such a vulnerable position as a father that your ex­
partner can can actually dictate how when and why you see your child it’s nowhere 
anywhere near as fair or even as it’s made out to be... I rely on the good nature of my 
ex-partner for the times that I’m allowed to see my (child) I’m still not allowed to take 
her out of the country but I’m allowed to buy her a passport you know there’s quite 
big contradictions in some of this
I -  yeah and just I mean it sounds like you’ve gone on a kind of real journey of really 
hitting a low and then you’re kind of on your way up
P - no I’m on my way to a place that’s substantially lower but that’s higher than it was 
before I’m not up
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28: Amar
I: And during that period, were you, I know it’s hard to remember, but do you think 
you were aware that you were having a really hard time, or was it just afterwards 
when you kind of thought “Oh my god”, you know looking back on it when you 
thought you were having a tough time then, or were you very aware of it at the time?
P: Yeah good question. I think while it was going on during the day time, you just 
went along with it you know, loads of advice thrown in different directions, the family 
are home, they need looking after, loads of things to do, not really much time to sit 
down and contemplate, again, I think in the evenings, and I suspect (partner) was the 
same, in the evenings, really both had some time to ourselves, you realise that you’re 
feeling quite stressed at this point, you really are going through a lot of trouble, 
and, not only that, it was, you felt the need, I think you found it difficult to 
explain to the family what was going on
I: Mmm
P: The party was going to be on Saturday, you’re getting pressure from mum and dad, 
we’ve got this thing going on, how’s the baby doing, and I think where’s your priority 
you know, it’s the baby and it’ll happen when it happens and um, they can obviously 
understand that and that’s fine, but it was, I don’t know, it just everything else paled 
into insignificance, but no one else saw it that way, they’ve got their own agendas and 
they want to know when they can fit you in and your new baby in, and it wasn’t about, 
obviously it wasn’t about that for us
I: Mm. What was that like, having that? I guess it must have felt a really superficial 
thing at that time to have, I mean I know it’s, you know, part of a culture and a 
tradition and it’s an important time to have that special celebration
P: Yeah
I: But when you feel like your son is struggling with life, that’s your phrase, I don’t 
know I just get the sense that you
P: Yeah it was almost meaningless. You know the whole day was almost meaningless. 
Um, even just communicating, even having the family inlaws stay there and talking to 
them about anything and everything, it was just all meaningless, I didn’t want to be
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there, I didn’t want to be at home, I didn’t want to be, I just wanted to be with 
(partner) and (child), and that’s it, you know everything else was really secondary.
29: Amar
I: But is there anything I haven’t asked you that you kind of have bubbling in the back 
of your mind that you think is important to add to what we spoke about today, or 
something that you thought before you came here that you felt was important for me 
to hear?
P: Um... I don’t think so. I think there was a certain element of jealousy that I felt I 
remember. Um... in that, there was obviously a very strong bond between the mother 
and child, um, and there were times where I lost connection with (partner), I wasn’t 
getting a say in um, I didn’t feel I was getting I’m sure I was, looking back on it we 
had some discussions and things came out and there was a compromise, but I certainly 
remember at the time that um, I just felt like, I was being pushed out and my ideas 
were being pushed out, my approach to the whole thing was being pushed out. So I 
was certainly feeling jealous of the relationship (partner) had with (child). And of 
course, I think obviously the early months where you’re not very close to your wife 
physically either, um... that kind of that fell into the mix and um, there were three of 
us but for a while it felt like I was um... I was the one that was literally coming home, 
making sure the dinner was cooked, making sure that the washing was done, making 
sure you know, I don’t know, whatever chores needed to be done, the shopping was 
bought, so that she could spend time with (child), and um, and he, him getting all the 
care that he needs from his mum. So there was, you know, a bit of an outsider at times
I: Yeah
P: Um, a bit of jealousy if truth be told. I think we were told to expect that as well in 
NCT
I: Really?
P: Yeah, I do remember, remembering that piece of advice 
I: Had it helped, being told that before
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P: I think so. I think there were certain things that you could expect
I: Mmm
P: Um.. yeah, you still don’t prepare yourself for it though, because you don’t know 
when it’s going to hit you, so, you see certain things and you react in certain ways, 
and you’re not happy about certain things, and every father’s going to be different
I: Mmm
P: They reaet to different things, um, but um, yeah I did feel a certain amount of 
jealousy
I: You talk about that as if it’s in the past, has that not the ease now?
P: Er, it certainly was like that for the first year, and then (partner) started working, so 
she got into a routine of working and ... er her social life grew up, was growing so it 
was strong again, she started going out, seeing some friends and, um, and then mum 
and dad were involved in babysitting so we could spend some time together as a 
couple just the two of us, that was quite important, that didn’t happen before, it 
wasn’t just the two of us for a long time, there was uo real us beyond (child) for a 
very long time, and um, I didn’t expect that. That was really really unexpected. 
And I felt that I was fighting for her time, and um, she wouldn’t leave the baby 
with a babysitter for a year
I: Ok
P: I think it was about a year when she started work, it was about a year, um... and it’s 
just something that I felt would come with time. I don’t think she felt the need for our 
time for a time, between myself and her
I: But you did
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P: I definitely did yeah. Whether it’s just going out for a meal, you know, going to see 
a movie, or just spending the weekend in a hotel or spa or something, let someone else 
have him, and I thought that would be very important, but she couldn’t leave the child 
and I could also understand that, so it’s just something that I knew would come, but it 
wasn’t a period that I particularly enjoyed, I didn’t enjoy it.
30: Sam
I -  but what’s changed what kind of things have you...
P -  umm well I would say I’m I’m probably seeing less of less of friends than I would 
do um yes certainly things like hobbies and things yes I’m my main well 11 um ... um 
11 make brewed beer from scratch and it takes me a full it’s a full days kind of it’s 
actually to make it’s a full days ... a full day of doing things so that’s kind of the last 
time I did that made one um month or so ago umm which is the first one I’ve made 
since August well no the first one I made I made I made a beer for (baby’s) birth umm 
whieh I made about a month before she was bom
I -  yeah
P - 1 was going to make another in August but that was when I found out about my 
dad and I literally umm so
I -  since then
P -  since then so which sounds like an odd thing but it’s something I really love doing 
and I normally would probably you know once every month or so I would probably 
spend spend my day doing that that’s really kind of gone (laughs) but you know as I 
say that’s something that you you just kind of get on with really yeah look yeah it’s it 
is um and I think probably particularly early o n ... you sort of feel like you’re 
definitely taking a back seat and your um I think when you know when (baby) 
was very little I think that because you put such a ... such a mother baby thing 
for the first few months that you can feel a bit kind o f ... you know that you’re 
not you’re sort of that you’re definitely coming second place (laughing) but not 
as again it’s something it’s there but it’s not umm it’s not as much of a ... you 
know it’s something that you’d expect it’s part of the deal really isn’t it
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I - 1 guess it is part of the deal but I mean is it something that kind of bothered you at 
the time or not really
P -  um... I think at times I suppose it’s again it’s times that you think um m ........
(sigh) we were talking about this about this last night actually about the whole
you know everything from pregnancy onwards how it is I mean it’s very obvious 
when you’re when you’re when one gets pregnant that you know you’re pregnant 
everyone it’s very clear and there’s a lot of immediate you know focus and sort of and 
an and awareness of people you know talk about it’s whereas I think from a dad’s 
point of view you’re less you know it’s not obvious it’s not obvious there’s no reason 
why anyone should notice or know that you’re you know that your partner’s pregnant 
um and I think we’re not as good at the whole going you know going with the NCT 
thing it’s interesting how that worked out the group we were aetually working with 
originally we didn’t really gel with at all
I - o k
31: Hugh
I -  when you when you think about those, kind of dilemmas and stresses and things 
that you’ve been describing I mean what has has it had any effect on how you see 
yourself as a person compared to how you maybe were pre fatherhood or
I - 1 mean I'm doing a lot less exercise and stuff than I was before, because I'm 
basically letting go, so I don’t go shopping for myself really for clothes and things 
anything, um don’t really do exereise that I was doing before, because I can’t work 
out way to fit that in um personal time has to come in I don’t know sort of work lunch 
hour or something um and that it and work lunch hours that I don’t meet (partner) for 
lunch sort of thing because that’s time I could sacrifice so yeah um like (partner)s 
already like I would of living on my own before I would’ve done I would’ve cooked 
for myself um obviously would have brought my own clothes and things and toiletries 
and stuff that basically she'll do basically all of that not because she’s a better but 
beeause she'll do it quicker and she home as in when I eome home I wont be pressured 
with time I’ll just be like alright I’ll cook from 7 o clock till 9 o’clock and then I’ll eat 
sort of thing whereas they need to of eaten if they are well at latest 6 630 sort of thing, 
they need to eat now sort of thing um um and so it doesn’t work coming home and just 
cooking leisurely sort of thing um
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I -  so there’s less time for yourself
P -  yeah so basieally I have to earn the time of going out and things because the 
only way to give (partner) any sort of space in the way we have it at the moment 
is to let her go to the gym or go out in the evenings or have an evening off or 
whatever she’s doing um which means that I don’t do things then so and the same 
with she'll occasionally buy some clothes for me or something um cos I wont have 
bothered to go shopping cos she’s spending half a day clothes shopping for me isn’t 
important for the kids and stuff and its trying to minimise those things she'll she'll do 
the same of trying not to um but she’s got a whole week of time when she couldn’t 
chose to do things she’s got more space to to choose either she does those sort of 
things or not but I just push those things out, I do exercise at home and stuff but um I 
would have been playing football on Sundays but that went pretty early on in the first 
pregnancy uh cos it would take out % of a Sunday, go away at 11 o’clock eome back 
at 2 o’clock by the time we were going to do anything again there’s not more time in 
the day um so unless your really excited about coming and watching football which 
she might do once in in a while but not maybe every week um it busies up the whole 
of the Sunday where you might need to do something or want to do something or go 
away or whatever, I stopped doing football for that stuff, stopped doing, sort of 
stopped doing personal activities um so I tend to you know have to plan in diary in my 
sort of occasions out or whatever, so its definitely that time, friendship time or 
whatever that I don’t have so much now then before.
32: Alan
P: So I think you know when you go in a hospital it’s like any job I suppose once you 
know you want to speak to other people [inaudible] design is what you have is sort of 
inner comment to say about it but she was her own worst enemy in hospital and she 
didn’t sort of want to listen to the midwives around her she didn’t want to listen to me 
particularly I mean that first night she said I was whacked out you know I mean my 
previous career was in the military so I know when I want to lead and I know how to 
get it knowing that if I’ve got to get up in 3 months to get it 3 hours time you know 
you’ve got to take your couple of hours now otherwise you’re useless further down 
the track and I tried to explain that to (partner) and she just went No no I’ll just spent 
the night looking at them which is fine you know she’s allowed to do that but the 
emphasis was then put back on me obviously with twins it’s harder there was always a 
midwife coming to help out so (partner) was whacked out for those first couple of 
days then she had complications with her ... sort of stomach and her bowel so 
unfortunately she looked like she was pregnant again and that wiped her out for 
another couple of days and they wouldn’t get released until a full week later
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I: Really?
P: Yeah so
I: Because of the complications that she had?
P: Yeah well she was trying to breastfeed and obviously she was still sort of 
knackered from the whole experience and staying up that first night was just it was 
just complications and things you know I was sleeping on the floor in the hospital 
because there wasn’t a proper bed for me so it was sort of make do
I: Really?
P: Yeah and sort of coming back making sure that there was... because we were only 
planning on being there for a eouple of days tops so I had to go back and get extra 
clothes get stuff for the twins... lots of to and fio-ing on my part really and try and 
squeeze in a little bit of work towards the end of the week
I: You were trying to work as well?
P: Well I was trying to sort of do that e-mail/admin stuff which you have to do you 
know
I: Yeah
P: So yeah it was
I: It sounds like a pretty hard time
P: It was pretty gruesome yeah I mean I think you know ... like I said to (partner) you 
know you’ve got to be sort of regimented about these things really ... I had people 
coming and going visiting and stuff like that but you’ve got to sleep otherwise you’re 
not going to be prepared and well to carry on because you know I was pretty shattered 
at the end of the week having taken up the bulk of the looking after process but you 
know I’m not going to be around here forever and obviously you’ve got to go back to 
work at some point you know that’s obviously further down the line b u t... a little bit
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self-discipline and it’s not selfishness but you’ve got to say look if I’m not on the ball 
then I can’t help these two
I: Are you saying that about yourself or are you saying that about her
P: About her really as well because ... I don’t know sort o f ... not argue with us 
putting her down and that’s painting her in a bit of a bad light but you know it’s very 
hard to start breastfeeding you know obviously I don’t have a clue about it being a 
man b u t... you know getting frustrated because (child) took to it straight away (child) 
was a bit hit and miss but I suppose when you think about becoming pregnant giving 
birth doing child breastfeeding I just want it to go well and you want it to happen 
in the way you’ve been told it’s going to happen.
I: Mmm yeah
P: We went to some antenatal classes and were told about breastfeeding so when that 
again was a struggle it
I: It’s like another disappointment
P: Yeah just up against it you know like you know I wasn’t brought up on being 
breastfed and I turned out fine you weren’t either you know let’s try and not put a big 
hang up on getting them to do it... and you know she sort of did cope and she did 
about a month’s worth so
I: Not bad at all is it
P: Yeah you know it was one at a time or both latched on at the same time you know
I: Yeah it sounds like there was a tension between kind of her ideals or you know 
what she was hoping for and the reality and it sounds like you’ve spent a lot of time 
trying to convince her not to be so so kind of stuck on wanting kind of ideal situation
P: Yeah I suppose I mean she says she says we had a bit of a falling out but ultimately 
I just sort of turn around and gave
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I: She says that you had a falling out
P: We had a falling out I gave her a bit of a bollocking because I said to her, 
“Look, you know just do what the midwife wants you to do, they’ve got your best 
interests at hearf’you know because of the stomach complications she was on a 
drip as well so she was always feeling a bit w eak... I said to her, “Look just 
swallow your pride just because you think you know as a nurse what your blood 
pressure should be and what they think you should be having just accept some of their 
help and care and just roll with if ’ you know so a bit of finger pointing put her
I: And that was when she was still in hospital
P: Yeah it must have been the Monday certainly the Sunday or the Monday night 
I: Mmm
P: Because she was yeah she wasn’t doing herself any favours and perhaps selfishly I 
knew that I couldn’t maintain what I had been doing for the rest of the week unless 
you know I acquired help from her you know we’re just a team
I: What had you been doing exactly
P: Well I suppose just doing the feeding and I would hate to say that I’m 
overanalysing it too much but there was just the hint of rejection from (partner) 
certainly with breastfeeding not going right
I: Hint of rejection towards who
P: Of the twins of the babies
I: Ok
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P: I suppose a little bit... I wouldn’t say... rejection’s maybe a harsh word but 
certainly it was just sort of reluctance to get involved and to latch on and we had to go 
back to the cups and have the feeding she wasn’t interested or ... she fe lt... you know 
again I don’t this feels like an excuse but she said to me oh I feel really weak you 
know my stomach really hurts I’m bloated I don’t want them sat on my stomach ok 
well listen to them to make you get better and then you can get involved
I: Mmm
P: It’s frustrating from my part I suppose I say maybe selfishly because I wanted her 
to be involved I wanted her to sort of enjoy those first couple of weeks of motherhood
I: And why did you want her to be involved in that way was it
P: Just for her own sake I suppose you know you can sort of look back in years to 
come and say oh first week was a nightmare which it was you know unfortunately you 
had complications b u t... you know don’t look down on it you know in a bad way it 
happened you know I just wanted you to you know paternal instinct bit of [inaudible] 
wanting her to enjoy it more than me really I suppose
I: Was that because she’s the mum or
P: Yeah I suppose so yeah I just see it as a sort of traditionalish role that it’s sort of a 
mother’s thing to do to bond with your children and you know sort of stuff like that
33; Amar
I: Did it cause much conflict?
P: Yes no, we had troubled times, um ...
I: Arguments and things?
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P: We did yes, we would argue. But um, she had a year off, um, and., she would be, 
she would, she really liked the whole routine thing, and I initially took the approach 
that well the baby would sleep when he was tired, um, again feeding the baby when he 
started eating solids, getting a bit older now, she would worry that if he skipped a 
meal he would eat very little, and I tried to tell her that sometimes if she’s not hungry 
she would only have a snack in the evening, or have a small breakfast, um, but she’ll 
make up for it later. I do that, all humans do that, they don’t have the same sized meal 
every meal time, and (child)’s no different, you know, he will eat when he’s hungry
I: Mmm
P: Um, but again she’d get extremely stressed out, and then it would be, oh well, you 
know he’s losing weight, back to the graph, look at the scales, and this whole sort of 
eating weighing thing was really causing problems between us [inaudible]
I: Yeah but wasn’t any, it didn’t kind of move beyond that, your relationship sounds 
you know fairly stable
P: Yeah, no, I mean that was just one example I think with the feeding and the scales 
was probably the biggest one but there are other sort of small examples of how I do 
certain things in a different way, sleeping times, which she would want a routine, 
again that’s fine, but I think we had different opinions. Yeah no I can completely 
understand that, but er, having different opinions is one thing, the fact that my 
suggestions were never really taken on board because she saw a completely 
different approach and it seemed to work for her, so in that respect it was almost 
her bringing up the baby her way, and that’s it, you know
I: How does that make you feel?
P: Oh I didn’t like it at all, I was really upset about that. That’s our child, you 
know I need a say in it
I: So you didn’t feel like you were kind of equal? 
P: Definitely not no
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I: Equal parents, equal partners
P: Definitely not. I mean it all starts off with the paternity leave thing, I was straight 
back at work, she didn’t leave the child til he was over a year old, so 24/7.
I; Mmm. So that immediately puts you in a completely different place 
P: Completely
I: You know, not just in society but in your family unit as well yeah
P: Completely. The paternity thing is really quite big, it does have a big impact 
and maybe I didn’t realise how big an impact it would be
I: Can you tell me more about that, the impaet that it had? On how you felt in the 
relationship and as a dad?
P: Well you, I guess for 5 days of the week I’m away for, 12 hours or whatever it is, 
10 hours or something, so I’ve got snippets of time with (child), I was um, I guess I 
really, I remember the times that I would take the late feed so (partner) would have an 
early sleep because the late feed would be around 11 or 12, they were, I had really 
good session with the boy just me and him, feeding him milk, it was very bonding, it 
was er, very very rewarding. It was very, I really look forward to that midnight feed, 
and then, I guess just being a bit playful with him, it was my time with the boy, it was 
my bonding experience that that’s the only bit I’d get in the weekdays, and weekends 
of course were something different
I: Mmm
P: I was still tired of course with work it’s quite exhausting, because you’d get up in 
the middle of the night because he’d want a feed, and (partner) would feed him, she’d 
breastfeed him, he’d be by her side, so again you know they’ve got that connection 
going on even when we’re together as a family unit he’d be by her side, which makes 
sense because she pops him over, he has a feed, then I get the nudge because she can 
never feed him, so I’ll always spend about 20 minutes at 3 o’clock in the morning 
winding him and then I’ll nod off and I’ll be pretty tired. I think, of course when
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you’re sleep deprived, and you’re not really feeling part of the family life from 
Monday to Friday, I think it does affect your mood. And not only that, you don’t feel 
like you’re getting a say. Or you don’t feel there’s a real balance, there’s a real 
compromise in the approach bringing up your child. I think all those 3 things I found 
difficult to deal with. So yeah there were arguments, there were times I’d be really 
quite exhausted about the whole situation, um...
34: David
I -  So you think your partner’s behaviour was really influenced by what she saw 
there?
P - 1 think what was happening around her was, yeah, she was being influenced and 
she just, and I think the pregnancy bit as well kept coming back to bite her, and she 
just went into this “Yeah right, I agree with you”, “You’re bloody useless, I don’t 
think you are a good dad, I don’t think you will make a good dad, so why don’t you 
just piss off. And if you don’t piss off. I’m going to get the police to get you to piss 
off.”
I -  Can you tell me, how that made you feel?
P -  Frightened. I think that’s the biggest things. And it still does to this day. Cos it’s 
not stopped.
I -  Frightened of?
P -  Being a 50 year old man and homeless. Because at the moment as well of course, 
with money not being as good as what it used to be, I ain’t even got any money to go 
and set up anywhere else or, so it’s frightening, it’s bloody frightening, I still am, I 
lived out of (?) bag, do you know what I mean? At any stage of the day, if I eonduct 
myself in a way that annoys (partner), er, she will kill me. She will phone the poliee. 
If she has a bad day, and just my presence annoys her, she will tell me she will phone 
the police.
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I -  So the constant kind o f sense o f threat there, isn’t there?
P -  Always. Always there.
I -  And that was what was happening as well, just after your (child) was born?
P -  That, (child), unfortunately I do have to say, has caused me a lot of angst in my 
life, yeah. Because, this power thing, and that’s what it is, it’s about power, and it’s 
about the flat and, you know, it’s completely, from a period of being evenly 
matched in the relationship, both equal rights, both with joint tenancy, blah blah 
blah, to all of a sudden, “Oh I ’ve got a baby. I ’ve got all the power haven’t I? I 
can make people do things for me, like get rid of you!” Basically.
I -  There’s been a big shift in power?
P -  Big big shift in power yeah. And she knows it. And I also think it hasn’t helped 
that (place) has got this policy, and she knows it.
I-M m m
P -  If (place) did not have this policy, I do not believe I would have gone through half 
the shit I’ve gone through in the last three years.
I -  What, I mean, can you kind of explain to me, I mean obviously I’m not a Dad 
because I’m a woman, and you know, living in kind of, you know, different situations 
and things, and I can’t, I find it hard to imagine what it’s like to be a Dad, and be in a 
relationship, and live with that sense of threat, like a sense of power imbalance that 
you’re talking about, I mean, how does it make you feel?
P -  Every name that she’s called me practically. Er. Fears the biggest one. Er, not just 
for me, but for (child) as well. And it’s where that, how far that power goes, cos I 
found out a lot in that time, about just how mueh power I have over my (child). Er. I, I 
don’t, and I say I don’t because I did, used to be in that trap of looking back to how 
my dad was in our family, and all my friends Dads were in their family, and how 
they’ve become and see what as they provided and protected, where they’re heading 
now. And I’m doing the providing and protecting, but I’ve got no say in anything. 
Which is, excuse me, but really fucked up actually. It really is ftieked up. But I still 
provide.
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35: Hugh
P — I don’t know I mean its sort of a rollercoaster at the moment of sort let it ride and 
just do the things cos we sort of we’re practiced on doing family things we just know 
how family things need to run and so we go right we know we need to do that much 
stuff for looking after kids or looking after the family we'll do that um but I'll often I'll 
give up doing things, like I'll make sure I'm home straight after work and stuff and not 
go out in the evenings and things to try and let her go out in the evenings and things 
because we have the thing of obviously we're not really happy on having babysitters 
and different things um and some people have been a bit unreliable so it tends to be 
either one of us goes out or the other one goes out, uh which means I'll let her go out 
as much as she wants but then then then we don’t see each other on the evenings and 
different times and stuff so at the moment we just sort of letting ourselves be a bit 
more separate by what we're doing with things I think um I guess I'm just trying to 
support her getting healthy again to therefore get to what shed like to be able to do 
again in terms of if shed like to get back to work or doing something um something 
more adult as she, you get to the point where you go I need to talk to people (laughs) 
who have an older IQ need to do proactive things
I -  there some of the things you do to try and help the situation but you know 
throughout all of this how are you feeling you said you feel a bit on a rollercoaster but 
how else would you say that you were feeling
P - 1 dunno I mean I guess I feel the different bits I mean at the moment I'm just run 
down and focussed on the work thing because we've got a deadlines and stuff on but I 
guess I feel I feel nothing new at the moment but I mean I’ve been angry and 
aggressive and trying to change her thoughts to explain like come on we've got to 
focus on it but she want me to come to her thinking not the other way round so
I -  so do you find yourself getting angry sometimes
P - yeah I mean at the moment I get angry with or upset with (child) more because I 
know that if he plays up and he’s doing his thing of not listening or running off or 
being aggressive or shouting or being silly that that’s upsetting her and 11 can see 
that’s what it would do your transferring because there is no point at me being 
angry at her in a way because 11 mean being angry at things that I can 
understand she wants to change is she’s really tired she wants to do something 
different she doesn’t want to be looking after kids any more all day sort of thing
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so its very hard to be angry at her because I want to fix that but obviously its 
easier to be angry at a child whose just upset her so its sort of telling him to calm 
down and sit down slow down probably more aggressively than we sort of 
switched roles a bit in the way that we sort of deal with him, she’ll get very angry or 
not sort of thing, generally sort of not but sometimes she’ll get really angry sort of 
thing whereas I probably more often quite angry when he wont do things even though 
I will um once the incident is finished I'll be back to normal again whereas she'll be 
really angry then and then stay angry and then calm down, its takes her a but more so 
if he’s playing up in the morning and just put the baby down and he’s still singing and 
skipping round the house I’ll be angry quicker with him that before I would try and go 
through it with him but when he was like two or three you’d say that and he’s be like 
oh ok and he’d stop, whereas now he’s like oh never mind oh yeah
36: Hugh
P - I can help you that we know we need a loan for the child care or perhaps save 
more or do more, those are the things that I ean do to help you with that, but I can’t 
decide that you want to look after your kids or not, that’s your choice I cant tell you 
that cos then you’ll then you’ll resent me whether that’s right or wrong um I get held 
accountable a lot for some of the issues we have for personal choices, if we buy a car 
or buy a thing if it becomes the wrong choice then it was my fault it was the wrong 
choice so I've started taking the attitude where I wont choose things um that I only 
choose things after it after it’s a bit later than I would have normally chosen so that 
she’s is affect had to participate in a certain. She’s very good and very organised at 
doing certain things but she has a sort of on off that she either be very organised and 
sort it out or she wants someone else to do it but depending on other things going on at 
the time um if it doesn’t work out then I'll be held totally accountable for it so I get a 
lot of stress related to the issues of choosing things that might be wrong so um wed 
like to g on holiday or wed like to buy a car but it mustn’t be too expensive but it 
mustn’t be too cheap but it mustn’t break down but it must be good, it must be things 
that don’t go together basically, you have to play them off
I -  like tidying the house with the children
P -  Yeah and she doesn’t like playing things off she wants the optimum deal 
I -  and she want you to do it
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p - 1 mean she wants in a way she wants to rely on me for the things but the only way 
to do it that way is to cover my back if you like and then iv covered myself enough 
that’s she just not going to have a go a me again for it not working or something its 
not its not always someone’s fault if something goes wrong she likes to have her I 
think it’s a (nationality) thing from my point of view from some of the family things, 
that there’s a reason something happened and someone is accountable rather than 
something just didn’t work out and we'll move on, she has issues with moving on and 
things so I try to fix them a lot of the time maybe the first sort of two or three years I’d 
work harder to get over the things to sort of clean more to do more to try and get 
round the things to try and find the time to do the things and iv I think iv flipped back 
and gone well I can’t I can’t work fast enough to be in front of you cos you can do the 
things much better and quieker and more to your satisfaction than I can um because 
she’s just sort of if she’s tired and stressed things because more of an issue and its 
more easy for them to go wrong and then she wants someone who has that ownership 
of something going wrong which is me always, so um its more stress related to things 
that I’ve sort of tried to not do so I'll put off things which is a tactic which isn’t so 
good, I’d rather do them and then if they didn’t work they didn’t work um but 
the only thing that I have at the moment is sort of if I don’t do something, I cant 
have don’t it wrong, so I'm a bad person for being lazy and not doing it but I 
cant have don’t it wrong which is worse thing to have done
I - o k
P -  so for example there are things around the house sort of sort of thing of 
renovations for different things, but for me I know that if I'm gonna do that she would 
for example have to have responsibility of the kids for a whole weekend while I 
renovated part of the house or something, um which because she's a very driven 
person she a) would have an issue problem with letting me do that because she'd want 
to be doing it and motivated and it’s a pro active thing she’s like to be able to do it, its 
not a kid related thing (laughs) so she can do something else um and then she’d have 
to be looking after the kids again for another day which she feels like I need some 
break I can’t be looking after the kids and do the things that a housewife you know 
very much balance and try and get basically extra guarantee of right are you going to 
give me that space to do that task or are we not and then I'm not really gonna do it. I'll 
do it a bit or I'll try and fit it in at another time I'll be non committal whereas I used to 
be yes I'll try and do all those things, but they’ll usually not work so I’d have to do a 
job quickly sort of thing um I kind of assisted with out small kids house outside the 
roof keeps blowing off and we keep putting it back on again and it keeps blowing off 
again um so I try and leave it a few times and do but it takes an hour or two to do it 
and obviously there’s always another issue that’s happening at the same time so I end 
up leaving it and not going back to fix it the next day, whereas if I was maybe on my 
own id go right 111 do it in the morning Saturday morning I'll do some fixing of things. 
I might not do that I'm like trying to do normal household things or trying to get us all 
out of the house or doing something else because I know if I do that its more likely 
that something else is gonna go wrong in the sense of the kids are on the wrong place 
of the room or they’ve taken stuff or the rest of the days not gonna flow well so I
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wont, where I used to try and take that time so that they thing would be right I now 
push it away and leave cos I can be wrong for leaving but iv had the rest of that day 
being right doing the other things
I -  it sounds like it’s a real balancing act.
37: Tom
I -  so it was the pressures at work and the lack of sleep and the stress of feeding and..,
P -  lack of sleep my girlfriend’s friends are very important to her and she really 
wanted to have to get back into the yeah this was what the main stress was to feel that 
she was kind of alive again um she wanted to go up to (place) to see some friends 
um... so she went off on the Friday night and I had newborn on my tod after we’d 
(inaudible)
I -  how old was the baby
P -  oh seven weeks no no no five weeks four weeks
I -  so really tiny
P -  really tiny full on and (ex partner) went up to (place) then came back and she did 
it again a few weeks later and I know blokes say this but I began to feel really fucking 
pressured and I got pretty resentful of the fact that (ex partner) was... it was so 
important for her to see her friends and go to (place) um when actually I wanted some 
time and we hadn’t had any time at all uh together afterwards it was all just work and 
then there was a huge flare up of a row at Christmas when we were just going to have 
our first moment together of just her and I without the child there for... an hour and 
she decided to call a halt on that because she forgot to bring her phone so she couldn’t 
talk to her mother who was babysitting
I -  oh ok
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p -  um .... and I just an awful lot of stress and resentment came out on the way home 
and then I just was so stressed and furious that Fd done two weekends looking after a 
newborn and... and done things to help her and she wouldn’t even this is a private 
thing that she wouldn’t even give us you know fifteen minutes in the pub together to 
go look we've managed to get this far and it’s a bit better now... and um
I -  so how I mean how how are you feeling at that point in time
P -  ... how was I feeling... there was so much stress going on that actually I was 
thinking particularly well about anything I was surviving pretty much every two 
hours so the world was every kind of two hours (laugh) um I did it’s... there’s a scale 
there’s a scale of kind of importance if you’re in a partnership you slide around like 
this when you have a baby the baby’s suddenly really important and mums are really 
important and as a bloke wham! you just your needs are nothing you you are kind of 
gone um I felt under a great deal o ff desperately wanted to quite the job I had been so 
unhappy for months before this bullying had been going on for so long and I was so 
desperate to go I felt a huge pressure that my girlfriend’s just had baby that I it was I 
couldn’t quite the job so 11 should probably have quite two weeks before our (child) 
was bom or two months but I felt a huge pressure to actively earn money
I -  so it’s a financial pressure
P -  yeah well almost kind of masculine support role baby’s coming out of your pelvis 
I better do my my hard bloody thing of supporting so you’re not worried about money 
and you know all these uncertainties cos it’s actually quite cheap having children you 
don’t know that when you first do it cos you buy all this stuff later on you’ll shove 
them in the back of the boot of the car and they go to sleep perfectly (laughs) it’s not 
social services (laughs) um they don’t need very much you discover later but there’s a 
big pressure at the time you’ve got to get this you’re spending quite a lot of money 
and to quit your job suddenly seems... I have spoken to other men it seems quite 
selfish you know this is the time when you’ve got to get in there and be manly get that 
earn the money support us make sure the roofs over their head whilst Fm recovering 
and looking after the baby
38: Hugh
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p -  for um working out how to get a balance sort of thing, its not a clear against her, 
he doesn’t see it like that which is good its sort of a he knows he’s missing something 
so he’s trying to get it back sort of thing, um so we just try and find ways and it gets a 
bit easier the older she is so she ean be out a bit more and doing a bit more, but still 
someone’s got to be holding all the time so as always to look after one child you need 
at least two or three people but definitely having two you need at least three people all 
the time. One’s gotta hold them and the other can do something and the other ean do 
something constructive um which we don’t really have family close here so it tends to 
be us doing stuff on out own so work is being a bit more generous at letting me work 
at home a bit more and things so um cos (partner)’s recovery and stuff and shed like 
to be able to have some quiet time and recover, she feels that um with the last two 
pregnaneies and stuff her immune system has been affected and she’s not
I -  kind of drained
P- yeah she’s not recovering quickly or not being able to be as alert or feel as awake 
but uh I sleep well so I don’t mind if they cry so I'll put them back to bed and go back 
to sleep again whereas if they make any noise it really affects her so she'll be straight 
away keeping, she’s concerned with things related to before umm I just say yeah just 
let them, their gonna cry their gonna stop, but she’s like I cant do it, I don’t know if 
it’s a mum thing or whatever but any upset that they have is straight in my heart and I 
have to have to react to it straight away, whereas I can separate it a little bit more, I 
know something’s happening and I know at some stage I feel it gets really sort of 
tensey stressful if their having a go and one of them needs food but your not quite at 
food, or you’ve got to get something or you’ve got to go home and one wants 
something and one wants something different, or is running away or something, then 
it can get intense but I find it easier to to put a space and go right I'm just gonna get 
through this and they’ll be happy again, whereas she can get very stressed and very 
upset with the things and I don’t know upset with me or upset
I -  caught up in a way
P -  yeah she wants to make sure that they have a good that she’s a good parents and 
they have a good happy time but I think, but I want to too but I know you cant do 
everything right, so I'll let things go more than she will, partly its her partly its her 
being (nationality), she wants everything right and she wants everything perfect its 
uh so when things aren’t when she cant keep everything in the house tidy and keep 
them happy and rest, which its not very possible to do all those things eos over a 
whole week at least, its not going to be possible, then she gets stressed when one of us 
does things out of turn or whatever that don’t help it flow smoothly so that she can 
feel that she can rest and stuff and recover a bit um cos she’s had some sort of on 
going sort of tiredness and thing which she says she finds it hard to recover and things
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so that brings her down and she’s just really keen that I'm home or I'm doing stuff and 
looking after them to lessen it on her
I -  sounds like your quite aware of the things that stress her out and the ways in 
which she reacts to stress and the ways that she kind of gets tired and cant recover and 
things like
P -  yeah I aware of them but its very hard to change them, partly because she doesn’t 
like playing things off against each other its I want all of them right not oh I'll play 
one off against the other. I'm happy to leave to house a mess and come baek and tidy it 
up, whereas that would stress her too much so the house needs to be tidy enough 
before we leave, before we do something because she wouldn’t want people to come 
round and see if messy or come home and feels she’s got to do it when she comes 
home, when she’s got to do something else, which is fair enough, I understand it, the 
more you keep things clean and tidy and organised with kids the easier things can run 
because your able to go and do something else you don’t find yourself caught up, if 
you can let it go for a days or two you do find yourself with stuff everywhere and you 
don’t know whether you’ve got stuff with you and you cant plan things so it does run 
smoother but then things do get more, the tension gets higher and stress gets higher 
with um right so we need to choose, were other gonna do this or do that, you can’t 
have everything perfect sort of thing.
39: David
I -  so it was a big shock and then it was trying to maybe trying to piece together how 
you were actually going to
P -  how am I going to move on with all of this, now, yeah. I mean I was actually 
before she got pregnant er she asked me to follow her to hospital and er get er a sperm 
check test ah ha ok (inaudible) but I mean that was in the early days in our 
relationship certainly (inaudible)
I -  so she wanted kids by the sounds of it
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P -  the very early... the first two or three years probably yeah yeah, but er certainly in 
the er last I would say up till the 10 year point (inaudible) the first couple of years till 
about the 10 year point after she’s had the fertility test I didn’t go for the sperm count 
that was a we just left it there that was... y know but she tried to convince me actually 
what it was was it was all wanting knowledge of whether she was fertile or not 
because only having one tube being very sexually active and not getting pregnant 
there was question marks in her own head so she was actually telling me the fertility 
test was more about her knowing rather than wanting if you know what I mean which 
I understood, I thought well yeah that’s fair enough I can understand that, you know, 
wanting to know if you’re fertile or not you know what I mean, especially as you 
know she doesn’t have any children y’know whereas I have got children so it didn’t 
really bother me whether I was fertile or not in fact to be honest with you the idea of 
having a (inaudible) low sperm count in this relationship was actually quite appealing 
to be honest w’ya (laughing)
I -  yeah
P -  it was yeah...
I -  so just remind me about your other children because I know we’ve chatted about 
them
before but it was a while a go
P -  (child) my name sake erm... died of cot death three months old when I was 
19...
I -  when you were 19
P- when I was 19
I - o k
P -  I ’ve never got over that erm.... [crying]
I -  that was your first child
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p -  that was my very first child that was my school love that was... that was planned 
that was the perfect home that was... I was working in a hospital at the time erm... 
yeah [inaudible] we split up within the year... e r... then I had a relationship in (place) 
I went back to (place) well I left (place) went back to (place) for a while had a 
relationship er... say I had a relationship but it was more of a night of a relationship if
you know what I mean erm girl got pregnant.... Errrr didn’t really want anything
to do with it sorry not my didn’t actually want to stay in (place) I only got back to 
(place) because I’d been abroad and came back to England when there was nothing 
doing and I was penniless -  mum! Can I come home? (laughing) so I went home and I 
stopped for about a year so and anyway this girl got pregnant er she had the baby, 
baby doesn’t my name er she went off she’s met somebody else she’s (inaudible)
I -  and you never have by the sounds of it... 
P -  not got any interest not got any interest 
I -what you haven’t or or she’s
P - e r l  don’t know I don’t because as I say er I mean er I I I  never spoke to them I’ve 
only spoke to the child or seen my child recently when (inaudible) and I went on with 
what I always intended to do I left Scotland and came back to England and but er we 
weren’t together anyway that was one of them unfortunate things that happens in life I 
just wasn’t ready for and I didn’t really want...
I -  how long after losing your first child did
P -  that er
I -  the second child come along
P -  that would have been about six seven years so I would have been about 25 so I left 
(place)...
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40: Alan
P: Yeah we were booked in for sort of 8.30 and then it can take a few delays for 
emergencies before that so by 9 o’clock we were both parents like that it was like oh it 
was really weird it was a really sort of weird feeling to have it sort of... laid out in that 
way
I: Mmm
P: And although (partner) had a few complications afterwards it is quite weird as I’ve 
said to other people before you don’t expect sort of it’s weird that you go in there as a 
couple and I suppose the whole process of being fairly old fashioned in terms of sort 
of seeing someone get engaged get married suddenly there’s a bit of a breakdown 
in terms of your own independence, cos then you start working as a u n i t ... 
suddenly you walk out of the hospital with other people as your responsibility
I: Yeah
P: Is quite massive and obviously my mum said to me about unconditional love and 
all that and you just at first... I suppose it wasn’t so much for me cos I’m fairly hard 
edged it was kind of weird yeah kind of thinking about all those extra processes 
obviously feeding every 3 hours and... so it was really weird literally to sort of come 
out and sort of push everything aside that you want to do and feel and... look after 
these two or one or whatever the case may be and also you know (partner)’s obviously 
[inaudible] after giving birth and stuff so there is big demand on there and you know 
all the adulations with twins and then with (partner) and you know you’re not pushed 
aside by it and you kind of feel like you are you think well obviously I’ve done very 
little I was there being involved in the process but yeah it’s weird that... as much as 
the 9 months prepares you for it all of a sudden it is literally there
I: Mm. It sounds like almost the 9 months didn’t prepare you for what actually 
happened
41: David
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P: no no that was when she was 17 or 18 erm...............and I lost it... er... so we knew
she was alright so... I guess we assumed cos I’m a smoker er ... and my age... er... 
we assumed... er.... It must be me or [inaudible] I assumed anyway
I: mmm
P: low sperm count or whatever erm but I do have children previously so I do know I 
don’t have any problems erm.... So as I say we knew there was er... something wrong 
so we never bothered about protection we used just forgot about it that was one of 
them things oh we can’t have a baby
I: mmm
P: almost you know what I mean that’s where we’re at... er... and when she said she 
thought she was pregnant because she had missed a period I was quite shocked she 
was as well she was absolutely stunned er... cos she’d done the pregnancy test and my 
immediate reaction when I found out that she was pregnant was er have an abortion 
that was my immediate reaction and I was absolutely stunned about the whole thing 
but I’m afraid that they was the first words that I actually uttered just have an 
abortion, I don’t want a child. One of the reasons why I said that was and an a um I in 
some ways I still feel it... ummm... my dad died at 63 of a heart attack, my granddad 
died at 64 er... previous to that mine my family don’t [inaudible] er I had an 
automatic calculation in my head if I cr died at the same age as er granddad or 
my dad my (child) would only be 13 or 14 years old and I really did not want that 
to happen to any child so that one still grates at me a little bit, I still.. I still worry
about that er but then again I got to get on with it so w e ............. there was no
there was no build up no plan [laughs] it was just I’m pregnant oh my god we don’t I 
don’t want this and that was the sum total of what happened there was nothing really 
nice and rosy about it at all but she did which was a complete and that was another 
thing that shocked me because uh to be honest the relationship had gone through up 
and downs and at times its been quite volatile and I think both of us sensibly thought 
best if we go (inaudible) cos you know both of us actually thought best if we don’t
I -  why why is that?
P -  umm ... I wa maybe more me cos I’m more old fashioned I think uhh I’ve got a 
lot of standards and that and I just except certain thing from children like a good 
family home loving parents, good education that’s type of thing so I’m I’m sort errr 
old fashioned she’s not (inaudible) she grown up in obviously all sorts of 
environments and that’s what makes the world do you know what I mean and umm
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I’m just a bit straighter than that so. We had a a sort of difference of opinion I guess 
although we didn’t really I think there was a fault we didn’t want a child erm that 
helped that we actually didn’t agree with you know to be brought up er but that 
changed that’s changed (laughs) and er there was no thought whatsoever of of 
aborting this child as far as she was concerned err and then some way because of my 
initial reaction cos it’s a lot a lot happens since (inaudible) but some ways er I think er 
my reaction even though she should of expected it I don’t think she’s ever forgiven 
me
I -  mmm ok
P - 1 don’t think she’s ever forgiven me for that reaction, three years four years later. 
I’ve not be forgiven for that
42: Alan
I: Yeah yeah so if you think about what we just kind of talked about the first intense 
week and then it sounds like there was this gradual process of bonding that you feel 
perhaps took you a bit longer
P: Yeah
I: Simply through the fact that you’re the dad and not the mum it sounds like ... would 
you say that things have gradually been getting easier over the last year or
P: Yeah
I: Have they been have they kind of stayed the same or
P: No they’ve got easier and like you say I think the bonding is ...  growing ... you 
know ... whether that has a reflection on the way I was brought up I mean my dad 
used to work in (place) so I can’t even remember my first real recollection of him 
anyway until I was a lot older I suppose you know 8 or 9 or something so whether 
that’s a little part to do with it and I don’t know being a little more 21®^  century I’m
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quite happy to sort of get involved you know I don’t see why you know the 
burden should be left on my wife’s side... and so I know we both need both our 
wages to maintain ... our lifestyle so
I: When you refer to your own experience of your own dad
P: Yeah
I: And you not really remembering much about your relationship with him before the 
age of about 8 or 9 what influence do you think that has over you as a dad
P: I don’t know I’d like to think that rightly or wrongly I can do a bit better 
I: Ok yeah
P: You know sort of... obviously ... ideas massively changed it’s not all on the man to 
go out and maintain the sort of wage and left up to the mother to look after and bring 
up the kiddies but that’s how it was sort of for me ... you know my dad was certainly 
around but you know there were always holidays where it was my mum taking us out 
my dad was always saying at weekends you know I remember doing stuff with him in 
the garden and stuff like that but
I: Much less involved
P: Yeah I mean I don’t know if he was involved in changing nappies I’m sure he was 
to a degree ... but certainly improved on it and I can’t remember if he changed my 
nappies or anything like that obviously it’s far too way back but
I: There’s definitely the sense that you wanted to sort of improve on things a bit
P: Yeah I think so definitely ... I just don’t see why you know ... my children I want 
to be actively part of their education and growing up and their lives so ... whereas my 
father chose to not be that involved in that again traditions 38 years ago were slightly 
different and therefore he didn’t want to get involved just felt he needed to go and 
earn some money dunno ... have to ask him
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43: Alan
P: Well and ... you know ... you know because it’s all been fairly levelled hasn’t it 
you know ...
I: What’s been fairly levelled
P: Well my sort of I suppose my approach of the whole system it’s not like... having a 
breakdown where I’m now a father and therefore relied on when help is available 
outside that sort of thing you know there’s a sort of father society of I don’t know or 
whether you’re a single father or something that sort of
I: Reaching out for help
P: Yeah I don’t think I’ve had to so I suppose in that way sort of pragmatic thought 
process sort of maintains
I: And how was sort of work and hobbies have they been an important part of keeping 
you grounded
P: It’s hard working for yourself... and I think ... if I kind of had my time again I 
don’t know whether I would have stayed in the (job) because that’s very hard ... given 
the kind of situation you know I’d be away a lot more but I suppose you know I 
always perhaps saw sort of you know getting married at some point being fairly 
traditionalistic and being the main breadwinner working Monday to Friday 
allowing my wife to stay at home doing the domestic goddess thing and ... always 
being that typical sort of role model life but it hasn’t and so ... I don’t know 
whether I think I don’t know I’m enjoying the way it’s going b u t... personally I 
would like a lot more work so (partner) wouldn’t have to work as much I think 
she’d want to work part time but that part time is sort of 18 hours a week and 
that would be fine you know but I’d quite like to work 5 days a week and at 
weekends and in the evenings and stuff I don’t know what certainly work 4 days a 
week apart from 1 I don’t know
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I: And why is that
P: I don’t know I suppose it’s just that I’m traditional I see myself being the 
breadwinner and looking after my family
I: Mmm yeah
P: I suppose that’s putting the pressure on me a lot whereas at the moment it’s shared 
which is fine it’s probably the best situation to have
I: But it’s different to how you imagined it
P: It’s very different to how I imagined it yeah when I was in the marines I was based 
down in (place) you know before I left you know I was only seeing (partner) you 
know Friday Saturday Sunday because you know Monday to Friday I was down there 
so I don’t know how
I: Would you prefer to be doing that now or do you
P: I think there are pangs of me every now and then thinking yeah I’d quite like to do 
it certainly [inaudible] and seeing people still in you know I had 40 years to serve and 
I’d still be in at 22 so...
44: Jeremy
P: because the buek the buek does stop with (partner) even if it doesn’t um even if um 
I try for it not to stop with her that’s the way she’ll think as a mother she she’s the one 
that will be worried all day about whether um she’s got the right medicines in the 
cupboard for the kids whether she needs to buy sleepsuits
I: mmm
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P: there’s a whole load of little things that I don’t 11 could do and I help with but I’m 
normally given the task rather than thinking ahead
I: yeah
P: for it um so (partner)’s done all of their um er medical stuff basically because she’s 
been off
I; yeah
P: on maternity leave 
I: yeah
P: so she’s taken them for their injections and to the doctor and stuff and so I haven’t 
had to think about any of that stuff
I: mmm
P: actually um... but then I mean if she’s she’s at home um but if if she forgets to do 
something important like that then um it won’t it won’t happen
I: mmm
P: so she’ll be the one that’s thinking ahead to um the the holiday because we’re going 
on holiday next week
I: mm hmm
P: and I guess if I put my mind to it 11 eould um tackle all the stuff for the kids
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I: mm hmm
P: but she’ll be the one that thinks about um again the medicine what clothes they 
need to wear
I: mm
P: I could do clothes probably 11 would definitely forget at least five things if I 
packed
I: yeah
P: for each of them um and that’s that’s partly because she does it but partly because 
um of er I think as the mother your um your duty to your children is much more much 
stronger I think
I: and do you think that’s a result of her being the person at home and you you know 
you’re not being like that because you’re out at work you know working fairly long 
hours um or do you think it’s to do with her being the mother you know if she was at 
work do you think she would still think about all of those things
P: so 11 think so if if she was at work she would definitely think about those things
I: mm
P: yeah and if um if one of the kids was ill then and er and (partner) was working then 
the nanny would call (partner)
I: mm
P: mm now it’s part partly because of the person that (partner) is I know other mothers 
that aren’t so fussed actually
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I: mm
P: about being at home with their children and they want to go they actually don’t 
don’t have any er er there’s no attraction to them of being a full time mother whereas 
for (partner) there there is and there always has been
I: yeah
P: so maybe it’s something specific to her 
I: yeah
P: actually but 11 always extrapolate 
I: mm
P: and for me because of (partner) 11 think of the mother as being the one and my 
mother as well who never just never stops worrying about the children and um is 
always thinking about um their their basic needs
I: mm I suppose it sounds like you’re more able to kind of do less of that thinking 
just by by your nature
P: um
I: or some other
P: 11 try and I guess I I’ve I’ve either subconsciously or unconsciously decided 
that the best way that I support (partner) in doing that for the children is by 
working hard and staying healthy
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I: ok
P: and and obviously using the ten per cent or fifteen per cent of my time with the kids 
as well as I can
I: mm and when you say er I mean it sounds like your contribution is to keep yourself 
health you know to to be the breadwinner I guess and to support your family in that 
way and has that become you know did you notice a change in that kind of urge to 
provide in that kind of way after having kids or have you always been very driven in 
those [inaudible]
P: I’ve always been very driven and actually m before I had kids I was probably had a 
similar focus on work
I: yeah
P: um but my boss said to me actually a few years ago um he was looking at a piece of 
work he’d done and he said to me often 11 think to myself would would my son be 
proud of me for the way I dealt with that situation or the way I performed in that 
meeting and I definitely think or tr try to think like that whether it’s at work or um... 
er outside of work
45: David
I -  So I mean that, is there anything else you can think of that, you know, that you 
think should be provided by them, like we’ve talked about the bigger shifts that need 
to happen in society, and attitudes and things, but in a kind of practical way, how, how 
do you think men could be better cared for?
P - 1 think it’s all about education isn’t it. And it’s all about education from a young 
age. Beeause if the males are now education that women, or females are in a different 
place in society, see what I was educated, then surely we ean also educate females that 
males now have a different place in society. And, everybody should be looking at 
where we’re all at. It’s like racism isn’t it. Start it in school. Anti-racism must be 
started in school. There’s no point starting it anywhere else, really, you’re chipping 
away at it if you start anywhere else. You start in the schools, as young as you
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possibly can. And I think it’s the same thing. I think young women, young girls have 
got to be educated that, I think, do you know, there’s another thing as well what 
actually I think is quite important, but I don’t know where actually females are on it. I 
do believe that there is that biological thing, as well, that we are not kitted to look 
after little babies. I don’t, a) don’t have the body to do it, and I don’t actually think 
we’ve got the state of mind to do it as well, being the hunter gatherers, providers, do 
you know what I mean?
I-M m
P -  And to look, I think actually, some women’s expectations of males are actually 
unrealistic, do you know what I mean? Because I found that, in the early months, 
that (partner)’s expectations of me to automatically just do all of these things 
with a tiny little baby that, you know, the nature, it’s not there. You know I love 
her, protect, provide, but that caring bit at the start is a bit, you know it took me 
a long long time to deal with my daughter’s bits. But really then because I 
thought “No no, mum should be doing that.” But again that’s a generation thing 
isn’t it, do you know what I mean?
I-Y eah
P -  Now I’m ok with it. But I mean things like that, how do you clean? Do you know 
what I mean, I didn’t know! I didn’t know! Do you know what I mean?
I -  And it’s complicated! Yeah! 
P - 1 found it really difficult!
I-Y eah.
P - 1 actually felt, oh I shouldn’t be doing that! All little things like that, and there as 
well that could actually be helped and talked through, instead of this idea that 
unfortunately, a lot of women have got nowadays a new man, who just automatically 
does everything doesn’t he? No he doesn’t. Because if nobody showed them then they 
can’t do it can they, do you know what I mean? And unfortunately that was a lot of 
my problems to start with, it was knowledge, I didn’t have it. And nobody was 
actually willing to sit down and show me and what have you. And I have, eventually I
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had to ask (partner), I had to go “Well how do you go about cleaning her when she’s 
done a poo? If gets everywhere,” do you know what I mean? She showed me and I 
thought, a problem, but I done it. And now I’m ok, now I can do it, do you know what 
I mean? But er, yeah I just don’t think I should be doing it. I don’t, do you know what 
I mean? I just don’t think I should be doing it quite simply, and that’s that, but do you 
know what I mean? I’d be horrified if any other man had done it to my daughter, do 
you know what I mean? I’d be absolutely horrified if anyone changed my daughter, do 
you know what I mean?
46: Tom
I - it was a helpful answer I know you wouldn’t do it again but hypothetically if 
there’s other people going through similar experiences what kind of help would you 
need if you were to go through that again what kind of help do people need that are 
going through that experience now
P — ok the strongest most unbelievably helpful thing that I’ve had has been fi’iends and 
sharing activities and sharing time with fi*iends not isolated and on your own I feel so 
let down by the formal help that’s out there there’s grants going out to these groups 
for single mums we hate men kind of groups that are there being able to share the kind 
of every day stuff of having somewhere to go not on your own but when you’re with 
your child so that maybe sometimes when you’re struggling you don’t have to take 
full responsibility you can have a ... and I think when this seems better is why don’t 
we all meet up at the playground next to the west pier and hangout then go for a walk 
for the afternoon this is instantly in doing things with lots of children a doddle I can 
look after five kids and babies all this stuff about nappies you hear all that stuff is a 
complete utter doddle none of it is a problem I don’t understand the thing about 
nappies you’ve got to be a complete moron not to be able to do that you do it 
three times you can do it with your eyes shut back to front in the dark fine but the 
worst thing is giving your child your fiill attention when you’re very much on your 
own that’s fine for little bits of time but not all the time and it can be pretty frazzling 
as they get older they get a bit more questioning and a bit harder the things that have 
helped me have been hanging out with friends or I’ve been to stay at friends houses 
who live in (place) I go and stay with them for the weekend with child and sleeping 
bags and a chicken or something we’ll cook a meal together nothing grand we’re not 
talking about going away just actually sometimes in some ways sharing parenting I 
also think its very important to look after yourself and when you’re going through 
some of the worst things you say “My daughters the most important thing and the 
person that needs to be looked after the most” but actually you can’t look after a child 
properly unless you are looking after yourself because you’re not giving them the 
right examples you’re not teaching them when they grow up they have to value 
themselves as well you’re actually teaching the wrong things by giving too much to 
them you shouldn’t put all of your happiness on them you need to do things for
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yourself a lot of seeing friends has been “Oh weTl have a barbecue. We’re going to 
drink some wine tonight. It’s family time and I’m enjoying it just as much!” and 
because of that I’ve been able to give my daughter back a lot more as I’ve been a bit 
happier I’ve certainly found it a lot easier to give her more actually went about living 
in a commune for a bit deadly seriously it would that kind of sharing of lives I think 
would make life much easier but I feel that not that I feel the state should look after 
me but I would really have liked to have been able to talk to someone in the early 
stages and I just couldn’t get that.
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Abstract
Title
Unmet Needs: A Snapshot View of Talking Therapy Provision in a Community 
Mental Health Team
Objective
Identification of staffs perceptions of any unmet need in the provision of Talking 
Therapies (TTs) within a Community Mental Health Team (CMHT); if any such need 
is identified, to explore staffs perceptions of the reasons for its occurrence, and to 
quantify it.
Design, participants and procedure
Weekly meetings were arranged with individual CMHT staff throughout June 2007, 
during which information about their new referrals were recorded by the researcher 
onto a record form. Information gathered included whether clients were offered a TT, 
if so what, and would they have been offered anything different given ideal, unlimited 
resources. All members of one sector of the CMHT were invited to participate.
Results
Of the 25 new referrals accepted by the team, 15 (60%) were offered a TT. Eleven 
(73%) of these clients would have been offered something different, given ideal and 
unlimited resources. Identified barriers to ideal treatment included too few: staff with 
adequate training, specialist staff, time, training opportunities and supervision. 
Participants would have offered clients more specialist services and more time if 
possible.
Conclusions
An unmet need in provision of TT was identified within the Team. Given government 
recommendations for the use of TTs for a number of mental health difficulties, and 
staffs’ identification of a need for their increased use with clients, it was
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recommended that the Team and the local Psychology department meet to discuss 
possible remedies for this deficit.
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Introduction
A recent service evaluation (Lutte, 2006) reviewed the provision of TTs from the 
service user perspective within the CMHT. The present evaluation aims to balance 
these findings with a review staffs perceptions of whether clients are receiving 
optimal psychological support.
TTs are increasingly being considered as a central and vital component of mental 
health services (e.g. Department of Health, 2006; 2001). National Institute for Clinical 
Excellence (NICE) guidelines for Anxiety (NICE 2004a), Depression (NICE, 2004b) 
and Schizophrenia (NICE, 2002) all emphasise TTs in treatment. Before guidelines 
such as those proposed in the best practice guidance ‘Organising and delivering 
psychological therapies’ (NIMHE, 2004) are implemented, a baseline measure and 
understanding of local service organisation and provision is required. This will enable 
local services to identify areas of unmet need within the provision of TTs. It is 
therefore both timely and relevant to be assessing to provision of TTs in a local 
CMHT.
There are few, if any, publications relating to the provision of TTs in CMHTs, again 
emphasising the need for such investigations to be undertaken. Since most CMHTs 
have local variations in their organisation and service delivery, it is also essential that 
such data be collected for the service in question to ensure that conclusions are 
relevant and accurate.
One component of this investigation aims to explore whether staff perceive there to be 
any discrepancies between the actual TTs they offer to new clients, and the TTs they 
would have offered given ideal and unlimited resources. A previous local 
investigation into clients’ satisfaction with TTs (Lutte, 2006) revealed some clients 
were occasionally unclear if they had been offered TTs. In light of this finding, the 
second component of this investigation aims to explore whether staff perceive clients 
as fully understanding what TTs they are offered, and if not, what could be of
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assistance. This project aims to track the decisions staff make for allocating TTs to 
new clients over one month. This investigation will take into account TTs offered by 
all members of staff, not just psychology.
In summary, psychological therapies are both in high demand and high on the 
government agenda. While assessing what services are available in any given area can 
be relatively straightforward, information relating to the obstacles that staff perceive 
as preventing them offering ideal treatments is less readily available. This evaluation 
of staff perceptions aims to identify any such barriers that exist within the local 
CMHT.
Aims
1) To track staffs individual referral decisions for TTs for every new client over 
a four-week period
2) To record staffs ideal referral options for TTs
3) To compare I and 2 and identify any discrepancies
4) To understand staff perceptions of any barriers that exist in preventing ideal 
provision of TTs
5) To assess whether staff feel that clients have fully understood what TTs they 
are being offered and, if not, what might help staff in explaining TTs to clients
6) To feed this information back to the CMHT and Psychology department to 
inform of unmet needs.
Method
Participants
All members of the CMHT sector were invited to participate: one Social Worker, four 
Community Psychiatric Nurses (CPNs), one Occupational Therapist (OT), one 
Clinical Psychologist and one Psychiatrist. Due to absence, no data were collected 
from the Psychiatrist or the Clinical Psychologist.
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Measure
The Record Form (Appendix 1) was created for this project in conjunction with the 
CMHT’s Clinical Psychologist and the local Lead for Team Clinical Psychologists. 
Several meetings were held and four drafts of the form were edited before the final 
form was accepted.
In order to link this project with a previous SRRP which looked at client’s 
understandings of whether they had been offered a TT, a question about whether 
participants thought the clients had fully understood what was being offered to them, 
and if not, why not and what would have helped them to understand better?
The record form was designed to capture information from the following referral entry 
points:
1. Weekly Sector meetings, attended by all team members. During the meeting, 
referrals are accepted and allocated to a team member for further assessment 
and treatment, to screening, referred to a group, or rejected.
2. A brief 20 minute assessment in the team’s Screening Clinic conducted with 
clients whom staff felt needed to be further assessed before allocating care 
(conducted after initial referral had been received in the Sector meeting).
3. Referral jftom within local mental health services (there were no occurrences 
of this during the project).
Procedure
An email was sent out to the CMHT members informing them of the project with an 
attached information sheet (Appendix 2). Approximately one to two weeks after this.
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the researcher contacted each individual staff member in person to arrange once- 
weekly meetings for the period of one month. This time was also used to reiterate the 
aims of the study, and to emphasise that it was not a personal evaluation of their work 
and that none of their personal information other than profession would be recorded. 
A paper copy of the information sheet attached to the initial email was also given in 
person at this time.
Data were collected in person (or via telephone if necessary) by the researcher and 
recorded onto the Record Form (Appendix 1). It took between two and five minutes to 
collect all the required data per new referral. The researcher asked each participant 
every question on the Record Form for each new referral they had accepted. During 
data collection meetings, staff were asked to specify whether the clients had been seen 
in the Screening Clinic or allocated directly to them fi-om the Sector meeting. Most 
Screening Clinic clients would have been referred to the team prior to June, but 
happened to have their appointments that month due to the time delay between initial 
referral and Screening Clinic attendance.
The form required the following information to be recorded: date, week number (of 
the project), participant profession, client ethnicity, age and reason for referral or 
primary diagnosis. Participants were asked whether the client had been offered a TT.
If yes, participants were asked to specify the TT, which profession would carry it out, 
the estimated number of sessions and frequency of sessions. If the client was not being 
offered a TT, participants were asked to specify why this decision had been made 
which was recorded verbatim on the form. Participants were then asked to specify 
how the intervention offered would have been different given ideal, unlimited 
resources, also recorded verbatim by the researcher. They were then asked to select 
relevant reasons that prevented them being able to offer the ideal intervention from 
several options: not enough staff with adequate/ relevant training, not enough 
specialist staff within the team, not enough time, not enough resources, not enough 
training opportunities, not enough supervision available (see Appendix I).
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Questions 2 to 4 were omitted if the client had not been offered a TT. Data from 
completed forms were then collated into a database by the researcher.
All participants were asked whether they thought the client had fully understood what 
they were being offered. If not, they were asked to explain why and what might have 
helped.
Finally, all participants were asked if they had anything else to add to the information 
already given.
Analysis
Data were put into a database (see Appendix 3 for raw data). Frequency and 
percentage information was calculated from this. Due to the relatively small number 
of responses, no further calculations were considered statistically appropriate. 
Qualitative statements, recorded verbatim during data collection, were typed into the 
database.
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Results
Details of the number of referrals received by the team are summarised in Table 1 
below.
Table 1: Summary of number of referrals
Week of project 
(June 2007)
New referrals 
received in Sector 
meetings in June
Number of clients 
seen in Screening*
1 6 0
2 II 3
3 6 4
4 7 5
5 11 3
Total: 41 15
Grand Total: 56
* Screening appointments would have been allocated to clients referred prior to June, 
but seen in Screening during this month and therefore included in the data. This 
explains why the numbers in each column do not seem to agree.
Table 2 below indicates the number of referrals accepted by the team, and those that 
were offered a TT. In total, 60% of clients accepted by the team were offered a TT.
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Table 2: Number of clients accepted and offered TTs
Week of project 
(June 2007)
Referrals accepted by 
team
Number of clients 
offered TT (%)
1 11 7
2 0 0
3 8 5
4 2 1
5 4 2
Total: 25 15 (60)
Table 3 below describes the demographic information of all the clients referred to the 
team in June.
Table 3: Summary of demographic information
Ethnicity N (%)
Total
Male / Female (%)
Average age of 
clients (range)
White British 21 (84) - -
White Irish 2(8) Male: 6 (24) -
Mixed 1(4) Female: 18 (72) -
N/A 1(4) N/A: 1 (4) -
Total: 25 25 34 (17-62)
Chart 1 below indicates the TTs that were offered by the team during the project (note 
that often TTs were combined, see raw data in Appendix 3 for precise details). 
Counselling and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) were the most frequently 
offered TTs during June 2007.
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Chart 1:
TTs offered by the Team in June 2007
0  Counselling 8 
0  Do not know 2
□ CBT 4
□ Anxiety management 2 
m Skills 1
□ SPT group 2
m Mood monitoring 1
□ CM HT group 2
(SPT: Specialist Psychological Therapies)
Of the 15 clients that were offered a TT, 11 (73%) would have been offered something 
different given unlimited, ideal resources. Graph 1 below depicts the range of issues 
staff highlighted as preventing them from being able to offer an ideal service to the 
clients that were offered a TT.
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Graph 1:
Participants' reasons for not being able to offer ideal treatment
10 -r
1
Reason categories
H Not enough staff with adequate 
training
m Not enough specialist staff
□ Not enough time
□ Not enough resources
m Not enough training 
opportunities
□ Not enough supervision 
m Other
From this graph it is clear that participants perceived a lack of specialist staff as the 
main reason preventing them from being able to offer an ideal service. In preventing 
ideal treatment, for nine out of the 11 clients, staff identified a lack of specialist staff 
as a barrier to ideal intervention. Four out of 11 identified there being a lack of staff 
with adequate training, and four out of 11 identified a lack of time as preventing ideal 
treatment. Three participants identified a lack of training and two identified a lack of 
supervision as preventing ideal intervention. (Note that participants were allowed to 
select more than one option).
Table 2 indicates what staff would have offered clients the following options if they 
had unlimited, ideal resources:
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What staff would have offered given ideal, unlimited resources
1  Psychology or other specialist service 
E  More time or more sessions
1
Service
Of the clients who were not offered a TT, participants gave the following reasons:
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Table 4: Participants' reasons for not offering a TT
Referral reason Profession TT offer undecided
TT not 
offered Reason
Depression & 
Anxiety CPN
y
Well at time of 
assessment, offered self- 
help information
Korsakoff s 
syndrome SW
y Needs residential 
placement
Depression & 
Anger sw y
Art psychotherapy 
referral
Bereavement SW y Already received recommended treatment
Domestic
violence sw y
No MH issue, redirected 
to support group at 
Hospital
Depression & 
OCD sw y Need to assess further
Suicidal & recent 
suicide attempt CPN y N/A
Loss/
bereavement CPN
y Still assessing/ client 
unsure of need for TT
Depression CPN y Further assessment with SW & psychiatrist
Anxiety & mild 
learning disability CPN
y Further assessment 
needed
The above table shows that of the clients not offered a TT, they were either unsuitable 
to receive such an intervention and/ or had been referred on for other treatment. For 
those clients whose treatment had not yet been decided, the reasons staff gave were all 
related to the need for further assessment. From the information in Table 4, only the 
first client would have been offered a different service given ideal, unlimited 
resources. The service offered would have been ‘individual work looking at relapse 
prevention and triggers, not to offer a TT only when the client is unwell’. The 
participant selected the ‘not enough staff with adequate/relevant training’ as an 
explanation for why this could not be offered.
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Of the 15 clients offered a TT, 13 (87%) were thought to have fully understood what 
had been offered. One participant thought the client partially understood and one did 
not know if the client had understood.
Discussion
The results of this project will be discussed in relation to the aims of the research (see 
Aims above).
The data that the project aimed to capture appeared to be accurately and concisely 
recorded by the use of the Record Form. By personally engaging in the process of data 
collection rather than leaving the participants to complete the forms alone, more 
accurate information was gathered as clarification of anything could be dealt with 
immediately.
The main aim of the project was to identify any unmet need in the provision of TTs 
within the CMHT. The data clearly indicate a discrepancy between what staff felt able 
to offer, and what they would have offered given ideal, unlimited resources. The 
barriers that staff identified in this process were a lack of specialist staff within the 
team (which, from the data, we can understand to mean Psychologists and other 
specialist staff), not enough staff with adequate training, too little time, too few 
training opportunities and not enough supervision. No other reasons were identified.
This is an important finding given the emphasis from the government on TTs for a 
variety of mental health difficulties (see Introduction). It appears that staff are all too 
aware of the discrepancy between what they are able to offer in reality, and what they 
should be offering to their clients. The lack of availability of specialist staff was 
identified as a central barrier to being able to offer ideal treatment, and this is 
something that will need to be addressed by the local services, in particular by
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Specialist Psychological Therapies and the team’s Psychologists. The lack of 
adequately trained staff within the team and the lack of training opportunities are also 
indicated as topics for discussion by Psychology locally, especially given 
Psychologists’ roles as teachers, consultants, supervisors and trainers as specified in 
their contracts.
Additionally, the service would benefit from considering the impact of Psychologists 
moving away from direct TTs to a consultation model, particularly in terms of the 
impact this may be having on clients and the team in terms of unmet needs.
One unexpected observation made during this project was the frequency with which 
CMHT staff referred to the use of counselling in their clinical work, as this is not 
officially something offered by the service. It would be useful for the team to reflect 
together on the frequent use of counselling, what it means to staff and clients, and 
what the evidence base is for offering it in a service which is already struggling to 
offer ideal interventions due to lack of time in some cases.
Interestingly, staff that offered a TT felt that 84% of their clients fully understood 
what was being offered to them. This contrasts with Lutte’s findings in 2006, which 
indicated a widespread lack of understanding among clients in terms of what TT they 
had been offered and why. Perhaps this is linked to the frequent use of the relatively 
ambiguous label o f ‘counselling’.
It was also interesting to note the preponderance of services offered to clients of White 
British origin in comparison to those from Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) groups, 
particularly given high ethnically diverse population of the CMHT’s area relative to 
the rest of the county and country’s average statistics
fhttn://\\^w.westsussex.2ov.uk/CS/committee/AS/asl80406i5annl.pdf 2006). It is
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unclear why people from BME groups are not represented in the data, and it is 
suggested that this finding be discussed further within the team.
Summary of recommendations
1. For the local Psychological Service to meet with the CMHT Sector and discuss 
the findings of this project with a view to resolving some of the issues around 
unmet need in TT provision
2. For the CMHT to meet and discuss the use of, meaning and evidence-base of 
counselling as frequently used intervention
3. For managers to consider ways of integrating increased training opportunities 
into the team
4. For the team to think together about the discrepancy in the findings of this 
investigation and that of Lutte’s (2006), which indicate a discrepancy in staffs 
perceptions of clients’ understandings of treatment, and what clients actually 
understand. This is particularly relevant to the use of the term ‘counselling’.
5. For the local Psychological Services and the CMHT Sector to consider the 
impact of adopting a consultation mode of working for Psychologists in favour 
of individual therapy in terms of the impact upon the team, clients and its 
relation to unmet needs in TT provision.
6. For the Team to discuss possible reasons for the lack of BME groups in the 
data, whether this is a normal trend, and if so, possible plans to address the 
discrepancy.
Limitations
There were several limitations to this project, which need to be considered when 
interpreting the data and for any future replications.
1. Arranging meetings with individual staff members did not always work out as 
planned, due to unpredicted changes in appointments.
2. Several staff appeared to feel their work was being judged personally. Despite 
several attempts to clarify the purposes of the project, there seemed to be an
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underlying suspicion of the project’s and researcher’s intentions. It is 
acknowledged that in any service evaluation, staff may always feel their work 
is being personally scrutinised.
3. The project was conducted over one calendar month, and may therefore not be 
an accurate representation of the CMHT Sector’s referral and TT provision 
activity.
4. Additionally, the Team Psychologist and Psychiatrist were both unexpectedly 
on leave during the period of data collection, so no record of their activity was 
included. It is known, however, the Psychologist would not have accepted 
more than one referral during this time.
Feedback to Service
A formal presentation of the findings of this project has been scheduled for 
05/09/2007.
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Confirmation letter indicating that SRRP results were fed back to the service:
' " ’ ' PArtnAMhin
Ciswley CMHT 
Longley House 
IntémàÜohal Drivé 
Southgate Avenue 
Crawley 
West Sussex 
RH10 6AÜ
To whom it may concern.
Rc; Megan Earl-Cray SRRP
Thk is to œnSnh that Megan Earl-Gmy has presented tier SRRP on immét need 6 r  Talking 
Tlieiapies to the CMHT in wWch slie Oondnctcd the project.
She also fed back the results to the psychology departmental meeting.
Yours fahhihily.
/
Dr Katherine Pfeedy 
Chartered Clinical Psychologist
Chain John Bacon C6 Chief Executive; Usa Rodrigues
Working in partnership with Brighton & Move City Council, East Sussex County Council and W est Sussex County Council
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Qualitative research project abstract:
How do Clinical and Counselling Psychology Trainees 
construct racism following the events of Celebrity Big
Brother 7?
Year 1
May 2007
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Abstract:
Concerns regarding racism on the seventh series of Celebrity Big Brother (CBB7) 
were highlighted by media when several of the housemates’ comments were 
interpreted as being racist. Racism has long been of interest to researchers interested 
in social behaviour. The present study used a focus group and semi-structured 
interview with eight self-selected clinical and counselling trainees on professional 
post-graduate training. It aimed to explore their interpretations of the issues raised in 
the media following CBB7 and how they shaped their construction of the concept of 
racism in light of this. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was used to 
analyse the data. Six main themes emerged: expressions, causes, emotional reactions, 
British identity, fear of perception and confusion. The main analysis focussed on the 
themes ‘expressions’ and ‘causes’ of racism. Trainees perceived racism as expressed 
and communicated in a variety ways, by individuals and the media. Media portrayals 
of racism were considered narrower, with a failure to address wider issues within 
society, e.g.: institutional racism. Participants considered boundaries, social change, 
negative assumptions and ignorance as important in causing racism. Participants also 
considered racist views as no longer socially acceptable, and described ignorance as 
an important determinant of racism. Limitations such as the use of focus group 
interviews and the loss of personal experience were discussed. Clinical implications of 
the research included the importance of remaining mindful of ignorance in relation to 
racism when formulating with service users, whilst maintaining an awareness of the 
broader manifestations of racism, such as within institutions.
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Research log checklist
Formulating and testing hypotheses and research questions y
Carrying out a structured literature search using information 
technology and literature search tools
y
Critically reviewing relevant literature and evaluating research 
methods
y
Formulating specific research questions y
Writing brief research proposals y
Writing detailed research proposals/protocols y
Considering issues related to ethical practice in research, 
including issues of diversity, and structuring plans accordingly
y
Obtaining approval from a research ethics committee y
Obtaining appropriate supervision for research y
Obtaining appropriate collaboration for research y
Collecting data from research participants y
Choosing appropriate design for research questions y
Writing patient information and consent forms y
Devising and administering questionnaires y
Negotiating access to study participants in applied NHS settings y
Setting up a data file y
Conducting statistical data analysis using SPSS y
Choosing appropriate statistical analyses y
Preparing quantitative data for analysis y
Choosing appropriate quantitative data analysis y
Summarising results in figures and tables y
Conducting semi-structured interviews y
Transcribing and analysing interview data using qualitative 
methods
y
Choosing appropriate qualitative analyses y
Interpreting results from quantitative and qualitative data 
analysis
y
Presenting research findings in a variety of contexts y
Producing a written report on a research project y
Defending own research decisions and analyses y
Submitting research reports for publication in peer-reviewed 
journals or edited book Post viva
Applying research findings to clinical practice y
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Overview of Clinical Placements
Adult Mental Health Placement
Setting: Community Mental Health Team (CMHT)
Type of work: Assessments, individual and group therapy primarily using Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (CBT). I co-facilitated a Mind Over Mood Group. I received 
specialist Systemic supervision for one client with whom I used Narrative Therapy. I 
used psychometric and neuropsychological assessment tools to assess people 
alongside clinical interviews.
Range of clients: I assessed and worked with clients with diagnoses of: Anorexia 
Nervosa, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD), Obsessive Personality Disorder, Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Depression, 
memory problems, difficulties relating to adapting to life transitions and suicidal 
ideation.
Service development: I conducted a service related research project assessing staff 
perceptions of unmet need for the local provision of talking therapies and presented 
the findings in a Psychology Department meeting.
Courses, training and meetings: I attended a CPD event on Motivational 
Interviewing. I met with various local therapists and professionals to discuss their 
roles and approaches, including other psychologists and local non-statutory service 
providers. I regularly attended monthly team meetings, psychology meetings, and 
attended a sector meeting.
Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Setting: Tier 3 Child and Adolescent Mental Health Team (CAMHS)
Type of work: Assessments with children to aid diagnosis of neuro-developmental 
disorders using neuropsychological tests, observations, clinical interviews and 
developmental histories. I worked therapeutically with children, their families and 
schools using predominantly CBT and systemic practices.
Range of clients: I worked with a range of children from 4-17 years with diagnoses 
including: OCD, depression, dental, needle and dog phobias, eating disorders, self- 
harm and suicidal ideation, school refusal, victims of bullying. Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), PTSD, Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASD), 
developmental delay, selective mutism, Kawasaki Syndrome and encopresis.
Service development: I created and delivered a presentation to staff about the 
psychological treatment of PTSD in children.
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Courses, training and meetings: Regular attendance at psychology and team referral 
and business meetings. Visited the local Autistic Society evening support group, local 
social services family centre. Observed a paediatrician in her clinic.
People with Learning Disabilities
Setting: Community Team for People with Learning Disabilities (CTPLD)
Type of work: I worked in one-to-one therapy with clients and participated in family 
therapy sessions. I co-facilitated the planning and implementation of the Feeling Good 
Group, based on Positive Psychology principles. I co-worked with a range of 
professionals including Speech and Language Therapists, Social Workers and 
Occupational Therapists.
Range of clients: I assessed and worked therapeutically with a range of clients 
presenting with mild through to severe learning disabilities, including non-verbal 
clients. I used CBT, Narrative Therapy, Family Therapy, Intensive Interaction, and 
was consulted by staff in a shared home. Diagnoses and difficulties included: cerebral 
palsy, adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD), history of sexual abuse, psychosis, relationship 
issues, anxiety, challenging behaviour, aggression, anger, victims of bullying, people 
with mobility issues and physical disabilities, and the birth of a baby.
Service development: I co-facilitated a focus group with clients about how to gain 
feedback from them. I co-facilitated the design and delivery of training for care home 
staff in the methods of Intensive Interaction.
Courses, training and meetings: Attended two CPD events: Trauma and the Brain, 
and systemic training about the use of family therapy with people with intellectual 
disabilities. I attended presentations by people providing relevant local services 
including the Positive Behavioural Support Team and various other local 
organisations. I met with a wide range of professionals to discuss their roles, and 
visited many local services such as day centres.
Older Adult Mental Health
Setting: Functional in-patient ward for older adults. Older Peoples’ Community 
Mental Health Team
At the time of writing this placement was still ongoing.
Advanced Competencies
Setting: Early Intervention for Psychosis Service (EIS)
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Type of work: I worked closely alongside other members of the team, conducting 
many joint interventions. I carried out psychometric assessments, including use of 
specific psychosis measures and neuropsychological assessments. In individual work I 
used CBT alongside motivational interviewing techniques.
Range of clients: I worked therapeutically with people diagnosed with, or at risk of 
developing, psychotic disorders, alongside diagnoses of depression, social anxiety, 
personality disorders, ASD, self-harm, dysthymia, panic disorder, family difficulties, 
histories of abuse and neglect, homelessness, victims of bullying, alcoholism, 
substance misuse and traumatic brain injury.
Service development: I analysed data collected fi"om referral pathway monitoring, 
and amended the database to make it more use-friendly. I conducted a focus group to 
gain feedback about the local Early Intervention training module, analysed the 
qualitative data, wrote a detailed report and fed it back to the course organiser. This 
information was used to secure funding for future courses.
Courses, training and meetings: Regular attendance at daily ‘zoning’ meetings with 
team; monthly business meetings; met with every team member individually to 
discuss role; met with a wide range of local service providers to discuss role and 
promote EIS; visits and observations with various professionals and other linked 
services, e.g. psychiatrists, inpatient unit, substance misuse service, crisis and home 
treatment team.
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Adult Mental Health Case Report 1 Summary:
A cognitive-behavioural intervention with man in his early 
forties presenting with chronic post-traumatic stress
disorder
Year 1
August 2007
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This case report describes a cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) intervention with 
Peter, a White British man in his early forties, who presented with post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD) after discovering a murder victim and staying alone with the 
body for a period of time. He had a history of childhood neglect, alcoholism, 
impulsivity, attempted suicide and self-harm. He was unemployed, suffering with 
extreme generalised anxiety, panic and agoraphobia, and was socially isolated. 
Assessment took place over five short sessions due to repeated lateness. Following 
this, we engaged in therapy focusing on exposure work in order to help him overcome 
his highly distressing flashbacks and avoidance symptoms. After completing one 
exposure session, it was apparent that Peter’s extreme emotional detachment would be 
problematic in such work, so I made a referral to a more experienced trauma 
Psychologist, and concentrated on engagement and anxiety management with him. We 
focused on increasing his repertoire of anxiety management techniques, created a 
graded exposure hierarchy in which he began to challenge the agoraphobia, and 
continued to work on developing a strong therapeutic relationship. By the end of 
therapy, scores on measures of anxiety had reduced significantly, and Peter reported 
increased confidence in coping in various situations. Specific points for reflection 
included the challenges involved in conducting a short-term intervention with 
someone with such a complex history of trauma and deprivation; lack of support fi*om 
the Community Mental Health Team in which I was working; and the challenges of 
engaging Peter when he was so ambivalent about therapy.
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Adult Mental Health Case Report 2 Summary:
A cognitive-behavioural intervention with woman in her late 
thirties presenting with anxiety and depression
Year 1
September 2007
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This case report describes a cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) intervention with 
Sarah, a woman in her later thirties who presented with frequent excessive worrying 
and low mood. She met diagnostic criteria for mild generalised anxiety disorder 
(GAD) and depression. She described a reduced libido, reduced sociability, 
tearfrilness, and physical symptoms of anxiety such as excessive perspiration. 
Although describing her childhood as ‘uneventful and normal’, she witnessed regular 
parental conflict and felt ‘frightened’ of her step-father. Following initial assessment 
using clinical interview and various relevant mood measures, we created a formulation 
and treatment plan which focused on identifying and challenging negative thinking 
and behaviour patterns. As therapy progressed, it emerged that Sarah felt strongly that 
much of her seemingly normal behaviour was abnormal. Thus, much of my 
intervention focused on helping her to correct assumptions she made about herself in 
comparison to others; primarily this was achieved through a series of behavioural 
experiments which engaged her in reality-testing conversations with people about 
their experiences. Additionally, we identified an intolerance of uncertainty as fuelling 
her excessive worry, and sought to ameliorate this again through encouraging Sarah to 
survey friends and family and thus normalise her experiences. Towards the end of 
therapy, Sarah began to make connections between her perceived sense of herself as 
odd or different as stemming from childhood experiences. Subjectively, Sarah 
reported many positive outcomes from therapy, particularly in her increased openness 
in talking to others rather than making assumptions. Depression scale scores fell from 
‘severe’ to ‘normal’ by the end.
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Child and Adolescent Mental Health Case Report 3
Summary:
Psychometric assessment of a junior school-age girl 
presenting with behavioural difficulties and suspected social
communication issues
Year 2
March 2009
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This case report describes a school-age girl called Amy, who was referred to CAMHS 
via her GP. He described behavioural difficulties which had worsened over recent 
months. During assessment, it became clear that some of Amy’s difficulties had a 
lengthy history. Some of the problems described seemed to fit with an Asperger’s 
Syndrome (AS) diagnosis, and other difficulties raised the possibility of Attention 
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Psychometric assessment seemed 
appropriate, and Amy was invited to two assessment sessions during which the 
Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children -  Fourth Edition (WISC-IV) and Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Protocol were administered. Questionnaire measures were 
completed by parents and teacher, including the Australian Scale for Asperger 
Syndrome (ASAS), Conners’ Rating Scales -  Revised (CRS-R), Behaviour Rating 
Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF), Child’s Rutter Behaviour Scale (CRBS) 
the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) and a School Report. Results fi*om 
these investigations revealed mild difficulties with social communication (SC), 
insufficient to warrant a diagnosis. ADHD measures did not reveal a clear pattern. 
Parent and teacher questionnaires differed greatly, either indicating different 
behaviour across settings, or overly negative parental ratings. Amy performed well on 
the WISC-IV subtests, showing particular strengths with Working Memory, and a 
relative weakness with Processing Speed. The BRIEF highlighted possible difficulties 
in shifting cognitive set. Results and relevant recommendations were fed back to 
parents and school, emphasising Amy’s strengths. Reflections include my hesitancy in 
employing psychometrics, the role of empathy in the relationship with Amy, and the 
parents’ desire for a diagnostic label.
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Advanced Competencies Placement Case Report 4
Summary:
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy with a Middle- 
Eastern/British man in his early twenties presenting with 
social anxiety and paranoia
Year 3
April 2010
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Alex was a young Middle-Eastern/British man in his early twenties, referred to the 
Early Intervention Service (EIS) which assesses, treats and supports people 
experiencing, or at risk of experiencing, a first episode of psychosis (FEP). His GP 
initially referred him to the Community Mental Health Team (CMHT) with social 
anxiety and possible paranoia; the referral was passed immediately to the EIS. Initial 
assessments by the team did not reach a diagnostic conclusion. Alex was referred for 
psychological therapy to help manage his low self-esteem and social anxiety, and also 
to help clarify a possible diagnosis. Three assessments sessions and ten Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) sessions were completed with Alex, during which several 
central themes emerged: social anxiety, perfectionism, and probable auditory 
hallucinations. Alex mastered identification of negative automatic thoughts by mid­
therapy, and by the end was able to rationalise anxious thinking more easily. In­
session formulations helped Alex to connect with the CBT model and apply learning 
to new situations. Outcome measures did not vary greatly over the therapy, but Alex 
reported significant personal changes, e.g. seeking a job and planning a holiday with 
friends, as well as describing his experience of therapy as a very helpful process. Alex 
was accepted on to EIS caseload due to his experiences being indicative of prodromal 
psychosis. The critique discusses retrospectively identified shortcomings, personal 
reflections, and learning applicable to future work.
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People with Learning Disabilities Oral Case Presentation:
An exploration of issues surrounding therapeutic boundaries 
with a young man with anger, attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) and a moderate learning disability
Year 3
September 2010
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This case report presentation discusses issues surrounding the negotiation of 
therapeutic boundaries during nine sessions of Narrative Therapy (White & Epston, 
1990) with a young man in his early twenties, diagnosed with a moderate learning 
disability and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). The boundary issues 
discussed centre around the difficulties in revealing personal information, questions 
around client honesty, and some other testing in-session situations. Further discussion 
of the importance of boundaries is discussed in the context of the group home in 
which the client was living. These issues were highlighted during a single consultation 
session which 1 ran with staff at the client’s home.
It is a segment from this staff session that is discussed as an example of my 
development as a trainee thus far. The audio clip (which cannot be shared due to 
restrictions imposed by the NHS Trust in which the work was undertaken) highlights 
several elements of my development, including the ability to share my understanding 
of boundaries with care staff not familiar with many psychological terms. In addition, 
this segment highlights the increase in my confidence in acting in a consultant role.
Some background information about my development as a Trainee Clinical 
Psychologist is outlined briefly, focusing primarily on my progression from an 
anxious first year student, feeling as though I needed to be certain of everything, and 
suffering from Impostor Syndrome (Glance & Imes, 1978), to being more accepting of 
diversity and uncertainty within myself and the field of psychology as a whole at the 
beginning of my third year.
My development is described in the context of the presented case, as the case clearly 
illustrates the development of my understanding of boundaries since the first year. An 
acceptance of a certain amount of not knowing has become a key feature of my 
learning, and this holds true for my understanding of boundaries also. In order to fully 
explain my progression, I briefly touch on previous cases where boundaries were not 
negotiated so thoughtfully, and the consequences of this.
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At a more personal level, I reflect on the impact of motherhood on my understanding 
of certain psychological theories, for example, Winnicott’s (1960) concept of the 
‘good enough mother’ and the concept of mentalization, for example, Fonagy and 
Gyorgy (2004). Becoming a mother has also enriched my empathie abilities, and this 
is discussed in the context of the presented case, giving examples of struggling to 
abate protective, mothering feelings and knowing where those feelings began, and 
professional concern ended.
1 also briefly outline how my experience of personal psychoanalytic psychotherapy 
has enhanced my understanding of therapeutic boundaries from a very personal 
perspective.
Overall, the presentation discusses my development through the experiences of one 
particular case, but draws on many wider experiences both from training and my 
personal life.
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Adult Mental Health Essay
How can we use psychological theory to explain “worry” and 
how may we approach the treatment of dysfunctional
worry?
Discuss with reference to the evidence base of the theory(ies)
you present.
December 2006
Year 1
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Introduction
Worry is a universal psychological activity, something we are all familiar with. I have 
chosen to write an essay on this topic primarily in order to deepen my understanding 
of worry and increase my knowledge of therapeutic techniques relevant to clinical 
practice. Throughout this essay I aim to: briefly describe worry in both its functional 
and dysfimctional'^ forms and discuss pathological worry from the viewpoint of two 
theories: Cognitive Avoidance Theory (CAT) and Intolerance of Uncertainty (lU). 
From these I will discuss some ideas for approaching the treatment of pathological 
worry within the traditional cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) model, and make 
connections to other branches of thought and practice, such as Mindfulness and 
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy. I felt attracted to CAT as it draws many 
disparate lines of psychological research into a coherent whole. lU is a theory which 
immediately caught my attention as being intuitive and fitting with my own 
experiences of worry, both clinically and personally. I had to rein in my ambition to 
cover every theory of worry, and so settled on these two. I will, however, include 
relevant components of other theories of worry throughout the essay as appropriate. I 
specifically chose not to discuss Wells’ Meta-Cognitive Theory of worry because in 
my opinion it is often covered in great depth at the expense of other, equally valid 
theories, particularly in the British literature (e.g. Wells, in Carr & McNulty, 2006; 
Wells, 1997).
As dysfunctional worry is more frequently referred to in the literature as pathological 
worry, I will adopt this latter term throughout the essay.
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What is Worry?
Worry and dysfunctional worry
Worry is an everyday word, used often. This implies that it is a common human 
experience, familiar to many. So what is it that happens to turn something so ‘normal’ 
into something pathological, something requiring treatment? Before such a question is 
answered, a clear definition of worry is necessary:
‘Worry is a chain of thoughts and images, negatively affect-laden and 
relatively uncontrollable; it represents an attempt to engage in mental 
problem-solving on an issue whose outcome is uncertain but contains 
the possibility of one or more negative outcomes; consequently, worry 
relates closely to the fear process.’
(Borkovec et al. 1983, in Davey & Wells, 2006)
This definition indicates several things, one of which is that worry is adaptive: it is a 
method of engaging in problem-solving. Davey (1994) suggests that worry may 
indeed be ‘thwarted’ problem-solving. Attempts to find a solution by worrying will be 
doomed to failure if the problem is unrealistic and therefore unlikely to change. If a 
problem is out of reach it never seems to get resolved, so all we can do is worry.
If we consider worry to be on a continuum, the pathological worrying end would 
consist of intrusive, persistent thoughts that result in a distressing mood state, 
accompanied by anxiety (Davey, 1994). At the other end of the scale, we would find 
worrying resulting in some productive outcome, such as creating a solution or 
preparing oneself successfully for a difficult event. So, one ftmdamental difference 
between pathological and non-pathological worry appears to stem from its 
controllability and the level of distress it causes, and how much it impinges on a 
person’s ability to cope with every day life.
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Tallis et al. ’s (1994) study indicated that the content of worry in a non-pathological 
population tended to focus on every-day problems, with more distressing worries 
focusing on less controllable events such as accidents. They also note that worry is 
routine and time-limited in this group, with participants worrying daily and up to a 
maximum of 30 minutes each time. While this study is of great interest, it has not been 
supported by further empirical evidence. Research in the area of worry has tended to 
focus on generalised anxiety disorder (GAD) and used non-anxious participants as 
controls, evading data that would increase our understanding of what ‘normal’ worry 
is (Davey, 1994).
Worry is central to the diagnosis of GAD in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM) IV (1994). The majority of research into worry has focused 
on this disorder, which leads me to concentrate on GAD as the form of pathological 
worry for this essay. Borkovec (2006) describes the central thought process in GAD to 
be this:
‘ “The world is potentially dangerous and 1 may not be able to cope 
with whatever comes from the future, so 1 must anticipate all bad 
things that might happen so 1 can avoid them or prepare for them.” ’
Worry as it appears in GAD is not triggered by specific stimuli. As its name implies, 
GAD affects many areas of the sufferer’s life. The main symptoms of GAD in the 
DSM lY (1994) are: restlessness or feeling on edge, difficulty concentrating, feeling 
easily fatigued, sleep disturbance, irritability and muscle tension, and apprehensive 
expectation.
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As with anxiety, worry can be thought of as dysfunctional or pathological when it 
occurs in the absence of any real threat or danger. Worry then seems to become the 
cause of suffering, rather than the consequence of a perceived threat.
Separating worry from anxiety
When starting to prepare for this essay I realised I was unaware of the difference 
between worry and anxiety, having always used the terms interchangeably. I soon 
learnt that the construct of worry was first separated from anxiety during test anxiety 
studies conducted in the early 1980s (e.g. Deffenbacher, 1980, in Borkovec et al.,
2004). This separation was primarily made by differentiating anxiety as a 
physiological and emotional state, and worry as primarily a negative self-evaluative 
style of thinking. Worry is thus thought to be primarily a ‘verbal-linguistic’ activity -  
internally talking to oneself (Borkovec et a l, 2004). This distinction of worry from 
anxiety was not immediately accepted by all. In fact, O’Neill (1985) resisted the 
notion of worry as separate from anxiety, arguing that it was merely the cognitive 
component of anxiety. In some sense this is true, yet work in this area over the past 20 
years shows that worry is now fully accepted as a distinct construct from anxiety. So, 
it is reasonable to suggest that worry can occur without anxiety and vice versa, 
although reality is not so clear cut: worry and anxiety are highly correlated, so while 
they can occur separately, they typically occur together. Research indicates that worry 
is common across many psychological disorders, with GAD often considered to be the 
foundation of all of the anxiety disorders (e.g. Borkovec, 1994).
A significant differentiation between worry and anxiety can be made in terms of their 
physical symptoms. While anxiety commonly manifests in many different physical 
ways such as palpitations, sweating, nausea and dizziness, there are no immediate 
physical consequences to worry other than increased muscle tension. Borkovec (1994) 
has likened this state to the ‘freezing’ seen in animals when there is no option to ‘fight 
or flight’. The repetitive nature of worry tallies well with this explanation: if your 
worry eognitions do not provide solutions, you are likely to feel there is no escape.
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Thoughts versus images
Research has indicated the predominance of thought or ‘verbal-linguistic’ activity in 
worry. For example, Borkovec and Inz (1990) showed that during relaxation, GAD 
clients reported equal amounts of thought and imagery while controls reported a 
predominance of imagery. When engaging in worry, both groups reported a 
predominance of thought above imagery. This initial study, despite its methodological 
flaws (e.g. the relaxation condition was always before worry condition, resulting in 
possible order effects) has been supported by further empirical evidence. Freeston et 
al (1996) split a non-clinical sample into excessive and ordinary worry groups 
according to answers on a GAD questionnaire. High worriers reported significantly 
more thoughts versus images than ordinary worriers. These studies suggest that worry 
is primarily experienced as internal verbal commentary rather than internal images. 
This differentiates worry from anxiety and thought processes in other conditions, such 
as obsessive-compulsive disorder, where thought tends to be image-based.
Cognitive Avoidance Theory
Cognitive Avoidance Theory (CAT) proposes that worry is a cognitive activity 
developed to avoid distressing stimuli in various forms -  physical, emotional and 
potential future events. For the purposes of this essay I will focus on avoidance as a 
tool for distancing oneself from distressing stimuli, and avoidance as negative 
reinforcement of worry. I will discuss these elements of CAT in terms of what they 
tell us about worry in the context of GAD, and how we ean use this knowledge to 
approach the treatment of this disorder.
Thought as abstraction
Imagery is associated with greater physiological arousal and therefore perceived 
anxiety. Imagery can change physiology through efferent action: by imagining 
something, one can elicit physical reactions, as if the imagined event were actually
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occurring. Thought alone does not have this effect (Borkovec, 2006). Tucker and 
Newman (1981, in Stober & Borkovec, 2002) state that people use verbalisation as a 
means of emotional distancing and abstraction from emotionally disturbing material. 
So, people are able to engage in worry as a means of avoiding the physiological 
arousal that accompanies anxiety. Since anxious physiological arousal is often 
distressing, it seems logical that people might want to avoid it. Foa and Kozak’s 
(1986) theory states that full emotional processing can only occur when all cognitive 
components of anxiety are accessed -  linguistic and image-based. If this is the case, 
then cognitive avoidance of one ‘channel’ of response (here, the emotional, imagery- 
based channel) may lead to incomplete emotional processing. For example, cognitive 
avoidance may interfere with the assimilation of disconfirming evidence by 
suppressing physiological activity and accompanying imagery, so the worry never 
gets extinguished even when the person is in an appropriate situation. For example, 
someone with GAD who worries excessively about going to parties will not 
experience a reduction of worry after repeated parties unless they fully process the 
imagery associated with their worry. This could therefore result in persistent, 
repetitive and seemingly uncontrollable worry: GAD.
Similarly, Mennin et al. (2005) observed that worrying results in reduced emotional 
processing. There is evidence supporting this idea that worry is a form of emotional 
avoidance (Behar et al, 2005). Research has also shown a relationship between high 
levels of worry and fear of anxiety. This echoes the notion that anxiety is actually 
‘fear of fear’ (Cambless & Graceley, 1989). Engaging in worry is therefore seen to be 
a way of avoiding processing extreme and unwanted emotions. It seems to me that the 
notion of cognitive avoidance is well supported and upheld from different researchers 
and clinicians working in this area.
Strategic avoidance
If thought is dominating cognition there may be fewer available resources for imaginai 
processing. Borkovec et al. (2004) make the leap to suggest that this eould be a
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motivated cognitive avoidance of imagery: if imagery (for example, imaging yourself 
being attacked) is associated with greater physiological arousal, then avoiding sueh 
cognitions creates a situation where thought topies are less concrete and thus less 
emotive. This is conscious avoidance of emotional processing of potentially 
threatening information. Such an idea sheds light on previous failures of exposure 
therapy for GAD: if the client can cognitively avoid threatening stimuli, then they will 
be unable to fully engage in the present moment and thus experience extinction of the 
fear response.
This idea of reduced concreteness in worry topics has been described in a study by 
Stober and Borkovec (2002). Pre-therapy, GAD clients’ worry topics were less 
eoncrete than controls. After successful therapy, there were no differences between 
the groups. This has important implications for the treatment of worry: concrétisation 
of worry topics may be an important element to focus on. Alternatively, concrétisation 
of worry may just be a coincidental bi-product of successful therapy, as this study 
seems to imply -  no mention is made of any specific techniques aimed at this 
particular aspect of worry.
Negative reinforcement o f worry
It has been suggested that pathological worriers convince themselves that they have 
evaded catastrophe through worrying (Borkovec et al, 2004). Due to the low 
probability of imagined worrying events actually occurring, their non-appearance is 
seen, somewhat superstitiously, as having been prevented through the act of worrying. 
Worrying is negatively reinforced by the non-occurrence of the feared event: T 
worried he would have an accident, but he didn’t. Worrying must have stopped it from 
happening.’ I can see links here between increasing the concreteness of worry, and 
breaking this cycle of negative reinforcement: given that worry topics tend to be less 
concrete in GAD and the majority of worries do not materialise, exploration of the 
actual likelihood of a feared event could lead to concrétisation of more realistic 
hypotheses, and (perhaps by proxy) a realisation that the more extreme feared events
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are very unlikely to happen. This could one approach. Perhaps just talking about 
the feared events would be enough to enable the client to look at them more rationally 
and objectively, and to reassess the probability of their occurrence.
Therapeutic applications o f CAT
Techniques based on CAT all share one common feature: approach. If any technique 
assists the client with approaching rather than avoiding life, encouraging flexibility in 
responses and thinking, then this would be used in therapy. The lack of flexibility on 
every level (physical, emotional, interpersonal) in GAD clients (Borkovec, 2005) is 
also a focus for intervention. Teaching various relaxation techniques such as 
meditation and deep breathing is thought to assist with increasing clients’ abilities to 
be more attentive in the present moment, thus creating more viable opportunities for 
adaptation and extinction of worrisome thoughts. Such techniques are implemented 
with the aim of increasing flexibility on a physical and emotional level. Self­
monitoring introduces clients to living in the present moment; this is further discussed 
in the Mindfulness section.
I have discussed the idea that preference for processing distressing information in 
thought rather than imagery could cause incomplete emotional processing, resulting in 
emotional imbalance. Suggestions for tackling this in therapy include approaches such 
as the use of imagery and elaboration of worries. Behar et al (2005) compared GAD 
and PTSD clients in worry states and trauma recall and clarified the predominance of 
thought-based activity in GAD. In contrast, they found a heightened level of imaginal- 
based processing in PTSD clients, and thus greater physiological arousal. From these 
results, they deduced that increased image-based recall of traumatic events is more 
likely to provide access to emotional structures often evaded by worrying in GAD, 
thus resulting in more complete emotional processing. Borkovec (2006) describes the 
use of imagery in conjunction with relaxation as a fundamental element of therapy for 
GAD.
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Intolerance of uncertainty
The intolerance of uncertainty (lU) theory of worry (e.g. Ladouceur et ah, 2000) 
stipulates that people engage in worry because they find the unpredictability of life 
and different situations difficult to cope with. This is thought to be a dispositional 
characteristic (Koemer & Dugas, 2006). Worry often involves concern about future 
events, rather than rumination of the past as seen in depression. lU can be 
widespread, biasing a person’s perceptions of uncertain situations and how they react 
to them behaviourally, emotionally and cognitively. This theory was first developed in 
light of the observation that there are some people who crave and thrive on 
uncertainty, who seem to be fuelled by it, and there are those that shy away from it 
and do all they can to ensure predictability. lU is well supported empirically, both in 
terms of the validity of the construct (Buhr & Dugas, 2006), its specific relationship to 
worry (Dugas et al, 1997) and its effects on information processing (Dugas et al,
2005). Many studies of lU have concentrated on non-clinieal populations, but the 
theory is also upheld in samples of GAD clients. For example, Dugas et a l (1998) 
found that lU was central to distinguishing between GAD clients and non-clinical 
participants, and further studies have even found lU to differentiate GAD clients from 
those with other anxiety disorders (Ladouceur et al, 1999).
The specificity of the lU construct in empirical investigation gives the theory strength. 
It also has the additional benefit of being intuitive: the content of my own worries 
during particularly stressful times in my life have often been related to the unknown, 
the future, and the uncertainty of life. Not knowing what is going to happen next can 
be incredibly unnerving. In contrast, 1 have also experienced the thrill of the unknown, 
of desiring surprise and uncertainty, and at times sought out situations where 
uncertainty was guaranteed. So, this theory makes sense to me because it matches my 
own understanding of worry. It also illuminates experiences with some anxious clients 
1 have worked with in my clinical practice. For example, while working with earers of 
people with dementia, it was striking how their fear of the unknown future and the 
unpredictability of their loved one’s prognosis impacted upon them, resulting in
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severe anxiety and intense worry in some cases. lU seems to focus on a central aspect 
of the function of worry that I consider would be intuitive to most people.
Reflecting upon my experiences of worry also leads me to wonder about the origins of 
this type of thinking. lU theory makes no mention of developmental influences on 
such information processing biases, primarily because it does not have to: the theory 
holds up without the need for such historical information. It is more focussed on the 
immediate. Clinical interventions based upon this model are integrated into a standard 
CBT approach, with a focus on the present. This focus on the present ties in with 
approaches developed for the treatment of GAD by Borkovec et a l (2004) which are 
discussed in detail later.
Robichaud and Dugas (2006) present a therapeutic approach with lU as a central 
component. It incorporates standard therapeutic components such as psychoeducation, 
thought monitoring and challenging, plus work around coping with uncertainty. They 
give the example of people with GAD having an ‘allergy’ to uncertainty -  small 
amounts can trigger a big reaction. The central role of uncertainty in worry gives two 
alternatives for action which are discussed with the client: 1) reduce uncertainty and 
2) increase tolerance. It is the therapist’s work to help the client understand that 
uncertainty is unavoidable for everyone; attempts at reduction are destined for failure. 
Thus, therapy focuses on strategies for increasing tolerance of uncertainty. Typically, 
this involves tailored behavioural experiments which encourage the client to explore 
uncertain situations and evaluate the consequences. This evaluation of the behavioural 
experiments should encourage the adoption of more rationalised thoughts regarding 
the uncertain future that we all share, and hopefully lead to acceptance of uncertainty 
as part of life.
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Similarities between therapeutic approaches
Therapists and researchers working from both CAT and lU perspectives have both 
chosen to use CBT as the basic framework for therapy. Thus, they share some 
commonalities, such as: self-monitoring, education about worry, mood and thought 
diaries and rating scales and so on.
Both therapies also utilise rehearsal, with Borkovec (2006) focusing on rehearsal of 
coping responses. This involves inducing deep relaxation in the client, then presenting 
an image containing relevant personal and worry-specific information. The client 
signals to the therapist when they are experiencing physical anxiety, and immediately 
relaxation techniques are employed alongside cognitive shifts. These involve seeing 
the situation from multiple, more adaptive perspectives which would have been 
discussed earlier in therapy. The client signals to the therapist when their anxiety 
decreases, and then some time is spent imagining coping well in that scenario. This is 
followed by deepening relaxation, and the image is presented again and the above 
process repeated. This sequence of relaxation, imagery, anxiety and coping is repeated 
until either no anxiety is experienced, or the client is able to deal effectively with 
anxiety that does occur. Repetition is designed to increase the habit strength of the 
adaptive responses. This approach is one method of tackling the dominance of thought 
in worry: by utilising imagery, both processing ehannels are more evenly engaged, 
which should hopefully result in more complete emotional processing of the worry 
topic.
In contrast, Robichaud and Dugas (2006) focus on rehearsal of worries themselves. I 
find this technique interesting, partly because I am unsure of its usefulness. The 
therapist asks the client to describe a recurrent worry, then uses a particular 
questioning technique to elicit the underlying core fear. The client and therapist create 
an imaginary exposure scenario, and this is recorded onto a tape or disc. The client 
then listens to this recorded exposure scenario daily, rating anxiety before and after 
listening, and retrospectively rating peak anxiety during exposure. This procedure
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continues ‘until the core fear has been processed’ (p. 299, Davey & Tallis, 2006). I 
remain dubious about this method, as I wonder whether absorbing the client in their 
hypothetical, unrealistic worry might actually be reinforcing in some way -  giving the 
message that it is important and frightening, and making it more real, rather than 
actually focusing on a more realistic outcome. If the feared event is unlikely to happen 
(most pathological worry topics are vague and unrealistic) then what is the point of 
desensitising the client to it?
While both of these techniques are similar in that they involve repeated imaginai 
exposure, Borkovec et a/.’s approach combines relaxation with imaginai exposure and 
I personally think this is a better approach. It ties in with my experience of Brief 
Strategic Therapy, an approach I was introduced to at a one day work shop earlier this 
year. One of the approaches employed in this therapy is very similar: imagining a 
feared situation or traumatic memory, then imagining a very positive situation or 
memory, and combining the two to reduce the negative emotional charge of the feared 
scenario. This ‘combining’ can be achieved in a multitude of imaginative and creative 
ways, such visualisation. This new therapeutic approach is slowly starting to emerge 
into general clinical psychology practice (e.g. Church & Watts, 2004).
Differentiating between worry and anxiety can also be of use (Davey, 2006). I 
particularly warm to this idea as it is something that I was not aware of before writing 
this essay, and I think it is an important distinction to make. It highlights the 
relationship and distinction between thoughts, feelings and physical sensations, which 
is a prerequisite for successful CBT.
Evidence base for therapy
The majority of the evidence base supporting the therapeutic interventions outlined 
above come from studies looking broadly at CBT for GAD, rather than specifically at 
individual elements or techniques. It is therefore difficult to know precisely which
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techniques from such a wide selection are actually beneficial. Ladouceur et al (2000) 
assessed the outcome of a 16-session CBT intervention specifically focusing on lU, 
beliefs about worry cognitive avoidance and problem orientation for clients with 
GAD, with a delayed therapy group as controls. Using a combination of self and 
clinician ratings, they recorded clinically significant changes post-treatment and at 
both six and 12 month follow-ups. Additionally, 77% of participants did not meet 
diagnostic criteria for GAD after treatment. Other studies (e.g. Ladouceur et al, 
2004; Borkovec et al, 2002) have shown equally promising results.
Mindfulness
Since worry tends to have a future focus, techniques drawing the mind back to the 
present could be of benefit. That there are advantages to being fully aware of the 
present in life and not lost in the future or past is not a new concept. Kabat-Zinn et a l 
(1992) have been pivotal in bringing such ideas to the mainstream. They advocate 
‘mindfulness’ techniques as a method of achieving mental calmness, and as a way of 
coping with stress, anxiety and many other problems. These techniques are gradually 
being used in mainstream clinical psychology practice, for example, Segal et a l 
(2003). Mindfulness draws on elements of Eastern practices such as meditation. 
Techniques include exercises that help draw the client’s attention to the present 
moment, for example observing physical sensations, noises normally ignored and 
concentration on breathing. The client learns how to observe thoughts passing through 
the mind, and to understand that their thoughts are merely that: thoughts. It is possible 
to step back from them, to distance oneself fi*om them and not get ‘caught up’ in their 
incessant stream. These techniques are adaptable to different situations and people, 
and are something I have used when facilitating an anxiety management group with 
older adults. Feedback from this group indicated that they found the techniques simple 
and very relaxing, although more difficult to put into practise when alone. Borkovec 
(2006) outlines a similar approach for therapy, where the therapist encourages the 
client to see each moment with the least expectation or prediction as possible. This 
helps chronic worriers to move further away from their tendency to live in an
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imagined, traumatic yet unlikely future.
Acceptance and commitment therapy
It has struck me how much of the therapeutic approaches for GAD are focused on the 
notion of accepting life for what it is, without trying to predict it or out-smart it. I have 
also been struck by how worry is seen so negatively: something to be eliminated, 
something intrinsically bad. In my opinion, acceptance and commitment therapy 
(ACT) (e.g. Eifert & Forsyth, 2005) manages this aspect of treatment much better than 
the therapeutic approaches outlined above. The premise for this approach is much the 
same as CAT, and is in fact based on the idea of avoidance: ‘experiential avoidance’. 
Hayes et al (1996) suggest that many psychological disorders contain elements of 
experiential avoidance. This has obvious links to Borkovec et a/.’s CAT. Problematic 
behaviours are thought to be maintained because they provide short-term reprieve 
from troublesome or traumatic emotional events. It states that people with anxiety 
disorders are actively trying to avoid their own negatively evaluated psychological 
and emotional experiences. Primarily, this manifests itself as a ‘fear of fear’, and 
anxiety disorders result from doing all that is possible to avoid experiencing fear. ACT 
advocates that clients do not resist feelings of fear, but accept them. Instead of trying 
to make clients feel good (the focus of many therapies), ACT aims to encourage 
clients to be ‘good at feeling’ the foil emotional spectrum, with no resistance.
Symptom reduction is not the main goal, but living a fuller life is. I think this way of 
thinking about anxiety, worry and mental distress is a very positive and realistic one, 
and should be incorporated into therapy wherever possible.
Conclusions
While we deem theories that are empirically supported to be of greater value 
clinically, this may not always be the ease. Many of the papers I read for this essay 
were based on samples selected from American psychology undergraduates. How can 
we rely on the outcomes of such studies to be representative of our clients? For
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example, working with an immigrant who has fled a crumbling economy and perhaps 
experiencing pathological worry as a consequence, one might question whether they 
have the same understanding of worry as an affluent American student? It is a risk we 
take with such research that the methods are indeed tapping the fimdamentally human 
and therefore multicultural construct of worry, and not a socially defined one.
Many studies attempt to measure constructs that are essentially immeasurable. While 
this is a major problem with psychology as a science, it is generally overlooked and I 
think it is important to consider. Even if one argues that these constructs are being 
measured as best they can, they are still fundamentally constructs. We have 
constructed them. Nonetheless, it has become clear to me while reading about worry 
that the many seemingly separate, theoretical elements of this construct do connect 
and interact with each other. The very fact that such theoretical knowledge is being 
usefully implemented in therapy should be taken as evidence of their existence. I can 
see how theories of worry overlap and intermingle with each other, and I think 
eventually they will merge into a more coherent whole. Each theory seems to have 
something unique to offer, but they do not stand alone. The only thing I fear may 
prevent their eventual merging is academic pride, and the need for researchers and 
clinicians to have their name forever linked to a theory.
Throughout this essay I have discussed worry in the context of the extant literature. I 
have attempted to distinguish worry from anxiety, and also describe some of the 
features that differentiate worry from other psychological activity, for example the 
predominance of verbal-linguistic activity. I have described some of the central 
features of CAT, including strategic avoidance of internal distress, and also the 
negative-reinforcement of worry through the non-occurrence of feared events. Some 
unique applications of CAT in therapeutic practice were outlined, focusing on the 
basic premise of exchanging avoidance for approach through a variety of techniques. 
The second theory I discussed was lU, and here I outlined the research underpinning 
its emergence, as well as my personal views of this theory. A therapeutic approach 
was outlined, followed by a discussion of some similarities between both lU and
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CAT. Since the process of writing this essay sparked connections between 
Mindfulness approaches to therapy, I included a section on this, with a particular 
focus on living in the present moment and how this relates to pathological worry, 
where sufferers often live in an imaginary future. My reading of ACT highlighted 
what I saw as the very negative view of worry portrayed in much of the worry 
literature, and in response to this I discussed ACT’s approach to working towards the 
full acceptance of both negative and positive emotions. The weaknesses of research in 
this area, particularly the predominance of undergraduate-based studies, have been 
discussed also. It is a reminder that we cannot accept all research at face value, 
particularly when thinking about applying such knowledge in clinical practice.
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Introduction
Throughout this essay I will primarily discuss the role of consultation in mental health 
from the perspective of clinical psychologists (CPs) as consultants, although I do 
acknowledge that consultation is performed by other professionals and in many 
different contexts. My focus on CPs is a purely selfish one - 1 wish to learn as much 
about their roles for my own likely practice as a consultant in the future. I will discuss 
the role of consultation using examples from the literature, outline the stages often 
involved in consultation, followed by a discussion of whether CPs do enough of this 
type of work, and what might prevent them from doing more.
What is consultation?
Consultation can be described as a process of teaching and sharing specialist 
knowledge with others in order to improve their practice (Brunning & Huffington, 
1990), expand their skills, and/ or problem solve. A consultant is usually invited to 
help a consultée, the consultée being an individual, group or organisation (0vretveit et 
a/., 1992).
Types of consultation
Clinical consultation can provide advice on individual cases, as a one-off or as an 
ongoing arrangement. This can take place either in specific consultation ‘clinics’ or 
can occur less formally. Consultation may involve didactic teaching or running 
workshops. Such workshops can be used to teach anxiety management skills, therapy 
skills and so on. It can be far less formal, for example, a brief conversation during a 
tea break, or a conversation in a team meeting, designed to bring another perspective 
into the discussion. CPs may also be involved in sharing their knowledge by writing 
treatment manuals and clinical materials to be used by other members of staff. Often 
this will be combined with training in their use. Consultation might be sought by an 
organisation or system wanting to bring about specific change, and needing a fresh 
perspective in order to get things moving, or someone to manage discussions 
constructively between the professionals or clients within the system seeking change.
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Consultation can be requested to solve a specific and particular problem, or to provide 
a reflective space concentrating on process issues. Primarily, consultation is sought 
and given to bring about some change and equip the consultée with the ability to bring 
about similar change themselves in the fiiture, should they need to. Consultation can 
be offered directly to clients (e.g.: Joscelyne & Goodwin, 2005) or to other 
professionals (e.g.: Dowling & Manning, 2004). Examples of both are described 
below. Consultation can be offered internally by people working within the 
organisation, or externally, to other organisations, systems or professionals.
Family therapy consultation
Family therapy offers another form of consultation work, for example. Deys et al, 
(1989) describe collaboration between CPs and General Practitioners (GPs) in which 
the family therapist was observed by team members through a one-way screen. The 
therapist had immediate access to consultation if they requested it, with the benefit of 
such feedback being highly relevant. This approach is common practice in family 
therapy.
A similar approach to consultation in family therapy is one adopting a 
socioconstructivist perspective, a view emphasising the importance of viewing ‘the 
problem’ through a social perspective rather than the more medicalised approach of 
identifying the problem and ‘treating’ it, without considering the wider causative 
factors. A medicalised approach often only provides a short term solution, and can 
inhibit a person’s own development of effective coping mechanisms. An example of 
socioconstructivist consultation work is described by Jones, Moss and Holton (1997), 
in which the consultation is provided by two CPs, one conducting the interview with 
the client while the other CP observes. Following a break, everyone reconvenes and 
the CPs discuss the assessment in front of the client, with a focus on the social context 
of events. The idea is to introduce new interpretations and alternative narratives to the 
client, placing their current difficulties in a social and cultural context. The CPs then 
discuss local resources with the client, and how they can begin to bring about change 
themselves.
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Another similar approach is described by Partridge et al, (1995) in which a clinical 
interview is carried out in the presence of a reflecting team. The client and interviewer 
listen to the observers’ reflections following the interview, which include a description 
of the problem and the client’s own explanation of it, followed by alternative 
interpretations and descriptions of underlying themes, such as strengths and beliefs. 
The reflections are always presented in a tentative way, with no one narrative 
portrayed as more relevant than any others.
In the same paper, the authors report a dramatic reduction in their waiting list from 18 
months to three months, and also a significant reduction in the number of clients 
requesting individual therapy following consultation. This is obviously a very 
desirable outcome of any intervention, and justifies the high ratio of clinicians to 
clients in such an approach. What is not known from this study are the longer term 
outcomes.
Reflecting teams
Dowling and Manning (2004) described some interesting outcomes following the 
adoption of a reflecting team approach to consultation with an Assertive Outreach 
Team (ACT). Briefly, reflecting teams offer alternative perspectives by initially 
silently observing a clinical interview, or in this case, the interview of a staff member 
describing a clinical case. They then follow this by conversing with each other about 
what they have heard, whilst the original speakers listen. Finally, the original speakers 
comment on what they have heard. This practice usually promotes discussions to take 
new and refreshing turns, and for alternative ideas to be explored. Dowling and 
Manning describe how, once the ACT had become accustomed to this approach, they 
felt it was useful, enjoyable and interesting, allowing them to explore new ideas, and 
affirming their pre-existing expertise. They also felt it allowed them to integrate 
psychological thinking into some of their work, and also meant each team member got 
to know other clients at a deeper level -  something very useful considering the AOT
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approach. However, interesting to note were staff members who were unsure as to the 
impact in real terms on their clinical relationships, and also some doubt as to whether 
the advice given was wholly grounded in psychological theory. They also described 
the realisation of needing to be realistic about what could be gained from this type of 
consultation, and eventually saw it more as an exploration of different views of a 
problem, rather than actual problem solving.
How does consultation differ from supervision?
A consultant can be either internal or external to the system, and participation in 
consultation is voluntary, whereas supervision is usually provided internally, and is 
compulsory. The consultative relationship is a temporary and collaborative one, rather 
than ongoing and hierarchical, as in supervision. Consultation is essentially 
‘experiential and non-directive’ (Dunning & Templeton, 1982), whereas supervision 
can and often is directive and managerial in its purpose. The area of the consultant’s 
expertise may differ from that of the consultée’s, and the consultant may be invited to 
share their observations of process, relationships and models of supervision (Jones & 
Weinberg, 2006), providing more of a system overview rather than being a participant 
in the system. Supervision is provided by someone in the same or related profession 
(Orchard, 2006), whereas consultation is not, and some may argue that the fresh 
perspective sought through consultation is best served by introducing different 
professionals. It is worth noting, however, that supervisors can, and often are, called 
upon to offer non-directive discussion -  consultation - as well (Cheseldine et al,
2005).
Stages of consultation
Huffington and Brunning (1994, p.4) outline the different stages involved in a typical 
consultation process:
1. Scouting -  the consultant decides whether to enter the system
2. Entry -  a relationship is established with the client
3. Contracting -  a mutual agreement is set with clear goals and understanding of 
expectations
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4. Data gathering -  different variables within the organisation are assessed and 
measured
5. Diagnosis -  the data are interpreted, fed back and discussed
6. Planning -  interventions are identified, along with who will execute them
7. Intervention -  the planned interventions are carried out
8. Evaluation -  assessment of the outcomes of the interventions in order to decide 
whether further action is required
9. Withdrawal -  no further input from the consultant is needed, so ending 
consultation is managed, hopefully leaving the consultée with the ability to 
implement similar change themselves in the future.
Dowling (cited in Huffington and Brunning, 1994, p. 80) emphasised the importance 
of considering the ethos and beliefs of the organisation the consultant is entering in to. 
She suggests that it is important to consider the meaning of consultation within that 
organisation and the expectations of the consultée and others in the vicinity. She 
describes her work consulting within a GP practice, and how she had to consider the 
expectations not simply of the GP she would be working with directly, but also the 
practice manager and the other professionals that worked at the practice. She also 
describes being sensitive to the impact on the use of services already being offered by 
the practice’s Community Psychiatric Nurse (CPN), and whether this would pose a 
threat in terms of their work overlapping.
Other important considerations Dowling highlights are an awareness of who in the 
system will likely gain from the consultant’s presence, and who will feel as though 
they are losing out, as well as considering what exactly had been lacking that led to a 
call for consultant intervention in the first place.
The precise role of the consultant must also be clarified for all involved, not least to 
allay some of the perceived threat that may occur from others in the consultée’s 
system. For example, to whom is the consultant to be accountable to for the work?
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Who might be undertaking this role if the consultant was not there? Has the consultant 
been specifically invited in a consultative role, or is the consultation being offered less 
directly? These might all be considered at the Contracting stage outlined above, a 
stage at which it is of vital importance for the consultant to consider whether they can 
actually provide what is being asked of them.
As in supervision, boundaries are of utmost importance in the consultative 
relationship. Boundaries of time give the message of taking the work seriously, 
respecting the consultée, and of being reliable. A boundary of space, set by securing a 
specific room or area in which to conduct the consultation, sends the message of 
containment of the work and is also symbolic of the mental space required of such 
work. A designated room also sends the important message of continuity if 
consultation is to take place over several sessions (Dowling, cited in Huffington and 
Brunning, 1990, p. 81). It is vital for the consultant to consider these factors when 
entering in to a consultation contract.
Of course, not all consultancy relationships will follow the stages outlined by 
Huffington and Brunning, but I think their stages can highlight details that need to be 
considered at specific points in the consultation process.
Reasons for using consultation 
A sense of urgency among CPs
Developments in the National Health Service (NHS) over the last two decades have 
made CPs feel under threat, and increased the feeling of competition between 
professions. A series of papers published in Clinical Psychology Forum during the 
1990s characterise this surge of anxiety and drive for CPs to establish themselves in 
consultant roles (e.g.: 0vretveit et al, 1992; Brunning & Huffington, 1990; Brunning 
& Huffington, 1991). These papers described the role of consulting to other CPs and 
emphasised the need to formalise the consulting that many CPs were already doing 
(and still are) in order that it become a recognised element of CPs job descriptions.
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The emphasis was on legitimising and acknowledging a skill that many CPs were 
already perceived as having and using.
Using an expensive resource
Along with the development of talking therapies among other, notably cheaper, 
healthcare professionals, it has been logical for managers to question the cost of CPs 
in traditional talking therapy roles. Developing CPs’ responsibilities as consultants is 
an effective way of ensuring their specialised knowledge reaches more people within 
the service, staff and clients included. It is therefore cost effective. In new services 
where money has not been allocated for a CP within the team, consultation from CPs 
offers a way of ensuring a psychological perspective at little cost (e.g. Dowling & 
Manning, 2004).
Government agendas for using consultation
Layard’s (e.g.: 2006) consultation to the NHS has triggered new ideas in the provision 
of talking therapies for the masses. He suggests that, for the sake of the economy, 
many more people with anxiety and depression should have access to talking 
therapies, primarily because it is cheaper for them to have therapy than it is to pay for 
their disability benefits. He suggests that if they can overcome their difficulties, they 
will be able to get back to work and contribute to the economy again. He proposed the 
creation of around 250 treatment centres across the UK be set up, with CPs as leading 
consultants heading teams of around 20 talking therapists. He has done the maths and 
predicts the government will need to create an extra 10,000 therapists -  5000 of which 
he hopes will be CPs, the other half consisting of newly trained ‘psychological 
therapists’ drawn from other existing mental health professionals.
It is interesting to note the use of Layard as an external consultant to mental health 
services, and one hopes that his economic calculations and predictions are useful in 
the context of health service provision. I wonder how CPs and other mental health
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professionals would develop services if consulted. And I wonder how many such 
people Layard has consulted in developing this future vision.
New Ways of Working
The recent British Psychological Society (BPS) proposal for the development of the 
career path and direction of CPs (New Ways of Working, BPS, 2007) suggests that 
CPs should aim to provide a reflective space for their peers through the use of 
consultation and supervision. It does not differentiate between the two, but emphasises 
the importance of becoming a ‘consultant in the system’ -  becoming the person that 
triangulates otherwise bi-polar ‘user-worker’ system into a ‘user-worker-consultant’ 
system, thus allowing for reflective space to emerge, projections to be processed, and 
alternative perspectives to be explored. The document acknowledges the potential 
difficulty of internal consultancy when attempting to encourage reflection in one’s 
own team, and acknowledges that an external consultant might be better placed to 
offer reflective support to a team.
Reducing waiting lists
Stallard (1991) described how the consultancy role can be used as a method of 
filtering out inappropriate referrals to psychology services, therefore significantly 
reducing the amount of time spent by CPs engaging in direct clinical work, which is 
often time-consuming. Several studies support this view, two examples of which are 
described below.
Bremble and Hill (2004) describe the ‘hot potato’ phenomenon, whereby the CP 
within a team is often seen as the expert and so referrals are automatically passed to 
them regardless of their complexity. Waiting lists grow, often with clients who 
actually needed relatively little intervention stagnating in the system. Consultation is 
often viewed as a way out of this waiting list dormancy. Consultation can achieve this 
by increasing staffs sense of competency to deal with such referrals themselves. For 
example, Cheseldine, Manders & McGowan (2005) described how, after running
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regular consultation meetings for Community Learning Disability Nurses (CLDNs) 
for four months, 50 per cent of the 66 cases discussed remained under the care of the 
CLDNs which would have otherwise been referred to psychology.
Prior et al, (2003) describe a pilot project to introduce a CP-led case consultation 
service to health visitors (HVs) working with children. After a total of 42 sessions, 
they noted a slight increase in the confidence of the HVs in dealing with commonly 
encountered problems. HVs said they found the sessions helpful and had benefited 
from the advice given by all professionals present. They saw the referrals to 
psychology from the HVs decrease from 44 per cent to 14 per cent during the running 
of the project. They also noted that following the introduction of consultation, 
psychology did not receive any referrals for simple cases, which suggested that these 
were being dealt with by the HVs. It is worth noting, however, that prior to this 
project the HVs had not been receiving any formal clinical supervision. While this 
project shows some promising outcomes, this one element leads me to question the 
validity of the use of CPs as a replacement for clinical supervision. If the HVs had 
been receiving the supervision I assume they ought to have been, then perhaps the 
results of this project would have been significantly different. This also highlights the 
potential for consultation to be used as a replacement for clinical supervision, or to be 
mistaken as such.
Do clinical psychologists do enough?
How can we possibly tell? There are simply not enough published outcome studies to 
give a clear answer to this question. From my reading, it seems clear that many CPs 
are attempting to develop their services as consultants, although much of this still 
appears to be new and tentative. I have worked in mental health services since 2003, 
during which time I have encountered and worked with many CPs, only three of 
whom I am aware of working in a consultant role. So, in my limited experience, I 
would say there is room for CPs to be doing more consultation. The literature suggests 
this also, for example in the Clinical Psychology Forum articles from the early 1990s, 
the sense of urgency for CPs to ‘adapt or decay’ (e.g.: 0vretveit, Brunning & 
Huffington, 1992) implies that consultation was a new concept for CPs, and
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something they needed to get used to fast. Government drives since that time have 
emphasised the need for CPs to continue to develop their roles as consultants. I am 
guessing that there would not be so much push and drive if CPs were already doing 
enough.
Norcross et al. (2005) present data representing the professional activities of CPs from 
1973 to 2003. CPs were recorded as spending 5 per cent of their time doing 
consultation work in 1983, rising to a peak of 11 per cent in 1986, and dropping to 7 
per cent in 1995 and remaining there in 2003. In 1986, 63 per cent of CPs were 
involved in consultation work, dropping to 54 per cent in 1995 and decreasing further 
to 47 per cent in 2003. These figures are not indicative of the rise in consultation that 
one might have hoped or expected to happen, given the increased emphasis on such 
work from within and without the profession.
We also need to consider the question of how much consultation is enough 
consultation for CPs to be doing. In order to maintain relevant practical skills, I 
imagine it is important for CPs to be continually involved in at least some direct 
clinical work.
Potential problems for CPs and consultation
There are potentially several problems in CPs feeling motivated to be a consultant. For 
example, CPs may get less job satisfaction from working indirectly with clients, which 
may seem less ‘real’ to them. They may also have difficulty negotiating and managing 
being the ‘expert’ in an MDT, for example. Perhaps this shifts the power balance 
away from a sense of equality amongst team workers, with team members viewing the 
consultancy meeting as one where the CP shares their otherwise untouchable wisdom. 
CPs may also feel somewhat protective of their expertise, not wanting to share it -  
perhaps concerned that others might not make best use of the information, or 
concerned they will do themselves out of a job. Alternatively, many CPs will relish
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the opportunity to have a forum in which to share their knowledge, and in which they 
can encourage others to think outside of their usual framework. I think the reticence or 
joy taken in such a role is probably due, at least in part, to the personality of the CP 
and the dynamics within the team. Regardless of the personal impact, I think it would 
be difficult to deny the logic of working in such a way, particularly given the dearth of 
CPs, and the increasing number of other clinicians wanting to work in a more 
psychological way.
I wonder whether the ‘hot potato’ phenomenon, described by Bremble and Hill (2004) 
and outlined earlier in the essay, may be partly responsible for some diffidence among 
CPs to get involved in consultation. Is it not a privileged and safe place to be, at the 
top of the ivory tower? Are CPs in danger of giving away all their precious 
knowledge? Would they have the courage to acknowledge this feeling if they felt it? 
CPs have recently faced a challenge in justifying their roles with increases in other 
health professionals training in, and successfully practising, talking therapies. The 
government has been pushing for more talking therapies to be available at less cost 
(outlined above). The consultation role is, as I described above, a temporary 
relationship. Information, advice and support are given, precious knowledge is 
divulged, and then the need for consultation should subside -  after all, the role of the 
consultant should ultimately be to put themselves out of a job by increasing the 
consultée’s skills, confidence and effectiveness to get on with the job themselves.
Alternatively, it could thrill CPs to be in a position where they are able to give a meta­
view of a situation -  after all, to do this well, you cannot just turn up and give it a go. 
There are many fine skills involved in consultation which enable the consultation 
process to work well and be effective. Having an understanding of the 
socioconstructivist model, for example, or experience as a family therapist using 
consultation therapeutically, are not experiences and ideas that are often made 
available throughout the careers of the people seeking consultation. In my opinion,
CPs are in an advantageous position to be able to adapt to the changing climate of 
talking therapy provision in the NHS, and branch outwards and upwards, adapting
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skills and applying particular ways of thinking to new situations. This adaptation does 
not simply benefit the profession by protecting and justifying it, however. The 
outcomes described above are but a few examples of the successes of consultation. If 
we are to continue to be proud of our health service as a service run for the people by 
the people, with a sense of doing some greater good in mind, then this is clearly a 
positive way forwards, for it provides a cost-effective use of resources that improves 
service provision (quality, speed and quantity) to the service users.
Power issues
Issues around power within the NHS may also be of relevance here, as Huffington and 
Brunning (1994, p. 26-27) have described. They describe how the internal consultant 
is placed in an awkward situation by having to justify their existence by providing 
useful insights, information -  basically, effective consultation, but they must tread 
carefully. The internal consultant may be perceived as superfluous if they are overly 
cautious in their approach, or unfaithful and untrustworthy if they are too confident 
and challenging. It is a delicate act of balancing that an internal consultant must 
negotiate in order to arrive at a safe yet effective middle ground. An alternative is to 
refuse to consult if it seems too much constraint will have to be placed on the 
consultation for it to be effective. Perhaps this is simply too difficult a position for 
some CPs to consider, particularly those working within multi-disciplinary teams in 
which tensions between and among the different professionals already exists.
Huffington and Brunning (1994) also go on to describe how the issues of diversity 
among people working within the organisation -  race, gender, culture, class and 
disability -  are often seen as personal and therefore untouchable with regards to ‘safe’ 
or legitimate topics for the internal consultant to raise. They suggest how this could 
lead to internal consultants only consulting with white, middle class, male members of 
their organisation, and those with the most powerful voices (usually one and the 
same). Openly discussing inequalities might raise bigger issues beyond that of the 
original consultation issue. However, Brunning and Huffington (1994) emphasise that 
this is the real work of consultancy, and involving people from all levels of the
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problematic system being consulted about is essential. Again, there is clearly a need to 
tread carefully and with great tact, particularly in encouraging those less often heard 
within the organisation to contribute. This delicate balancing act is the skilled element 
of the consultant’s work, and while CPs training in talking therapies, their knowledge 
of systems and general value base should stand them in good stead for such a task, it 
may seem like a great leap from their usual therapeutic and supervisory roles.
This dichotomy of consultancy within mental health services as needed and essential, 
yet potentially difficult to do well, makes me wonder about training for this kind of 
work. I wonder whether the lack of formal training in this area could dissuade some 
CPs from confidently approaching the role. While I am sure training courses are 
adapting their teaching modules to reflect development of these particular skills, I 
wonder how much relevant training many long-qualified practising CPs have 
undertaken, and how easy post-doctoral training is to access. The literature I have read 
seems to imply that CPs have the skills, they simply need to adapt them to a different 
use, and develop their own consultancy skills through trial and error. I am also aware 
of a highly experienced Consultant CP local to my placement who is undertaking a 
Masters course relating to consultancy, which has made me wonder -  how much 
experience does one need to become a legitimate consultant? My impression from 
discussions with colleagues is that consultancy is something that only the very 
experienced are entitled to do. This seems to contrast with the messages portrayed in 
the literature (e.g.: BPS, Clinical Psychology Forum).
Resources
It is relevant to consider the impact that increasing consultancy work in CPs roles 
would have on the use of their time. Consultancy has been described as an effective 
use of a limited resource, but there are the potentially significant demands on the CPs 
time in terms of preparation, delivery, review and audit of consulting work. The 
review process is one of particular relevance, given the temporary nature of the 
consulting relationship. Without a clear strategy for review and audit, it could be easy 
to never really know how advice had been used.
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Liability
Cheseldine et al. (2005) raise the important point of liability -  if advice is 
misinterpreted, misapplied or simply not used, who is liable for whatever outcome that 
produces? The repetitive nature of supervision means issues and their proposed 
resolutions are usually reviewed, but not so in consultation. Perhaps the Contracting 
stage needs to include negotiation of this. After all, the consultant ought to attempt to 
maximise their learning and professional development from the consultation along 
with the consultée.
Conclusions
In conclusion, consultation is something that all CPs have the capability to do. There 
is guiding literature available, and advice from other CPs who are experienced in the 
area. While consultancy may not have been a standard element of training for all CPs, 
it is something that most CPs will be required to do at some point in their careers. Like 
any change or new development, resistance occurs and some may even try to ignore 
the fact that they should be providing a consultative service. With the introduction of 
such a service into many CPs contracts, there may be little choice in the matter. Also, 
with the proposed changes to talking therapy delivery within the NHS, CPs will be in 
a prime position to offer high quality consultancy to people developing and providing 
such services.
Consultation does not have to just be inter-professional -  there is a large body of 
practice and research describing the effectiveness of consultancy with clients, 
particularly families. A lot can and should be adapted from such practice to other 
forms of consultancy work. CPs should be confident in testing their familiar 
therapeutic and assessment skills and knowledge of useful psychological theories 
around change and development in their work as consultants.
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It is difficult to state with any certainty whether CPs do enough consultation within 
mental health services, particularly given the lack of audit and outcome data for such 
practices. However, the continued pressure from within and without the profession for 
CPs to develop this role indicates a demand for the service which is not being 
currently met.
Finally, I have highlighted several areas of potential difficulty for CPs in developing 
their roles as consultants. I hope I have made my own opinion clear: that while such 
problems may litter the path to consultation with some potential hazards, none are so 
big that such work should not be done. Consultation is of vital importance to the 
future of mental health services, and CPs are perfect for the job.
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The task
Our task was to discuss the intentionally ambiguous statement ‘the relationship to 
change’ in our Case Discussion Group (CDG), with the aim of presenting our work 
after six weekly meetings. We were given a range of different reading materials and 
prompts we could use to promote discussion, and very few instructions of what to 
actually do, or how to approach the task.
Our approach
Our group went through the typical ‘forming -  storming -  norming -  performing’ 
(Tuckman, 1965) stages of group process, which seemed clear to us all from early on. 
In light of this, I will discuss our approach to the task in relation to these stages.
The first ‘forming’ session consisted of free-flowing ideas, and trying not to panic. 
Since it was our first session together, we spent time introducing ourselves and 
meeting our facilitator. When we turned our attention to the task, we decided it might 
be better not to look at the information given to us, but instead to see what we came 
up with ourselves. I initiated this approach, as often I get bogged down with thinking 
about how things ‘should’ be done, rather than just thinking, which I explained to the 
group. For me, this ‘forming’ stage entailed a greater amount of self-focus and 
monitoring than later on, which I attribute to the newness of the task, group, and 
course. This stage also felt the most uncomfortable, in terms of the lack of familiarity 
with each other and the topic.
I found the ‘storming’ phase interesting in terms of learning facts, thinking creatively 
and about change as a specific subject. We discussed change in terms of enforced, 
external change (e.g. war, terrorism); chosen, internal change (e.g. giving up smoking, 
losing weight); developmental life changes such as adolescence; what constitutes 
adaptive coping and what does not and whether ‘successful’ coping with change is 
culturally dependent. We simultaneously discussed different theories which seemed
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relevant, such as Prochaska, DiClemente and Norcross’ (1992) ‘transtheoretical model 
of behaviour change’ and cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957).
As we moved into the ‘norming’ stage, these ideas started to come together and we 
discussed how different psychological schools might approach change therapeutically. 
This development coincided with our decision to do our presentation in the form of a 
television chat show. We discussed behaviourism and Skinnerian learning theory (e.g. 
Holland & Skinner, 1961), Beck’s (1961) cognitive therapy approach, along with 
Prochaska, DiClemente and Norcross’ theory, and decided to use these three 
approaches for our presentation. This took up to session four, then we progressed onto 
the ‘performing’ stage, which involved us preparing for the presentation: writing the 
script, allocating tasks and roles to each group member, practising, and finally, 
performing.
Reflections
During the ‘storming’ phase, I remember feeling excited by all of our ideas, but also 
fi-ustrated at how we seemed to be moving in circles: discovering and discussing a 
great idea, then moving on to another, then another, then another. After a while this 
began to unnerve me. I was conscious of time elapsing, how easy it was to have such 
interesting discussions, but how we needed to draw together the ideas into a focus. At 
the end of one session I commented how I felt that ideas would, in one moment, seem 
to be concrete and well-formed, then in the next moment they would slip from my 
grasp like a slippery otter, and I felt as though we were right back where we had 
started. I think perhaps, in hindsight, this was a way of saying, ‘Let’s move into the 
norming stage now, please!’ although, again in hindsight, perhaps this was not 
particularly constructive.
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This sense of urgency is something I am aware of in many areas of my life, both 
personal and professional. At the beginning of any task I feel this intense feeling of, 
‘Right, let’s get started! No time to waste!’ which usually turns out to be counter­
productive. For example, in working with a client with anorexia nervosa, I was 
reminded of how people will resist change until they feel ready, and any attempts to 
jump ahead are usually futile. With this client, I attempted to encourage re-feeding too 
early, and was thus met with resistance. I recalled the transtheoretical model of 
change, which specifies six stages of change: precomtemplation, contemplation, 
determination, action, maintenance and relapse. My client was clearly contemplating 
change, but was being pulled in two opposing directions; one part of her desperately 
wanting to change, the other incredibly fearful of the possible consequences of this. 
So, we spent a session openly discussing this ambivalence, thinking together about the 
advantages and disadvantages of changing certain aspects of her behaviour. She came 
to the next session with three books about overcoming anorexia, and a vastly 
increased sense of optimism and determination. I attribute this to various things, one 
being the open discussion of ambivalence and the strong message of personal control 
contained therein.
The transtheoretical model of change has proved to be one of the most important 
models I have used on my placement so far. I think it is especially relevant to me in 
terms of this sense of urgency I bring to almost everything I do, since it reminds me 
that acknowledging the different stages of change, sitting with ambivalence and 
working on motivation produces far better results in the long term than rushing ahead 
to whatever I perceive to be the central component. As a result of integrating this into 
my clinical practice, I feel more able to pace my work. This approach seems to reduce 
resistance in clients: little ‘pushing’ results in little resistance. Seeing almost instant 
results of the application of this model in clinical practice has been a real learning 
experience for me, and one which I am exploring further through reading (e.g. Miller 
& Rollnick, 2002) and practice.
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My initial attempts to avoid getting caught up in the ‘right’ way of doing things ended 
up being futile: our facilitator’s (whose pseudonym is Clive) first comment regarding 
what we should do was to make the presentation ‘funny and entertaining’. That 
comment hung over us (or was it just me?) like a wet, heavy blanket during the rest of 
the task. Our collective anxiety about producing something ‘good’ repeatedly returned 
to this one point. We would generate an idea for the presentation, only for it to be met 
with a collective sigh: ‘but that wouldn’t be very funny’. I had mixed feelings about 
this: of course I wanted our presentation to be humorous, but I did not want the task to 
be just about that. I wonder if this had not been said so early on whether we would 
have produced something completely different.
I have also wondered how our facilitator’s attitude affected our group dynamics. I 
thought initially that Clive seemed unenthusiastic. The first few things he spoke about 
focused on how excited we were, but how we should not let training dominate our 
lives. I felt that given that this was our second day of training, these comments had a 
deflating effect, and also served to differentiate him from the rest of the group. Did 
this attitude result in us forming tighter bonds with eachother? Tajfel’s (1970) social 
identity theory indicates strong alliances are formed between members of a group 
when the members share (often arbitrary) characteristics. By clearly differentiating 
himself from us as trainees, I wonder whether this caused us to form more coherent 
bonds with each other. Or would this have happened with any facilitator?
In reflecting on how we as a group approached the task, I feel that we were 
remarkably positive with each other, and generally good listeners and tum-takers. I do 
not recall a fight for dominance within the group, although there have been lots of 
other interesting group dynamics that have developed since. I think early on we 
identified ourselves as an amicable group, an identity that was perhaps strengthened 
upon hearing of disputes in other groups. Despite this rosy overtone, there were still 
times when it seemed that not everyone was pulling their weight. I did not voice my 
concerns for several reasons. Firstly, we hardly knew each other, and it felt difficult to 
be critical with unfamiliar people. Secondly, I did not want to be responsible for
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bursting the bubble of good feeling within the group. Thirdly, the problems seemed 
far too minor to bother with, and when one person slacked one week, they made up for 
it the next. Thus, my hesitancy appeared to be a functional approach at the time. 
Retrospectively, I feel a certain amount of regret at my role in the maintenance of the 
status quo: if we had ignited this aspect of group dynamics early on, it might not seem 
so difficult now. While it served us well for the purposes of the PEL task, it has left 
us with a group that does not function fully, in my opinion. We have yet to venture 
into more critical territory, and I feel this hesitancy is denying us of very valuable 
learning experiences. So, iff  were to start this PEL task all over again, I think that 
acknowledging the value of open and constructive criticism early on would be a 
priority of mine. In addition, I would model this behaviour myself. Indeed, this is a 
future task for our group, and conversations regarding group dynamics are very much 
needed as we continue to develop.
As part of our presentation, we reflected on our group’s process but did not discuss 
what we planned to say beforehand. All our reflections were overwhelmingly positive 
and we later discussed how this might have been slightly nauseating for other groups 
to hear, particularly those that had not had positive experiences. In hindsight, I think 
reflecting together on our experiences of the group process before the presentation 
would have opened doors into more accurate and honest reflections, and also set up 
some kind of standard within the group for this type of behaviour. The lack of 
emphasis on open and honest reflection this early on has continued to run into the 
CDG and subsequently affected the depth, scope, and comfort with which we reflect 
together as a group. This characteristic of our group is playing itself out currently, and 
I am finding myself struggling with how to deal with this positively, since I find it 
very frustrating. I am acutely aware of how some members of the group have 
problems with conflict of any kind, and of the general lack of cohesion that I sense 
within the group -  when is the right time to deal with this? How can we prevent this 
pattern from recurring?
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In summary, I feel that the PEL task was useful in many ways: expanding my 
knowledge base, emphasising the importance and value of discussion, and enabling 
our group to become acquainted. Personally I think I would have preferred a less 
pressurised start to my relationship with my fellow CDG members, perhaps some time 
to simply get to know one another without being so task-focused and stressed. We did 
have fun, but by the end of it I think we felt frazzled, and as though we knew a lot 
about change, but not much about each other. We could of course have focused on 
more personal aspects of change, but I think we all felt this would have been a 
difficult thing to commit to so early on, especially with a material ‘outcome’ required 
at the end of it. Our discussions and the material we used for our presentation have 
been hugely useful in my clinical practice, as outlined above, and for this I am able to 
appreciate the PEL task as an informative piece of work.
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Introduction
This account will focus on my experiences of the group process, and the reflections 
and thoughts this has generated for me. I will give a brief account of the Practice 
Based Learning (PBL) task, followed by my reflections. I will draw upon a few 
psychological theories throughout that I have felt relevant.
The problem
We were presented with written information about the Stride family: Mr and Mrs 
Stride and their three year old twins, who were placed in short-term foster care due to 
concerns about neglect and emotional abuse. Mrs Stride had herself grown up in the 
Looked After Children system (LACS), and also had a mild learning disability (LD). 
Domestic violence was an issue, with Mr Stride having hit Mrs Stride in front of the 
children. The family had significant financial difficulties. The parents desperately 
wanted their children back at home. There were a multitude of professionals involved 
in the decision-making, including CAMHS, solicitors, social services, and a health 
visitor, to name a few. A psychologist had been requested to conduct a risk assessment 
for the family and develop a rehabilitation plan if appropriate, which would be 
factored into the court’s final decision on where the children would be placed. Our 
assignment was to take on the psychologist’s role and then present our findings to the 
rest of our cohort.
The group process
Our group had undergone some significant changes since the first year. One of our 
members had left the course entirely, and we had also acquired a new member at the 
start of the second year. We also knew that another member was soon to be taking 
leave, and so would be leaving our group permanently. All of these changes had left 
us feeling unsettled. In addition, we all felt that we had not used the group to its full 
potential throughout the first year, having fallen prey to a serious case o f ‘groupthink’ 
(Schafer & Crichlow, 1996) whereby not ‘rocking the boat’ became a way of being
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for the group. We collectively agreed that this year would be different. We wanted to 
learn more from our sessions, be more honest with each other, set firmer boundaries, 
and feel more confident to challenge each other.
This attitude shift transferred onto our approach to the PBL task: while we toyed 
initially with the idea of creating an entertaining presentation, full of bad jokes and 
funny costumes, we quickly realised that already much of our discussion was veering 
off topic, on to less important matters than the Stride’s case. I suggested that we strip 
the presentation down to the bare bones, that we should aim to get the most learning 
out of the process as we could, and that our presentation should simply reflect that 
learning. The group welcomed this idea. In fact, we all felt relieved at not having to be 
entertaining, and we were freed to concentrate on this complex case.
Due to the complexity of the case we decided to each research an area between 
meetings. Looking through the notes of group members’ contributions, it is clear how 
different our approaches were. While we seemed (as always) reluctant for one person 
to take a leadership role, we easily fell into roles which allowed us to examine the 
case from different angles: emotional, theoretical, hypothetical, legal, and so on. In 
this way, we conformed to roles we had chosen for ourselves, consciously or not. For 
me, this has echoes of Milgram’s (e.g. 1963) and Zimbardo’s (e.g. 1974) work 
regarding obedience to authority. I wonder how much the ‘authority’ of our 
personalities and unconscious drives dictates what roles and tasks we adopt in groups?
I am struck by how much more confident I was in expressing myself compared to our 
previous PBL. I felt that we needed to keep things as simple as possible; it is easy for 
trainees to get very competitive, whether by trying to be the smartest, or do the 
wackiest presentation. Previous PBL tasks have heightened my awareness of 
intergroup competition among trainees. This is something I struggle with, despite 
understanding the basic nature of intergroup competition. For example, the research of 
Tajfel’s (1982) Social Identity Theory whereby people prefer those in their own group
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and describe outgroup members in generalised and negative terms is accepted as the 
general way of being for most groups. This competition can be fun at times, but also 
distracting. This time I seemed able to voice my concerns about this, and fortunately 
found my group members receptive. Perhaps the group’s hesitancy in appointing a 
leader, combined with my wish to reduce time spent on unnecessary activity, led me 
to take some control.
Balancing the competing elements of other assignments, placement and the 
responsibilities of life beyond training (of which there were many during this time) 
inspired me to make realistic judgments about how to approach this task. I did not 
want to get caught up in making everything look wonderful without first grasping the 
essence of the task, and I did not want to over-research the project. It would be 
interesting to ask my fellow group members for feedback on how they perceived this 
approach. I felt that I was assisting the group in capitalising on learning, whilst 
ensuring that none of us got carried away. They did not seem to resist this way of 
working. I related this approach to how efficiently we will have to work once 
qualified: a connection we all seemed to find useful. This approach forced us to 
acknowledge and surrender (somewhat) the competition we felt in relation to the other 
PBL groups.
Reflections on the content of the task
I recall thinking from the outset that the main aim of any intervention for this family 
would be to keep them together. It was clear to me that not everything had been tried; 
attempts so far seemed half-hearted, badly managed, or implemented by the wrong 
people (e.g. a family worker with no LD training had been appointed to show Mrs 
Stride how to ‘keep house’). No one was advocating for Mrs Stride. She was attending 
meetings with many professionals, yet was never able or invited to prepare, and never 
had anyone to assist her.
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The Stride’s situation seemed vastly unfair to me. It reminded me of ward rounds I 
had attending whilst working in an acute inpatient unit. Patients were invited in to a 
room full of dour-faced professionals, none of whom ever introduced themselves, all 
either making notes or looking bored, or both. Decisions about patients’ care were 
being made based on observations of them in a totally alien environment, where they 
behaved completely differently. It was a joke. It felt so archaic and deeply 
institutionalised; this was 2003. The concept of recovery and its implementation (e.g. 
Jacobson & Greenley, 2001) was in an embryonic stage at the hospital then.
So, it surprised me when all but one of my fellow group members thought that the 
Stride twins should be put into permanent care. I was stunned. I imagine that coming 
from a broken family myself added weight to this. The group members’ main 
concerns were of safety for the children, in light of the domestic violence. I could 
understand this, but I still thought that it was important to approach the case while 
asking the question, ‘how can this family be kept together?’. So far, it seemed that no 
one had done that. Perhaps they were scared of litigation, should something bad 
happen to the twins? Would they then be liable? There is no doubt that we live in a 
litigious age, frightened also by much publicised cases such as Baby P (e.g. 
Edemariam, 2009) but when it hampers positive risk taking, and splits families apart, 
such an approach has to be questioned.
This led me to think: if my fellow trainees are so willing to put these children in to the 
LACS, how many times has this happened in reality? What happens to these children? 
The focus of the group’s concerns seemed to be so short term: remove the children 
from a potentially violent situation... but in to what? What are the outcomes for 
children in the LACS? What are their typical experiences? Why isn’t anyone thinking 
about this? I tried to answer some of these questions for the presentation, finding 
many studies indicating extremely poor outcomes for children in the LACS (e.g., 
Stein, 2006; Cashmore & Paxman, 2006).
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The presentation
We kept the presentation simple, as planned. We each spoke in turn about the area we 
had chosen to research, and then described our personal responses. Our presentation 
was not as dramatic or entertaining as some others, but we covered all of the areas 
clearly and concisely. Feedback was positive, particularly about the personal 
reflections.
From learning into practice
The PBL has increased my awareness of the fear that can drive decisions, whether it is 
fear of litigation or of the worst outcome, rather than thinking about the people 
involved in the situation and having the confidence to take calculated risks. Making 
decisions in groups can be affected by social conformity, for example, not speaking 
out if you disagree with the majority. Noelle-Neumanne’s (1984) Spiral of Silence 
Theory describes peoples’ hesitancy in expressing minority views for fear of rejection. 
The more the person’s opinion aligns with the perceived majority opinion, the more 
likely they are to express that opinion, and vice versa. Minority views therefore spiral 
into silence -  something I have seen happen in multidisciplinary team meetings, and 
something I have been guilty of too. From another perspective, Klucharev et al.
(2009) have shown that when we agree with group consensus our brains release 
dopamine, thus rewarding conformity. When we disagree, the brain creates an ‘error 
signal’ similar to that seen in studies of reinforcement learning. It seems, therefore, 
that clinical decisions can be influenced by our need to be accepted by our colleagues 
as well as what is best for service users.
This PBL has made me think about how professionals might sometimes get caught up 
in short-term solutions, without thinking about the long-term effects of their decisions. 
It has helped me to realise that I have strong views about the rights of families. I also 
seem to have strong views on helping families stay together, and about how 
professionals should treat vulnerable clients. Perhaps I am idealistic; I have not been 
involved in a case like this in practice; perhaps my values would change. The number
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of professionals involved in this family’s case also raises the ethical issue of who gets 
involved and why. It is complex, there is a requirement for multi-professional 
involvement, but it strikes me as chaotic and disorganised when there are so many 
people involved. In support of this, Parkinson (1958, cited in Buchanan, 2009) states 
that a committee of 20 people or more are unlikely to be able to reach consensus.
Conclusions
I hope that having had the opportunity to complete this PBL task, and also to reflect 
on it, that I will be able to take this new knowledge into similar situations at work: an 
awareness of the ethics of who gets involved in a case and why, not to let the family at 
the centre of the work get forgotten about, an awareness of my ideals and how these 
shape my decision making and my judgments of others’ decisions. Finally, I think it is 
important to remember that clinicians are not robots, but are human beings and 
therefore subject to all sorts of influences alongside actual decisions to be made. To be 
aware of this fallibility is, in my opinion, a large step in overcoming it.
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In this account I reflect upon the difficulties we seemed to experience in forming a 
solid group identity. 1 describe two factors that 1 felt influenced this confusion: the 
misleading name of these groups, and the groups’ dual purpose: initially, a forum for 
discussing and producing a presentation relating to the Problem Based Learning 
exercise, then switching to a less structured reflective forum. 1 reflect upon the 
approaches and consequences of how we attempted to overcome this confusion as a 
group.
1 reflect upon our group’s identity as a particularly harmonious group in relation to 
others within the cohort. 1 discuss the benefits and tensions created by such 
identification, particularly our need to maintain that identity by not challenging each 
other. 1 describe these elements in the framework of Tajfel’s (1974) theory of social 
identity and intergroup behaviour, and link these observations to my experiences of 
working in multidisciplinary team settings where the prevalence of conflict avoidance 
has been high.
1 also describe the absence of one group member and of the group’s very reflective 
response to this; something which seemed to be a double-edged sword, since the 
group’s continual reflection of the impact of this member’s absence seemed to distract 
us from sharing our concerns with them.
Overall, 1 reflect upon multiple elements of the group’s processes, focusing on the 
functioning of the group as a whole within the context of the wider cohort, and my 
own responses and reflections.
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This process account summarises my recent experiences of integrating in to a new 
Personal and Professional Development Group (PPDG) midway through the second 
year of training. I have drawn on Leary’s (1999) Sociometer Theory of self-esteem in 
order to describe my own experiences of the interaction between my self-esteem and 
functioning within a social context; in this case, the PPDG. 1 have also reflected on the 
benefits of personal therapy in helping me to better understand my social behaviour 
against the background of my personal history.
Within the PPDG, many interesting and stimulating discussions have taken place. 1 
have drawn on specific examples of these to illustrate my learning and thought 
processes. For example, our discussions prompted by the reading of the NHS 
Leadership Qualities Framework (2006) led to discussions about our personal 
responses to the role of leadership in Clinical Psychology and the adoption of a 
business model in the NHS. 1 have also reflected on the group’s ability to have open 
and balanced discussions, and in particular, my appreciation of the boundaries and 
respect of the group members.
Joining an established group mid-way through training had its challenges. A reflective 
group session led to some interesting discussions around my feelings of being a group 
member, and the group’s perception of me. 1 have likened my experiences of joining 
this group to joining an established team post-qualification, and have reflected on the 
difference between my hopes, fantasies and reality.
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